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Home leaanin iring art Ribbons and 
Public and private schools Wheels in motion for unique Local skaters win over 
40 medals and awards in aren’t the only way local and collaborative art exhibit to 
kids get an education happen in 2007 out-of-town competition 
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Leclerc to,ps race for city council ~ 
TWO NEWCOMERS and four 
incumbents will be sworn in on city 
council next month based on the results 
of the Nov. 19 civic elections. 
Carol Leclerc returns for a second 
term after finishing first for six seats with 
1,151 votes. That’s a big shift from the 
2002 election when she narrowly edged 
out Don Coburn for the sixth seat. 
Consultant Brad Pollard and former 
forest service district manager Brian 
Downie are the two new people to claim 
seats on the municipal council and they’ll 
be joined by the other returning council- 
lors, Lynne Christiansen, Marylin Davies 
and Rich McDaniel. 
,. 
Stew Christensen, who sat on city 
council for one term, was the only incuni- 
bent not re-elected to council. Newcomer 
Downie ran second with 1,142 votes, just 
eighth fewer than LecIerc’s. 
There were 1,116 votes cast for Lynne 
Christiansen. Marylin Davies, who 
topped the polls in the 2002 election, 
earned 1,056 votes for the fourth seat. 
She was followed by incumbent Rich 
McDaniel who logged 1,035 votes. He 
had the third most votes in the previous 
election. Brad Pollard secured the sixth 
seat on council with 1,013 votes leaving 
a gap of 115 votes between him and sev-, 
, Fee to be 
charged 
for liquor 
kences 
GROUPS applying for 
special occasion liquor 
licences will now have to 
pay a fee to the city but the 
process is expected to be 
much less complicated. 
The city never before 
charged a fee for the process 
but groups willhow have to 
pay $25 per application. 
The fee is to cover in- 
house adminstrative costs 
related to changes the city 
has made to streamline the 
application process for spe- 
cial occasion liquor licences 
for such events as beer gar- 
dens at sports tournaments. 
Under the old way of do- 
ing things, applicants had to 
go through several steps to 
ge tthe licence. A seperate li- 
cence had to first be obtained 
from the Liquor Control and 
Licensing Board before ap- 
plying to the city and geting 
comment from the RCMP 
for approval. 
“What was happening 
is these applications were 
coming by a letter to coun- 
cil, sometimes here to the 
development services de- 
partment or, sometimes to 
leisure services,” says city 
planner David Block. 
Applications were often 
submitted without contact- 
ing the RCMP which posed 
a problem for approval from 
council, he skys. The new 
system will now see the city 
take charge of the applica- 
tion process and contact the 
RCMP on behalf of the ap- 
plicant, says Block. 
And because all those up- 
plications will go through 
one department, there should 
be no confusion among city 
staff as to who handles1 the 
requests. 
d 
At 42-years-old Pollard wi!l be the 
youngest person on council. Oates and 
Christensen battled for votes in the race 
for sixth position but neither was able to Retired School administrator, and 
get enough to bypass Pollard. Oates got teacher Art Erasmuk topped the polls to 
897 votes to Christensen’s 847. be one of three Terrace school trustees on 
Kim Croot earned 787 votes while theoCoast Mountain school district board. 
Glenn Kelly earned 472 and Robert He gathered 1,147 votes toward his first 
Shkuratoff received 368. term on the board. 
And in the referendum voters came up Former Kitsumkalum chief councillor 
with a yes vote which means the city will Diane Collins, ais0 running for the first 
continue adding fluoride to its water. ’ time, placed second with 849 votes while 
Only 2,008 peoplesvoted in this elec- Hal Stedham placed third with 776 votes 
tion. With more than 8,000 eligible vot- for his third term on the school board. 
ers in Terrace that amounts to an abysmal Tanis Kilpatrick placed fourth with 
to a 37 per cent voter turnout in the 2002 
election. 
..mi. 
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Turner came jn fifth with 727 votes and 
Maryann Freeman came sixth with 620 
votes while Don Dunster came in seventh 
with 327 votes. 
Lorrie Gowen was returned as the 
school trustee for Thornhill by acclama- 
tion, Diana Penner and Nicole Georglin- 
Bingham did not run again in Terrace. 
leaving Stedham as the only trustee to 
seek office again. 
Those elected this time claimed office 
with far less votes than in 2002. The front 
runner then was Diana Penner with 1,653 
votes, far more than this past weekend’s 
first place finisher Erasmus who received 
enth place finisher Gordon Oates. 25 per cent voter turnout. That compares ’ 747 votes, former school trustee Gary I ,  147 votes. 
Christmas crafting 
AGNES WALKER displays her crocheted andknitted goods at the craft fair in 
the Skeena Mall Nov. 19. Several vendors were on hand to sell items fit to be 
found under any tree or in any stocking this holiday season. 
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Austin to lead legislative 
aq u ac UI It u re co m m it t ee 
tion MLAs on it and four government 
MLAs. 
Austin said people shouldn’t be sur- 
prised that the committee majority will 
rest with the NDP. 
“We represent a lot of the coastal 
ridings,” he said. 
“Aquaculture is a complex issue to 
understand,” said Austin. “The criti- 
cal thing is that it does not damage our 
wild fishery.” 
The NDP for years has been 8 critic 
of aquaculture, saying that some of the 
salmon diseases. 
Just last week Austin was at a Sport 
Fishing Institute of B.C. conference 
in Richmond where he said he was 
impressed with the value the industry 
creates. 
“It’s incredible. An angler here may 
have a fish that’s $100 in value. But in 
the sport fishing industry, a fish can be 
worth thousands,” he said once expens- 
es such as fishing lodges and guides are 
taken into account. 
Austin said that there’s a business 
Domestic violence 
targeted by cops, 
local’ agencies 0 , 
By MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE RCMP and two local organizations 
are joining forces to better help domestic 
violence victims deal with dange’rous home 
situations. - ,  
Police officers too often find themselves 
going to the same residences involving the 
same people, says Staff Sgt. Eric Stubbs. 
“Some are high risk and as-fhe cycle goes, 
often it gets more violent and more violent 
so these victims are in an incrkasingly great- 
er amount of danger,” he said. 
To stop that cycle, the RCMP, the Terrace 
Victims Assistance Program and the Ksan 
House Society are starting a pilot project so 
that victims, typically woman, have tailor- 
made plans dealing with their own safety and 
assistance in leaving violent relationships. 
~ Emphasis will be placed on determining 
whether the women have enough money 
to leave, have family support in town or in 
another city and whether children are in- 
volved. 
“There is going to be a team effort. We’re 
working together to try to help specific peo- 
ple,” says Stubbs. 
The pilot project is also viewed as a way 
of helping victims who may not want to fol- 
low through with criminal charges against 
their alleged abusers. Stubbs said victims 
are hesitant to make statements to police 
because of fear and dependence upon their 
partners. A woman may not want an abusive 
partner to go to jail, especially if he is the 
main breadwinner, he added. 
Domestic violence is a major issue; one 
that chews up alot of policc time. 
Since the police do not report domestic 
violence cases to the media, the public may 
not be aware of all the time the police do put 
in on these cases, he says. 
“There’s lots of domestic violence. Our 
members spcnd alot of time’responding, in- 
vestigating and processing these files,” he 
says. “I can’t say it’s on the rise, just that it’s 
a substantial problcm that needs lo be dealt 
with .” 
Stubbs estimates that each case requires a 
minimum of 20 hours of work. 
This includes not just responding to the 
call but sending a police escort with the per- 
petrator to retrieve personal items from the 
.. 
residence. If officers have to conduct a fire- 
arms investigation, they have to first secure 
a warrant. 
All this doesn’t include the time taken in 
court if the case does go to trial. 
And this is just for the RCMP; often vic- 
tims services puts in additional time follow- 
ing up with counselling. 
Sherry Pellegrino, the director of the vic- 
tim services program, which offers emotion- 
al support and information, says the team 
effort will put a person in touch with needed 
resources. 
“We’re excited about it in that we’re hop- 
ing that this will be an extra level of service 
we can offer,” she said. 
“It’s a tough situation for a lot of the vic- 
tims who are primarily women,” said Pel- 
legrino. “It takes a lot of courage to go to 
court.” 
Going to court can be a lengthy process 
and victims may decide just to move on and 
not deal with what’s involved, she added. 
Kristi Hanna of the Ksan House Society 
views the pilot project as a way of qffering’ 
more help to women at a high risk of vio- 
lence. 
“We hope to connect the pieces so we‘can 
work with a woman to meet her needs,” she 
said. “It’s really unique to have.” 
The pilot project is also aimed at hiving a 
victim feel more comfortable in dealing with 
police. Hanna continued. 
A woman may not feel safe or comfort- 
able in contacting police on her own com- 
pared to dealing with a police officer and 
victim support workers at the same time. 
The RCMP and the two organizations are 
financing the pilot project oii their own. It’ll 
be reviewed after six months. 
Recent domestic violence statistics are 
difficult to conic by but the Ksan House So- 
ciety in 2002 stated that 1,500 Terrace and 
area children witness family violence each 
year and that 1,000 women are victims of 
family violcncc cach year. 
In 2001, Terrace RCMP statistics indi- 
cated that only one in eight women report 
domestic violence to police. 
In Terrace proper, 920 domestic violence 
incidents were reported to police while in 
the rural area, the number was 200. 
0 
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SKEENA NDP MLA Robin Austin 
will be named chair of an all-party 
legislative committee charged with 
examining the aquaculture industry. 
The jntention to Corm the committee 
and for it to have an opposition MLA 
as chair was first announced in Sep- 
tember when the legislature re-opened 
after the provincial election 
As the NDP fisheries critic, Austin’s 
selection as chair was pretty much a 
given. 
“We’ll be given 18 months to do the 
work of the committee and there will 
be six months for the government to 
implement the work,” said Austin. 
The committee will have six opposi- 
techniques use are dangerous to farmed 
salmon as well as wild stock. 
say fish farms pollute and help spread 
in Nanaimo created specifically to can 
salmon caught by foreign anglers. 
Environmental and other groups “And that alone employs 40 peo- 
ple,” he said. 
THESE YOUNG hockey fans show their appreciation for the River Kings, vie- 
tory over Kitimat at the Terrace Arena Nov. 17. For more on the game, turn to 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO pageC4. 
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Good Place to Stay in Kamloops 
\\ Parties gearing up 
for winter election 
1901 E.Trans Canada Hwy f3eservations Only 
Kamloops, BC V2C 329 1-800-563-7401 
Tel: (250) 372-3386 w-. 
- 
-__Io. ,,z-;;I& I 1 I (NBJ S E R V I C E  C E N T R E  LTD.) Car & right Truck Repair Broke Specialists 4 
SKEENA RULKLEY NDP 
MP Nathan Cullen, who 
earned a reputation as a door 
knocker in his 2004 federal 
election win, says he’s ready 
to do it again in what looks 
to be a certain winter cam- 
paign. 
“I’ve got my toque, 
gloves and a big, down jack- 
et. I’ll be doing just as much 
door knocking. as before,” 
said Cullen last week. 
Cullen said that if the 
government is defeated this 
month as expected, elec- 
tion day could be sometime 
the second or third week of Nathan Cullen MikeScott ,- 
MONEY. SCHOOL RECYCLING PROGRAMS TURN CONTAINERS INTO 
Students in 392 elementary and high schools throughout the province participated in Encorp’s 
school beverage container recycling program. The deposit money refunded was oflen used 
for school fundraising. 
Last year students helped return nearly 900 million beverage containers equalling over 
$200,000 in deposit refunds. And every container returned was recycled into something new. 
Congratulations to a l l  this year’s winners. 
January. 
He’s anticipating that all 
parties will take a break over 
the Christmas holidays. 
“I don’t think people 
want to talk politics at(least 
for a few days during Christ- 
mas,” Cullen added. ’ 
That sets the stage for two 
campaigns, the one lead- 
ing up to Christmas and the 
period afterward leading up 
to the election day. the MP 
continued. 
Cullen’s NDP caucus 
withdrew its support of the 
Liberal minority government 
after it failed to get what it 
considered to be enough as- 
surances from the govern- 
ment that it would stop the 
growth of private health care 
and cut waiting lists. 
0 But NDP leader Jack 
Layton then tried to con- 
vince the Liberals to finish 
up in an orderly fashion be- 
fore Christmas and then call 
an election in January which 
would lead to a February 
voting day. 
“We tried but failed,” 
said Cullen. “There’s a ma- 
chismo attitude among the 
Liberals. They’re daring us 
to have an election. They’re 
acting like school yard bul- 
lies. It’s disappointing.” 
“We’ve been saying let’s 
negotiate but they aren’t lis- 
tening. I’m beginning to lose 
my respect for some [cabi- 
net] ministers who otherwise 
&e decent people.” . ,  
,AII I early election caill 
risks losing legislation such 
as a bill to provide relief to 
low income people from 
high energy prices and a bill 
that would provide workers 
adequately govern. 
Consenwive Party of 
Canada candidate for Skee- 
na-Bulkley hlike Scott says 
he‘ll focus on Cullen and 
what he calls the NDP‘s 
anti-development position. 
“I believe the north- 
west has a lot of potential 
and we’re going to see that 
potential be realized with 
developments such as the 
port in Prince Rupert.” said 
Scott. 
“BGFi don’t think that 
potential will be realized 
through the NDP. I don’t 
know Mr. Cullen personally 
but I do know the NDP is 
anti-development, it’s anti- 
oil and gas and it’s anti-min- 
ing,” Scott continued. 
“Nathan Cullen repre- 
sents a party whose econom- 
ic ideas are unworkable and 
every time they’ve seized 
power provincially, we’ve 
seen that.” 
Scott’s no stranger to fed- 
eral politics because he was 
first the Reform’party MP 
and then the Canadian Alli- 
ance MP for the old Skeena 
riding, winning the elections 
of 1993 and 1997. He decid- 
ed not to run again in 2000. 
Scott, now the owner with 
his wife of a road-building 
and paving company, was 
nominated in early summer 
at a time when it looked as 
if Paul Martin’s Liberal gov- 
ernment would be defeated 
in a non-confidencemotion.’ 
‘‘I really b;elie\ie the Lib- 
erals lost the morallauthority 
to govern at that time, when 
the first Gomery revela- 
tions were coming out.” said 
Scott. 
‘The Liberals have been 
clinging to power these past 
six months.” 
Like Cullen. Scott doubts 
he’ll be campaigning over 
the Christmas holidays. 
0 
Rod Taylor 
Federal Liberals don’t 
have a candidate yet but 
they‘ll quickly put the 
wheels in niotion as soon 
as’ it is clear there will be 
an election, szys Dave Mc- 
Guigan, the president of the 
party’s Skeena-Bulkley con- 
stituency association. 
Several people have al- 
ready taken out nomination 
papers but they must first be 
checked out and approved 
by a party committee before 
offi,cially being accepted as 
candidates. I 
“Like any other party, 
there’s a process that must 
first be followed,” said h k -  
Guignn. 
The Liberals ran Haida 
leader Miles Richardson in 
2004 but he’s not expected 
to run again. 
The Christian Heritage 
Party has already chosen 
its candidate. Rod Taylor, a 
mill manager from Smith- 
ers. also ran in  2004. 
He’s touring the area this 
week with party leader Ron 
Gray. 
Cullen‘s 2004 win came 
at the expense of Andy Bur- 
ton who replaced Scott as 
the Canadian Alliance MP 
by winning the 2000 elec- 
tion here. 
$14.99 - Pot Roast dinner, Grilled Chicken dinner, 
Salisbury Steak dinner or Liver & Onions. 
b p r e j  Dec 30.2005. a i, 
We’re cooking now.TM 
Visit us at www.dennys.ca 0 
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of compani& that have gone 
under with financial assis- 
tance. 
Cullen said he’ll be run- 
ning on his record and on 
the federal Liberal failure to 
An electronic braking distribution system. 
Some have if. Some don% 
Skeena bucks trend 
r .  in provincial voting - 
FEWER FEOPLE voted turnout in Skeena this May Neufeld. 
in Skeena in this year’s was higher than the provin- In the 1983 election, 70 
provincial election than cial figure of 58.19 per cent per cent of eligible British 
did in 2001, show figures which meant that 1,773,269 Colunibians voted. Partici- 
reIeased last week by people turned out to vote. pation dropped steadily in 
Elections B.C. Elections B.C. reported the 1986. 199; and 1996 
Although the lion-parti- that 1,599.765 voters voted provincial general elec- 
san agency’s numbers show in the 2001 provincial gen- tions. By 2001. turnout had 
that more people voted in era1 election and 1.739.999 dropped to 55 per cent. 
the May 2004 across B.C. voted in the 2004 federal Youth participation rates 
than in any other previous general election. also increased in the May 
election. the Skeena voter The agency conducted an 2005 provincial general 
turnout of 13.349 in May extensive campaign through- election. Over 125.000 eli- 
2001 dropped to 12.902 in out the province to- sncour- gible voters - 35.27 per cent 
May 2005. And that came age people to register and - of those afed IS to 24 
despite an increase in the then to vote in an attempt !o turned out to vote. In the 
number of registered vot- reverse declining turnouts. 2001 election. only 37 per 
ers from 18.506 in 2001 to “We are pleased to sc‘c ccllt of eligible aged 
20,638 in 2005. a reversal of the decline i n  I s  to  24 ,,oted. 
Elections B.C. also tar- In percentage terms, voter participation that oc- the May 2005 turn out was curred in our province over getcd younger voters to in- 62.52 per cent compared to the past two decades,“ said 
crease their participation in 72.13 per cent in May 2001. B.C.’s Chief 
Still, the percentage Electoral Officer Harry the Alwoys one of the best-equipped in its class, 
with anti-slip regulation, electromechanical 
power-assisted deefing, independent front 
and rear suspension, and ultra-precise 
braking, the new 2006 Jetta gives you a11 
the control you need to hit the road: Just 
the road. Drive it. You‘ll get it. 
D Max- Min, Total .’ D Max Min Total 
A Temp Temp Precip, .’. A Temp. Temp Precip 
Y “C “C mm Y “C “C mm 
11 ’ 2’.4” -0.1 5.0 . .ll -1.3 -4.1 0.0 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
-1.1 -4.8 2.0 
1.3 -1.7 20.4 
2.3 0.1 24:4 
4.6 0.7 2.4 
4.0 0.9 4.3 
2.6 0.7 2.6 
Drivers wanted: 
new jettaxa 1-800 DRIVE VLV I V W . h  , 1.7 -0.4 10.4 
I 
Winter i s  here and with I t  comes winter 
driving conditions ... Motorists should be 
aware that despite maintenance efforts, they are 
still going to encounter hazardous conditions on 
the highways. Drifting snow, bleak ice. compact Isnow and slush can occur at anvtime. Motorists At ail participating Volkswagen Dealers including your local Dealer: Columbia Autohaus btd. 
4109 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-5717 
I Construction, Terrace ur Local Highway & Bridge Maintenance Contrac Ph: (2501 638-1881 must drive with more caution ihroughout the winter months and expect to encounter a full range of winter driving conditions. The best defense aaainst winter misham is to slow down! 
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City seeks major boost 
‘ 
for outdoor recreation 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
THE FACE of Terrace 
Mountain could change next 
year if the city successfully 
gets money from a federal 
agency for the creation of a 
bike trail there. 
The city also hopes 10 im- 
prove the Howe Creek trail, 
build new trails on Ferry 
Island to link up with exist- 
ing ones and perhaps build 
an extension of the Grand 
Trunk Pathway to Frank St. 
City director of leisure 
services, Ross Milnthorp, 
says the improvenients will 
not only benefit local recre- 
ationalists bui could attract 
tourism and increase busi- 
ness for local bike shops. 
“There certainly is a cur- 
rent trend that we expect to 
continue for another I O  to 15 
years and this is toward self 
determined activities and 
we see mountain Giking and 
trail riding fitting in to that 
activity,” Milnthorp says. 
The Terrace Mountain 
bike trail would likely be 
built to what’s known as 
the Whistler standard - a 
standard widely accepted by 
mountain bikers and other 
municipalities in the prov- 
ince. 
That means it would fea- 
ture a number of wooden 
bridges and other features 
that will appeal not just to 
recreational riders but high 
level riders as well. 
“We are beginning to 
work with local riders for 
consultation on the potential 
level of difficulty and ioca- 
tion,” Milnthorp says. plete riders could then ride 
-_ne project also be all the way down Keith Ave. 
done in consL1ltation with the turn north on Frank St. and 
forests ministry which has’ use a paved pathway all the 
property on Terrace Moun- Says T O E A  President LUCY “We will also sec health longer,” Park‘says. way back downtown. 
tain and local cycling club Pra%ht. benefits that become a tax “It will also allow for saf- City officials wouldn’t 
the Terrace Offroad Cycling credit, if you will, in our on- disclose the amount of mon- 
Association (TORCA). going fight to reduce depen- ey they want for the proj- 
Mountain trail is used by instead of building health.” The application is being 
hikers, runners and cyclists. the opportunity of working All Seasons Source for race Mountain bikc trail made to the federal gov- 
The idea of expanding with local government.’’ Sports owner Bob Park could exit somewhcre by the ernment’s job creation pro- 
area bike trails is meeting McBike owner Bruce agrees. Old Skecna Bridgc, allow- gram. 
with much support froin the “I think it’s awesome and ing bikers to cross the river Milnthorp says the ex- 
local biking and retail corn- and ride to Fcrry Island. ‘ pects to have it submitted by 
munity. And if the Grand Trunk the end of the month and to 
“Honestly, I am super Pathway extcnsion is coni- have an answer soon after. 
’ 
TERRACE MOUNTAIN could be the  home of a bike trail for the  use of Christine Krisinger (pictured above) and 
other cyclists if a city plan for expanded outdoor recreation opportunties results in getting enough money from 
a federal agency. 
excited because I think it 
is just the first step to work 
together to expose mountain 
biking in the Terrace area,” 
rain to enjoy their chosen 
sport and we will see this 
sport grow in ways we can’t 
even imagine,” he says. 
1 think it’s ;I natural for the 
city to the11 put out bike 
maps and that gives people 
a reason to stop here a little 
--_ 
“And it lends itself to a 
lot more possibilities for trail 
working with forestry and 
er guided trails and a more 
structured environment for 
The idca is that the Ter- 
The existing Terrace development in our area and dency on treating sickness riders.” ects. 
Martindale says it will bene- 
fit the sport and locals alike. 
“It will give the average 
cyclist in Terrace more ter- 
it’ll give the kids some direc- 
tion to go and it’s great for 
the tourists as well becausc 
You ShoddB 
News In Brief 
UNBC ranks high 
THE UNIVERSITY of Northern British Columbii 
(UNBC) has achieved its highest-ever ranking in thc 
annual Maclean’s magazine ranking of Canadian uni 
versities, placing fourth in the “primarily undergradu 
Previously, its best-ever ranking was seventh 
achieved twice before, including last year. 
The universities placing ahead of UNBC this yea 
are all from Atlantic Canada - St. Francis Xavier 
Mount Allison and Acadia. Each is also more than 1% 
years old. 
The average entering grade of students coming tc 
UNBC directly from’high school is 82 per cent, sixtf 
best in Canada. UNBC placed fourth for the number oj 
students who have won national awards. 
“It was a pleasant surprise to see that we’ve achieved 
our highest-ever ranking in Maclean’s. but as‘in othei 
years, it’s the numbers behind our overall ranking thal 
really tell the story,” says UNBC President Charles 
Jago. < 
ate” category. v 
Abport count holds firm 
THE NUMBER of people either landing at or taking ofi 
from the airport this year is on track to match last year’s 
figure of 99,062. 
There were 82,356 arrival/departure passengers 
through the airport to the end of October. That’s just 
16,706 fewer than for all of 2004 with two months left 
to gv. This past October’s moment tally of 8,892 ex- 
ceeded the 8,397 in October 2004. 
There are also no missed flights because of weather 
or other reasons this October and’two missed flights in 
October 2004. ’ 
Last year’s total figure of 99,062 passengers moved 
was the highest in years and represented an increase of 
nearly 10,000 movements over 2003. 
J. There have been just 1 1 missed flights due to weath- 
er or other problems to the end of October of this year 
compared to 22 to the end of October of 2004. A new 
landing system has cut the number of missed flights. 
Local hero .charged 
A YOUNG man who pulled the female‘passenger 
in his vehicle to safety as their car burst into flames 
after going off the road will face charges in Terrace 
Provincial Court. 
Watson Tyler Munroe, 18, has been charged with 
speeding against a highway sign and failing to keep to 
An investigation by local highway patrol officers de; 
termined the teen’s 1988 Buick Park Avenue sedan was 
speeding at 113 km/h in an 80 km/h zone when it spun 
out of control on a curve, collided with a series of trees 
and ended up in the> ditch along the Nisga’a Highway 
about half of a kilometre north of the Wesach Creek 
Bridge on the north end of Kalum Lake near Rosswood 
on Sept. 24. 
A blaze caused by leaking gasoline destroyed the 
car. The driver and passenger were treated for minor 
injuries at Mills Memorial Hospital and released. 
Terrace RCMP ask that anyone who provided blan- 
kets and clothing at the accident scene and would like 
their articles returned to contact Cst. John Graziano at 
__ -- the right. __ 
638-7400. 
alternative 
This is the same body mouldin ressure 
it is manufactured in British Columbia our  prices 
are significantly lower. 
With warranties up to 20 years, our proqise 
to you is to provide a quality sleepin 
relieving foam that you‘ve seen on TV, t E  ut ecause 
alternative at the best price guarantee Ci? 
wiscofsrm 3000 
queen mattress 
$999 (you save $310) 
1. . 
queen mattress 
$1 149 (you save $245) 
viscoform 
the body moulding, 
pressure relieving 
mattress 
I queen mattress $1 294 
wiiscoform 
the body moulding, 
pressure relieving 
mattress 
The Senta Fe - For the ‘rustic look’ our 
Santa Fe log frame is the perfect fit. This 
solid Dine sofa sleeDer is available in today’s sofa sleeper 
doubre, Queen, loieseat, and chair sizes. 
I 
’rices include mattress and frame. Cover and pillows extra. 
8 8 FURNIT 
4525 Lakelre Avenue 0 Terrace, 9.C 0 635451 1 0 1-800-479.451 1 
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Our === money 
OF COURSE it% good news that the federal gov- 
ernment wants to cut income taxes as outlined in 
finance minister Ralph Goodale’s economic up- 
date released last week. 
Briefly, the amount of money people can earn 
before paying income tax rises by $500 and the 
amount of tax middle income earnersrwill pay af- 
ter that drops from 16 per cent to 15 per cent. 
These proposed changes are back-dated to the 
start of 2005, meaning those reductions come will 
take hold when we file income tax returns next 
leased by Mr. Goodale indicate that a 
family of four with two income earners bringing 
in $60,000 a year can expect a savings of $499. 
Better yet is the impact on low income earners. 
The increase by $500 in the basic personal ex- 
emption will remove several hundred thousand 
people from the federal tax rolls altogether. 
Mr. Goodale says he can do this based on the 
strength of the national economy. It’s generating 
far more in federal revenues than expected and 
Mr. Goodale is anticipating this will continue. 
But before Mr. Goodale and others get carried 
away, there are a few things to consider. 
One is that the federal surplus is due in part to 
increased corporate profits and subsequent rise in 
federal tax revenues driven by the spike in energy 
fc prices. It’s consumers ”who are responsible for 
those profits because of the increased energy pric- 
es in the first place. So in effect the higher prices 
we are now paying for gas and the higher prices 
we will be paying this winter to heat our homes 
will be returned to some extent by the promised 
tax reductions. Money in, money out. 
’ 
2 
’ 
The most important thing to remember is that 
the promised tax cuts are still a proposal. They 
have to survive the current minority Parliament 
and given that there is going to be a federal elec- 
tion one way or another early in the new year, 
that’s easier said than done. 
If the tax reduction proposal doesn’t survive, 
than count on it to be the focal point of the federal 
Liberal campaign platform. It’ll be placed against 
the other proposals mounted by the other politi- 
cal parties, all promising to do more than Prime 
Minister Paul Martin and Mr. Goodale will do if 
they are re-elected. 
The Liberals will prefer this because they can 
now point to the Goodale plan and combine it 
with years of previous surpluses and previous tax 
reductions as proof they are better managers than 
any other political party. 
It makes for great political theatre and cam- 
paign chest thumping but we should not forget 
the essential element at play. And that is that our 
political system is based on political parties brib- 
ing us with our own money. It’s a heck of way to 
run a country. 
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Log exports will spur innovation 
HERE’S AN argument for I don’t think anyone would to chance of being economi- 
why having the ability to ex- disagree with the concept &d cally successful. 
port logs actually works in notion that we should be get- One look at difficulties be- 
opening up value added busi- ting the highest and best value ing experienced in the north- 
ness opportunities. from every log harvested in west in attracting investment 
This prospective always the province. into this region should drive 
gives environmental groups I can still remember the this point home. 
fits because the implication is public outcry when during Not all logs are alike. Not 
that their campaigns for to tie some very healthy pulp my- all mills cut the same profile 
wood to mills in the area the kets, mills were chipping lum- of timber. Not every manu- 
wood comes from works for ‘ ber as the value they received facturing plants sells to the 
major licensees by maintain- for chips was higher than the same customer. 
ing cheap access to domestic price they could get for lum- When you see two loaded 
logs. ber. logging trucks pass each other 
Not a bad thing for them But why is it that our mill- it is a sign that forest policy is 
when lumber prices are climb- ing industry has developed finally starting to work. That 
ing like they are. Found the dimension lumber logs are moving to the mills 
Recently at a Chamber of industry and for the most part that require that profile of log, 
Commerce meeting in Smith- This concept even goes not gone further down the Val- for the product they are pro- 
ers, NDP MP Nathan Cullen ued added stream. ducing, for the marketplace 
made the comment that “when There is no doubt our soft- they are serving. It is the first 
you see two trucks fully load- wood is well suited for con- signs of an industry moving 
ed with logs, pass each other struction and in good demand from a volume to value based 
on the highway then there’s around the world especially in system. 
something wrong.” tive of any forest policy, but theUS. By restricting the move- 
He went even’fuf.ther\,and But if the decision is to ment of logs ‘we will only 
said that rescinding the appur- purtency doesn’t get us to this restrict the movement of restrict the access to 1‘ fiber 
tency clause, which required goal. logs, then a domestic pricing that specialty mills rl ,Liire to 
sawmills to harvest and pro- model will continue and we meet their product and cus- 
cess logs in their immediate shouldn’t be surprised that our tomer needs. 
area, has been harmful to the milling industry will continue The same groups that are 
economy. to be built around volume not trying to legislate economic 
Let’s step back and look at development of a secondary value. success will only continue 
this with a little more clarity. We will through our pub- to put at risk those operators 
The fact is that even with By limiting the movement lic policy maintain a two- they are trying to protect. 
appurtency twenty-seven of timber, one of the effects tier price system that en- The objective of any for- 
mills in the province closed of appurtency has been the courages the milling sector est policy should be to reach 
permanently between 1997 creation of a two-tier pricing not to look for the best end a point in time where the in- 
and 200 1. system for timber - domestic use, in fact quite the oppo- dustry is internationally com- 
On Haida Qwaii as an ex- and market. site. petitive and the need to export 
ample, it was those same tiin- By establishing a lower The same groups that call logs no longer exists. 
ber processing agreements domestic pricing model, our for less export and more value Our history of restrictive 
that required logs harvested milling industry has devel- added keep forgetting that it measures imposed by govern- 
on the islands be manufac- oped around volume rather isn’t governments that build ments and ill-informed politi- 
tured in mills in the south, not than value. sawmills and furniture facto- cians has in fact been one of 
something that supports local Our resistance to allowing ries its private individuals and the contributors to limiting 
manufacturers. wood to be. sold at the world companies that make those in- the growth of the value- 
There is no doubt the pub- price has continued to see vestments. added forest sector not ex- 
lic wants to see every log har- logs that could be used for No one will invest in a mill panding it. Maybe it’s time 
vested in the province manu- higher valued products turned or start harvesting activities we looked at this wooden 
factured in the province. into two by fours. , on the ground if there is little box a little differently. 
’ 
ROGER HARRIS 
further than that. The public 
wants to see logs harvested 
within a region milled within 
the region. 
This should be the objec- 
history has taught us that ap- 
One look at the effects of 
appurtency clearly shows that 
it has worked for the primary 
milling sector but not for the 
manufacturing industry. 
Fad,ed clipping unlocks memory 
TO ANYONE younger, the 
c clipping retrieved from a crev- 
ice in a 1940s sofa chair as it 
was being stripped prior to re- 
upholstering was no more than 
a playing card-sized rectangle 
of yellowed newsprint glued to 
cheap lined paper. But to my 
sister and me, the clipping un- 
locked a childhood memory. 
Anyone raised on the prai- 
ries would recognize the print 
as coming from The Wesr- 
ern Producer, a weekly most 
farmers subscribed to. It car- 
ried farm news and ads, house- 
keeping hints and recipes, craft 
ideas, a novel chapter, and sto- 
ries and poems written by and 
for teenagers. 
As a teenager, I clipped in- 
teresting poems and the words 
to popular songs and with a 
mixture of flour and water 
- we couldn’t afford mucilage 
except for school - glued them 
into a scrapbook. 
The scrapbook was always 
a big five cent pencil scribbler. 
Even that was an indulgence 
- gluing clippings over unused 
pages. I had one scrapbook for 
songs. another for poems and 
interesting photos of ,animals. 
lLAUDETTE SANDECKl 
still have the scrapbooks. 
in 5 pound packages, 75 cents 
each. Fourteen colours to 
choose from. One package 
covers 250 square feet.” 
In unison my sister and I 
concluded, “Calcimine!” 
Calcimine was a white or 
tinted wash consisting of glue, 
whiting or zinc white, and 
water used especially on plas- 
tered surfaces” according to 
Webster. The interior walls of 
our home were plastered lath. 
Each spring Mom mixed a 
pailful of calcimine and fresh- 
ened one room. She usually 
stuck to green, blue, or white. 
One year she ventured into . 
When this poem fell out 01 lemon. 
the chair, so did an envelope Calcimine called for a spe- 
containing a thank YOU card cial brush, eight inches wide, 
for a wedding present. The en- with bristles stiffer than to- 
velope was postmarked 1947. day’s paint brushes. By the 
In 1947 I was 12 Years old and time the room was painted, 
bought my first bottle of nail the bristles were worn to half 
polish. Cutex. Candy apple their beginning length from 
red. It cost 19 cents. the rough plaster. 
The poem from the chair Spills cleaned up cas- 
was glued only around its edg- ily with soap and water. In 24 
es. While my sister separated hours the calcimine was dry; 
the poem from the scrapbook pictures and furniture could be 
page, the poem tore, revealing moved back into place. 
an advertisement on the re- Despite its cheap advertised 
verse. We could read “Comes price, Mom’s calcimine al- 
ways cost $21 more. 
Whenever Mom bought 
calcimine she also ordered one 
hundred baby chicks from a 
Saskatoon hatchery. Chicks 
and their bus freight raised the 
cost of her interior decorating. 
The chicks were Mom’s 
permission to blow part of a 
cream cheque on painting a 
room, whether the room need- 
ed brightening or not. 
Mom’s chicks would arrive 
before the end of March, often 
in a final blizzard, when it was 
too cold to house them in any 
barn. 
She would pick a second 
floor bedroom (we had three), 
evict its occupants (either 
my brothers, or my sister and 
me) and set up and eight foot 
square pen made from three 
tiers of 10 inch ship lap. 
This room became a private 
sauna for the fowl as she stoked 
the coal fired basement furnace 
\until the chicks fanned their 
wings as they belly-flopped on 
layers of newspaper. 
A cloud of down, later 
feathers, blanketed the stairs 
until they moved to their coop 
in May. 
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Supporting the home-school choice 
WHEN B.C.’s 42,000 teachers 
walked off the job across B.C. in 
early October, not all classes came 
to a halt. 
That’s bebause around 25,000 of 
the province’s school-aged children 
get their education at home. Sharon 
Rodger of the B.C. Home School 
Association (BCHSA)/says the num- 
bers of parents choosing to bring the 
classroom home are swelling. 
“It’s a growing trend, especially 
with the strike,” said Rodger, from 
the association’s Vancouver office, 
where she was answering questions 
for director Grace Jorgensen. 
“(Jorgensen) took a lot of calls 
during the strike from parents con- 
cerned that kids were losing too much 
instructional time,” said Rodger, 
adding that parents of high school 
students were most concerned. 
The association is a registered 
society “endeavouring to inform, 
support and encourage families 
choosing to provide their child with 
a home-based education.” 
To provide that information, sup- 
port and encouragement, the BCHSA 
offers four broad services: consulta- 
tion, curriculum and resources, con- 
nections with other home-schooling 
families and a yearly convention that 
addresses the above. 
The first thing interested parents 
must choose is the type of home- 
schooling they want to deliver. 
In the traditional approach to 
home-schooling, students are regis- 
tered and there are no accountability 
issues for parents, says Rodger. 
Parents provide their children 
with a “program” but do so with 
no interference or supervision by a 
teacher and/or the Ministry of Edu- 
cation. The grant to the independent 
school for a homeschooled student 
amounts to $175 per student and 
$250 funded to a public school. 
The other home-schooling op- 
tion, for parents who don’t mind ac- 
countability and prefer being under 
the supervision of a teacher whose 
home prograrn will meet the pre- 
scribed learning outcomers in the 
required courses, students can be en- 
rolled with a Distributed Electronic 
Learning (DEL) program. 
The parent loses some freedom 
in this program, says Rodger, bi 
there are benefits in exchange for th 
accountability. 
Teachers give report cards 01 
three times a year, up to and incluc 
ing a Dogwood Graduation Certif 
cate, and parents can meet with ther 
at those times. 
Additionally, says Rodger, pa  
ents with children enrolled in a DE! 
program are eligible to be reinburse 
up to $1,000 per child. 
Public school programs receiv 
the same base grant for students i 
B.C., as do independent school! 
who get 50 per cent of the publi 
school program. 
I/ 
Home sweet home 
Parents have plenty of flexibility when choosing to educate children 2 at home 
Stories and photos by Dustin Buezada 
Distance 
learning 
closing 
the ga’p 
THE 1980s and 1990s saw 
an explosion of information 
technology that has 
changed the face of distance 
education, says the principal 
of the Terrace-based school 
for enrolled home learners. 
“We keep moving for- 
ward with technology,” said 
Warren Wilson, principal 
of the North Coast Distance 
Education School for the last 
four years. 
That online technoldgy, 
of which Wilson speaks ex- 
citedly, has allowed provid- 
ers of distance education to 
offer two types of service. 
“Distance education has 
two flavours,” Wilson said. 
“Traditional correspondence 
fered online or by traditional 
correspondence, with a ma- 
jority still opting for the pen 
and paper route. 
Wilson said the school 
board determines the cur- 
riculum so home-scl-iooling 
may not be the appropriate 
label. 
“People say, ‘I’m home- 
schooling,’ but really they’re 
teaching at home using pro- 
vided materials,” Wilson 
said. 
The school is’ part.of a 
consortium of nine distance 
education schools encom- 
passing the province and 
Wilson says they don’t all 
operate the same way. 
“We don’t offer finders 
fees,” said Wilson of the up 
to $1,000 reimbursements 
per student some public dis- 
tance education providers 
offer for school materials. 
“It’s a big matter of de- 
aries on distance learning 
institutions three and half 
years ago. 
Wilson said it led to a 
proliferation of distance 
schools, like the Vander- 
hoof-based Nechako E- 
Bus Program, that generate 
money for districts and can 
entice students by offering 
what amounts to financial 
incentives to parents. 
At North Coast, a student 
is a student funding-wise so 
money from the Ministry 
of Education is used by the 
school district to pay for the 
program’s seven teachers 
and materials for parents. 
Those materials include 
loaner computers and ad- 
ministrators will pay for field 
trips and make deals with 
the local schools for spaces 
in courses that aren’t offered 
in distance education. 
The only reimburse- 
physical education, fine arts 
or personal planning activi- 
ties students take. 
“What we offer is a 
B.C. education ... we stick to 
the intended learning out- 
comes,” Wilson said, add- 
ing graduation requirements 
are the same for enrolled 
“home-schooled” ,students 
as they are for those in the 
public school system. 
“We go to parents and 
say, ‘this is the cumcu- 
lum’ and they send direct 
evidence of progress and we 
evaluate 30 times a year,” 
Wilson said. 
The school is responsible 
for students in five districts: 
Haida Gwaii/Queen Char- 
lotte Islands, Prince Ru- 
pert, Bulkley Valley, Coast 
Mountains and Nisga’a. 
Wilson gushes at the pos- 
sibilities technological ad- 
vances are opening. No lon- 
NORTH Coast Distance Education School instructor Eric Metzmeier takes students from Kitkatla and othe 
locations through the steps of basic finance in an interactive math 10 class last week. ‘ 
ger do students. who chopse 
to take online courses have 
to sit in front of a monitor 
without any interaction. 
A visit to the North Coast 
building next to the school 
district headquarters finds 
teacher Eric Metzmeier 
teaching Essentials Math 10 
in what Wilson describes as 
synchronous learning. ‘ 
Students from all over the 
five districts are logged in 
as Metzmeier goes through 
exercises. What he is “writ; 
ing” on his screen instantly 
appears on every student 
monitor. 
Sporting a headset and 
mouthpiece, Metzmeier has 
audible and visual screen 
contact ’with his students 
across the region. 
And in what Wilson calls 
asynchronized learning, 
teachers will post a bulletin 
board for student questions 
on a topic that, in one case, 
had a lawyer answering the 
queries. 
This school year, Wilsor 
said support for special need! 
students has been addressec 
and next year the school will 
look to include First Nations 
language and culture. 
The flexibility of the 
school, where students can 
for instance get physical 
education credits from out- 
of-school sports teams, is a 
huge reason parents choose 
distance education. 
“There are more options 
and, particularly in (kinder- 
garten to Grade 7), some 
moms just aren’t ready to 
give the child up,” Wilson 
said. 
To address the socializa- 
tion gap, the school has of- 
fered an adventure weekend 
in Hazelton, excursions to 
Heritage Park, Lakelse Lake 
and students are encouraged 
to attend home-schooling 
programs offered at the li- 
brary and the aquatic centre. 
Traditional way offers freedoms 
IT’S SAFE to say Laurie Arcadi has 
taken to home-schooling her two 
sons. 
The mother of IO-year-old Evan 
and five-year-old Aaron assumed 
the role of home-based teacher when 
she and husband Peter decided to 
cake their older son out of the school 
system so he could spend more time 
with family. 
Evan is in now in his second year 
at home, joined this year by his kin- 
dergarten-aged sibling. 
“Different families (home-school) 
for different reasons.” says Arcadi, 
adding different students have dif- 
ferent needs to be met in class. 
Arcadi says her previous experi- 
ence in public and private schools as 
a teacher aid has helped her adapt to 
the home school teacher role. 
“(The experience) gave me teach- 
ing approaches I wouldn’t have con- 
sidered,” said Arcadi, citing using 
multiple strategies to solve the same 
problem. 
This year, when it was time for 
Aaron’s formal education to be- 
gin, there really was no question he 
would be homeschooled. 
“Aaron just showed up at the 
kitchen table,” Arcadi said. “It nev- 
er occured to him that he would be 
For the boys and their mom, 
’ 
I schooled any other way.” 
( 
IAURIE Arcadi says sons Evan, left, and Aaron benefit from the one- 
on-one approach home-schooling allows. 
school is a Monday to Friday thing public school teachers because of 
and a typical day consists of Bible the smaller tekher to student ratio. 
studies, math, English, social stud- And she says the one-on-one ap- 
ies, science, arts, French and Span- proach allows for more onus on the 
ish. learner. 
Arcadi, 36, says they typically do “I try to create an environment 
two hours a day of bookwork and an where I don’t help them too much,” 
hour and a half of extra-curricular Arcadi said. “I want to keep them 
activities. excited about learning and how to 
Arcadi says she and other home think independently.” 
school instructors don’t spend the Personally, she finds the fine arts 
same amount of academic time as and science the hardest subjects to 
teach because both disciplines re- 
quire fresh ideas - be they creative 
tasks or experiments. 
Though the home-schooling ex- 
periment is working now for the 
family, Arcadi maintains she and her 
husband will evaluate each of their 
sons on a year-by-year basis. 
Arcadi says the new trend is for 
families to have a mix of both home- 
schooled kids and public or indepen- 
dent school educated children. 
“Usually, older kids are placed 
(in schools) in late elementary, while 
earlier kids get home-schooled,” Ar- 
cadi said. 
Of course, not all families have 
the economic freedom to have a par- 
ent stay at home to teach their kids. 
“You have to have the luxury or 
be able to make the sacrifices,” said 
Arcadi, who was able to quit her job 
as an office worker where her hus- 
band works as a financial planner. 
Arcadi is also the co-chair of the 
Christian Home Educators Support 
of Terrace organization that focuses 
on gathering with other parents and 
home-schoolers for group activities. 
The 80-strong children work on 
skills they can’t otherwise get at 
home, while getting a chance to so- 
cialize with others. 
Columnist Ev Bishop writes about 
home-schooling on Page CI. 
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The Mail Bag 
Gov’t plays dirty pool 
Dear Sir: 
Here is the definition of essential service: 
“National legislation frequently places some form of 
limitation on the right to strike in certain activities, usu- 
ally defined as essential services. In this respect. the Inter- 
national Labour Organization’s supervisory bodies have 
taken the position that it is admissible to h i i t  or prohibit 
the right to strike in essential services, defined as those the 
interruption of which would endangcr the life, personal 
safety or health of the whole or part of the population.” 
The B.C. Liberal government’s stance that the teach- 
er’s strike was illegal is based on their decision to opt out 
of the regulatory body that oversees workers’ rights in 
democratic countries. 
However, Canada is the signatory to this body, not in- 
dividual provinces. The protection of democratic rights 
through the International Laboiir Orgclnizi1tion for the 
people of this province is not at the prerogative of the pro- 
vincial political party currently in power. 
The B.C. government has nine rulings illid directives 
against it from thc United Nations/lnternational Labour 
Organization for the violation of workers’ democratic 
rights, one of which states that teachers are not an es- 
sential service, and a directive to the B.C. government to 
restore teachers’ rights to bargain and to strike. The B.C. 
government ignored these rulings and directives. 
Any government that abuses Iegislativc power to vio- 
late workers’ democratic rights, to make laws, in  order to 
meet their political agendas, is i n  the company of coun- 
tries like Argentina, Chile, Venezuela, and Guatemala. 
Mass, non-violent, civil disobedience has been recog- 
history, and in all countries, as a morally 
o change unjust laws and practices. 
The teachers’ “strike” was not just about teachers, it 
was about the need for our provincial government to abide 
by the democratic principles that we as Canadians define 
ourselves by. 
It is a travesty for the B.C. governmgnt to have called 
this “strike” “illegal” and to have cillled on teachers to 
“abide by the rule of law” when it was the government 
that has broken international law to bring about this situ- 
ation. 
Where is there psotection for the workers of this coun- 
try if the provincial government, currently in power, vio- 
lates the democratic rights of its citizens? Fines and puni- 
tive actions based on this? Can ypu say dirty pool? What 
exactly is the mandate of a government that operates in 
this fashion? 
Donna’ Rivet, 
Terrace, B.C. 
[/ 
, 
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to many. 
Dear Sir: 
to protect our country, but we should also give thanks to 
those in the community that place their lives on the line 
every day. 
On May 2 of this year our daughter,’Brenda Jackson, 
was walking home, on the sidewalk, from Wal-Mart when 
she was run over by a vehicle exiting a complex. 
-  She would have lost her life’without~thepuidkactionof 
the?TeEacf f i~e d e p ~ ? i ~ ~ t ~ t , ; f ~ e , ~ ~ u l a i ? ~ e .  p m  apd the 
RCMP. They transported‘her to Mills &IemoriafRospital, 
where she was assessed and air-lifted to Vancouver Gen- 
eral Hospital. 
In Vancouver General the surgeons spent the next cou- 
ple of days repairing the damage to her body. She spent 
four weeks iii intensiye care at Vancouver General and 
then was transported back up to Terrace. 
Our granddaughter’s husband, John, was at Vancouver 
General when Brenda arrived so she would see someone 
familiar. Her sister Darlene spent the next four weeks 
with her during the week and then came home to Victoria 
on the weekends. 
Our grandson Josh went up to Terrace to look after her 
dogs, do some painting and help get her house ready for 
her return home. 
We want to say thank you to her friends, co-workers, 
ambulance staff, fire department staff and the RCMP. For 
without these people we feel our daughter would not have 
pulled through. 
She has a long way to go before fully recovering from 
this accident. We are thankful that her friends keep look- 
ing after her during her healing. There are a way too many 
names to list to show our gratitude. 
Wayne and Edith Stephens. 
Victoria, BC 
i )  
On November 11 we remember those who 
, 
0 
What were you thinking? 
4n open letter to: 
Robin Austin MLA and the Liberal Party of U.C. 
Dear Sirs: 
Congratulations to both the B.C. Liberals and the NDP 
’or near-record passing of the legislation giving you pay 
ncreases. I t  is nice to sce Liberals and the NDP in coop- 
:ration in unanimous passing of MLA salary increases. 
You passed this in less than a day and probably broke sal- 
iry hike rccords. 
Because this has been swept by us so quickly and un- 
:xpectedly, you may consider presenting the details of this 
egislation to the public in a town hall-style of meeting. 
/ants and maybe even their unions and explaining to them 
why it is more important to give politicians hefty salary 
likes while there is no money for them. 
Could justification for the salary hikes be the recent 
evenue windfalls you have collected at the gas pump and 
rom our natural gas heating bill? This would be another 
;ood topic you could explain at the meeting. 
It will be interesting to see if the speed of you all ar- 
anging such a meeting will be the same as the legislation 
msed today. 
P.S. I would have prefeyed to send you ail a Christmas 
ard congratulating you, especially Gordon Campbell, 
vith his $26,000 increase. 
But the cost of doing that has been wiped out recently 
iy increasing gas and heating bills. 
Pat Smith, Terrace, B.C.1 
, 
Perhaps you may consider inviting local public ser- I 
\ ’  , 
More letters on Page B5 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
iddress is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
‘ON can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at 
twsrooni@ terrcrcestandard. coin. Noattcrchnients, please. 
Jarne, address andphoiie nmnberrequiredforverijication. 
. .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . . . . . 
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32" Puk F/at Television ' I 
4:3 Aspect Ratio 
SRS. Surround Sound Sound 
20 Watt Total Audio Power 
3 Line Digital Comb Filter 
Panasonic 
wgg3smP3v 1 
DVD Home Theatre System 
800 Watt Total Power Ouiptlt 
DTS, Oolby'Digital, Dolby'Prol.ogic II Decoders 
5 Disc DVDKD Plaver DVD-Audio Plavback 
2 Front + 2 Satellite Speakers 
1 Center Chaiinel Speaker 
1 Subwoofer H.Bass sound 
Wireless Ready Rear Speakers 
0 
HDTV Display Capability 
HDMl Digital Input(s) 
WEGA Gate Remote Control 
S-Video Video Input 
Fixed Audio Output 
TruSurround" XT SRS* Sound 
24 Watt Total Audio Power 
I 
Illustrations may differ, Details in store. Limited time offer. 
I 877 elumou9in.com 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Petroleum ministry appoints 
new regional representative 
THE ENERGY, mines and 
petroleum ministry has a 
new regional director who 
says he’s focussed on how 
companies, natives and 
communities work together. 
“I see my rolk as how 
best to get things done, to 
ministry’s regional repre- 
sentative. 
“What you are seeing is a 
new way for the ministry to 
do business and the ministry 
sees itself as finding a good 
balance.” 
Morningstar’s appoint- 
“There’s bein between 
$150 and $200 million of 
exploration this year and 
half of that was spent in th2 
One company alone, No- 
vaGold Resources, is spend- 
ing $40 million this year on 
I 
northwest.” li 
Morningstar is from On- 
tario originally and has a 
masters degree in geomor- 
phology from Simon Fraser 
University. 
He’s worked overseas and 
first came to the northwest to 
work for the now-wound up 
find out-if there are better ment comes at a time when its advanced stage explo- Forest Renewal B.C. 
ways,” says Butch Morning- , 
star who will work out of the 
ministry’s Smithers office. 
“We’re looking for a 
good balance and my role 
is to connect everything,” 
sgid Momingstar who has 
spent the last two years as 
the economic development 
mineral exploration is ex- 
panding throughout the 
province and particularly in 
the northwest. 
“There me 16 projects 
now going through the en- 
vironmental assessment pro- 
cess and eight of those are in 
the northwest,” he said. 
ration program at Galore 
Creek, north of here. 
It’s forecasting a cop- 
per, gold and silver mine 
of at least 20 years in dura- 
tion with production to start, 
pending a successful eovi- 
ronmental assessnient and 
financing, in 20 IO. 
I 
Locals to attend mineral 
, i- rroundup despite no table 
THE TERRACE Economic Authority pants from Terrace to use it and go down 
(TEDA) is looking at a unique way to ensure I there, and try to distribute andndeceminate 
Terrace has a strong presence at a major as ‘much info about staging your operations 
mining industry trade show in Vancouver and sourcing your services out of Terrace as 
this winter. we can,” says economic development officer 
The-2006 Mineral Exploration Roundup Dave Menzies. 
is a critical trade show’for anyone somehow While TEDA is making the room avail- 
involved in the mineral inaustry, but TEDA able it is not selecting the people who will 
was unable to secure a booth on the trade- attend the event. Numerous people from 
show floor - it is 49th on the waiting list. Terrace attend the yearly event anyway. 
So, the authority has rented a room at the “My mandate is to piomote economic 
same hotel the conference is being hosted at activity for Terrace and if somebody wants 
in an effort to create a space where Terrace to go down there from Terrace I’ll build a 
businesspeople and leaders can host del- list and make sure everyone knows about the 
egates over the course of the conference. room,” Menzies said. 
They will talk up the benefits of locat- The idea is that people from Terrace will 
ing mining related businesses in the Terrace also walk the floor of the trade show to talk 
area. up Terrace and direct people‘to the TEDA 
“We are going to invite other partici- ospitality room. 
’ 
Northwest Community College welcomes 
President Shi Zhong-jian and Wang Wenzhorxg 
from Qmgdao Vocational and Technical College 
(QVTC),Qingdao,-China. .. :..L - - ’ -  - - * - ~ - ”  , . .  2 
President Shi and other QVTC delegates will be 
Northwest Community College’s guests in Terrace 
from November 22 through November 25. While 
inTerrace President Shi will tour the community 
and meet with local educational and cultural 
representatives. 
The’ QVTC representatives are here to explore 
partnership opportunities with NWCC. 
For more information 
contact Ali McDougall, . I NORTHWEST -cowunm COULCI 
Take a closer look. NWCC. Pmdsideht’t’s s’Office 638.5418.’ ’ -- 
out & 
About 
BARRIE Carter, 
president of Carters 
Jewellers Ltd., is one of 
23 B.C. entrepreneurs 
who has been appointed 
to the newly-formed 
business small , 
roundtable. 
Carter owns the re- 
cently opened Your 
Dollar Store and More 
in Terrace, and several 
Carters Jewellers loca- 
tions from Terrace to 
Quesnel. He also owns 
a holding company 
which manages several 
rental properties in the 
region. 
Minister ‘of Small 
Business and Revenue 
Rick Thorpe chairs the 
roundtable, which will 
conduct public consul- 
tations in 16 communi- 
ties across the province. 
- HA‘RMVES - ,-, 
S a l o n  & T a n n i n g  
\ 4660 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace L 
NO ONE KNOWS 
I TheNorthlikeus* 
* EXCEPTFOR MAYBE “YOU KNOW WHO” 
63 5 eTl P Sr 
r-, 
. .  
that the MacCarthy Motors sales team 
has reached #I in British Columbia in customer satisfaction, that’s right, the 
number one sales team in the province of British Columbia. Next goal for the 
finest sales team in B.C. is #1 in Canada, that’s right, currently standing tall at 
#I 3 of 774 dealers in Canada our te 
. .  
, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . - 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
Steelworkers to host summit 
on forest industry - deaths 
b 1 
6 
! 
f 
t 
c r 
c 
? 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
LABOUR Minister Mike De 
Jong says he plans to work 
with the United Steelworkers 
Union as it hosts a sumnlit 
next nionth on how to curb 
an “epidemic of death” in  
the forestry industry. 
Thirty-seven people have 
died in that sector this year 
and 72 were seriously in- 
jured. 
The summit is expected 
to include steelworkers 
union members, forest li- 
cence holders, B.C. Timber 
Sales; WorkSafe BG (for- 
merly the Workers Com- 
pensation Board), the B.C. 
Forest Safety Council, saw- 
millers and organizations 
representing fallers, truckers 
and other segments of the 
forestry industry. 
It will also include Ter- 
race based faller Mike McK- 
ibbin. 
Western Fallers Association 
and the author of a scathing 
report that blew the whistle 
on what he says is a blatant 
disregard for safety in the 
woods. It charges fallers and 
other workers are routinely 
He’s the president of the ‘ 
- N 
put under pressure by eni- 
ployers to work i n  unsafe 
conditions in order to pro- 
duce. 
Steve Hunt, the steel- 
workers union’s director 
for Westeni Canada, 8 says 
hc wants to see <)tangible 
changcs iniplcniented as a 
result of the suniniit and six 
recommendations his union 
made to De Jong at an Oct. 
28 meeting. 
”People are dying and be- 
ing seriously injured and it’s 
something we have to come 
to grips with and do it fast,” 
says Hunt. 
“If 37 people died in the 
school systemiin B.C. there 
would be royal commissions 
demanding change ... 37 
workers died this year alone 
and you know what? It’sjust 
part of doing business and 
it’s got to change.” 
Since the release of McK- 
ibbin’s report some steps 
have already been taken 
stemming from the charges 
and recornmendations it 
contained. 
One of those recommen- 
dations was a need for more 
attention to enforcing safety 
regulations on the part of 
- - 
WorkSafe B.C. - it was also B.C. say the idea of holding 
a recommendation com- an automatic inquest for ex- 
ing from the steelworkers cry forestry death would be 
union. virtually impossible with 
Mike De Jong says he’s the resoiirccs the service has 
already taken steps to see now. 
that happen. ”The mechanics of do- 
“The bottom line is there ing (37) inquests is physi- 
will be more people focus- cally impossible with what 
sing on specifically forest- we have today,” says deputy 
ry,” he says, adding its just chief coroner Norm Leibel. 
one small change that will “Our current staff just 
start addressing the high wouldn’t even come close to 
number of deaths in the, in- being able to provide that ... 
dustry. staff resourccs, time, facili- 
“There is no one single ties -those would have to be 
thing that solves this but a huge considerations in doing 
series of steps.” 0 something like that.” 
The union is also calling De Jong says he’s aware 
on the provincial govern- of the resource limitations 
ment to appoint a special , but says he could explore the 
coroner to deal with deaths option of appointing some 
in B.C.’s forest industry. sort of person with investi- 
It wants automatic coro- gatory powers. 
ner inquests - a quasi-judi- The union is also asking 
cia1 public hearing with a the province to appoint ;1 
five member jury that may special prosecutor to inves- 
make recommendations - tigate whether charges of 
every time a forestry worker corporate murder can be laid 
dies on the job. in order to prove negligence 
Inquests are mandatory on the part of an employer. 
when a person dies in police Charges could be ‘laid 
’custody and are otherwise under Bill C-45, known as 
rare. the Westray Bill, which was 
But officials in the of- amended to say that anyone 
fice of the chief coroner for? who has the authority to 
direct how another person 
works is under a legal duty 
to take reasonable steps to 
ensure that person does not 
conic to any bodily harm. 
“Hopefully a corporate 
niurdcr charge will never be 
laid ... but there are a whole 
bunch of things going on out 
there where absolute ncg- 
ligence “led to the deaths,” 
Hunt says. 
Other recommendations 
made to De Jong include: 
ensuring the WCB Act 
is amended so the the licens- 
ee carries sole responsibility 
for the enforcement of health 
and safe work practices at 
logging operations 
establishing an indus- 
try implementation com- 
mittee with authority ‘ to 
order immediate workplace 
changes is response to fatal 
investigations and inquests. 
demand more timely 
investigations into serious 
accidents or workplace fa- 
talities 
declare a day of mourn- 
ing each time a forestry 
worker dies. 
, “I think there is no ques- 
tion that it will help stem, ef- 
fectively, the flow of blood 
W Store grows 
AZAD ADVENTURES owners Shane and Suki 
Spencer show off the new look of their outdoor 
sporting goods store. The couple recently reno- 
vated the store removing an indoor bouldering 
cave and replacing it with 400 square feet of new 
retail space. ’ SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
in the forest industry,” Hunt pointing the finger at con- 
says. tractors and companies pres- 
“We need immediate ac- suring workers to work in 
tion, not another study, not unsafe conditions. 
“There are no sacred cows another task force.” 
De Jong agrees when it comes to safety - if 
“I told them I thought we need to examine some- 
they were thoughtful recom- thing that’s taking place on 
mendations and we should the land base or within the, 
continue working together sector, if lwe need to make 
and I was going to explore adjustments then we are go- 
all of them and see what can ing to do that and that’s why 
happen to address what is it’s important that everybody 
obviously an unacceptable be at the table.” 
situation,” he says. The summit is scheduled 
But he stops short at for Dec. 5 in Vancouver. 
i- 
receive a“Drive In and Win” contest card. 
Scratch the box and instantly win a prize. 
Maintenance 
Service Package 
0 
Multi-point Peacesf-Mind Inspection including: 
dCheck Brakes BfCheck Exhaust System 
BfCheck Electrical System 
BfCheck Cooling System BfCheck Suspension 
$Top-up of Washer Fluid and Check other Fluid Conditions 
dWritten Report on Findings and Much More 
PUlS 
BfTire Rotation 
PUIS 
dLube, Oil and Filter Change 
On now for only 
Convenient. Affordable. 
Buy 3 Tires*t 
J Get 4th Tire 
Available on our full line of tires including: 
See dealer for additional qualifying brands. 
*Must be dealer installed and excludes tires sizes 18 inches and over. 
Balancing and installation enra. 
MSRP $38,105 
Qne of three 2006 
Dodge Magnum BITS 
Details, in store. 
, 
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SATURDAY, NOV. 26TH 
PARADE SCHEDULE 
Parade Route: The parade will go south on Eby from Lazelle Ave. 
and turn onto Lakelse Ave. It will continue down Lakelse, turn north on 
Kalurn St. and west on Park until the floats reach George Little Park. 
Entertainment & refreshments in George tittle Park after Parade 
Our vision is to work ether to develop andenhance the dohf~wn 
area and build it t o x o m e  Q distinctive shopping destination. 
Our Christm'bs event is the Kermode Parade of lights shopping duy 
Many merchants opening bright and eudy at 7am. wih instom specials 
at prticipating merchants. Participate in our Bownbwn Merchants Gih 
EveFt. Enter at draw boxes at our participatihg downtown merchants. 
Place: BC Access Centre at Eby/Lazelle Time: 500 p.m. 
GEORGE LllTLE PARK 
- _-- . - -. _-- _ -  -__----__.-I - _._. - _ .  
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Book 
worm 
KINDERGARTEN StU- 
dent Rian Hartness 
of E.T. Kenney Pri- 
mary School proudly 
displays her reward 
for having read more 
than any othbr, student 
in her class during a 
five-week period of 
‘reading at home. The 
program was a literacy 
incentive to get par- 
ents involved with their 
children’s learning. 
Dubbed “Creeping into 
Reading,” the spider- 
themed finale in the 
school gym featured 
songs and literary re- 
wards for ,top readers, 
in each class. 
t sfers to Edmonton 
Local RCMP inspector 1 
said his family will be sad 
“I’m going to miss Ter- 
race terribly. My wife, chil- 
dren and I are leaving with 
mixed feelings,” he said. portions of Canada., ‘ 
here in March 2002. 
posting in Red Deer. 
posted in the far northern 
to go?’ ’ D :He came here 
Degrand has also been , 
, ’  and resourcing officer in Ed- “Terrace is the best posting 
training . Degrand sai 
ramsl’for support from 
, dis- nity, regional 
work. I’m looking forward plawrnent will bring a fresh 
’ ,, to.the’challenge,” said De- perspective and new ideas to 
So far his successor has 
not been chosen. 
Degrand said the next in- 
spector will come from out- 
side the local detachment. 
Degrand began working 
‘ grand. “It’s a bit of a gear thejob.’ 
switch for me, one that will 
nitely be rewarding.” 
While Degrand welcomes 
move - he and his wife 
have family in Edmonton 
and consider it home - he 
The War Amps pays tribute to I - - -  
Gnada‘s 
Military 
Heritage 
I w&,mrimps.w or order a pamphlet bv ~ l l l #  1-800.250-3030. 
‘and 
. _  
4650 LazelIe Avenue, Terrace 250-635-7282 
Better Savings Certificate,; 
5-Year Term Deposits s t  
Full or Partially redeemable after January 3 1,2006 
2 : 
: 
. . r  , , .  
i, 
PITTSB’URG H’ , PA1 NTS 
I axn Morning Rose 
The 0 new personality-inspired decorating collections 
A whole new way to choose color: 
www.voiceofcolor.com 
Play The Color Sense Game’” and 
discover your color personality 
Unique 5-color decorating chips 
2 02. trial size paints 
1 
I 
c 
- _  
m-IKu€B 
lammH- 
OPEN SUNDAYS 
“Across from WaCMart“ . 
Hwy. 16 East, Terrace 1 
P I T T S B U R G H  P A I N T S  
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MLA says he doesn’t 
deserve-salary boost 
s o  soon after election 
SKEENA NDP MLA Robin Austin says he doesn’t deserve 
the 15 per cent salary increase unanimously voted in last 
week by he and other provincial legislators. 
“As a rookie MLA who has been on the job for only six 
months, 1 haven’t done enough work yet to justify a wage 
increase,” he said last week of the salary boost from $75,400 
to $86,580 as of April 1. 
The wage is 60 per cent of an MP’s salary of $144,000 
and will be tied to that percentage amount here on in. 
“What I, need to do now is work hard to prove that I am 
worth 60 per cent of an MP’s salary,” added Austin. 
“It’s going to be up to the people to judge and for me to 
do,” he said. 
Austin said he and others MLAs had no choice but to ac- 
cept the wage increase because it is part of a package called 
Bill 17 that involves other items. 
One of those is a $35,000 increase to MLAs to run their 
constituency offices, a task that’s challenging for representa- 
tives from rural areas, said Austin. 
“We’ll now be able to communicate better to our con- 
stituents and be more effective,” he said. 
Another part of the overall package is a new pension plan 
replacing one that was based on RRSP contributions. 
The new plan is based on a percentage of an MLA’s three 
best earning years but he or she must first have six years of 
service over two elections to qualify. 
“If a person is in for six years, they can’t collect until they 
afternoon of Nov. 18. 
She said she’s heard lots of criticism about the way a 
committee of Liberal and NDP MLAs decided on the wage 
and benefit increases. 
“1 entered public life to do politics differently, to help re- 
establish faith in our democratic institutions and to provide 
new leadership and a new tone to the public dialogue.” said 
James. 
“The NDP caucus takes full responsibility for failing to 
meet that standard on this issue,” she said. 
Premier Gordon Campbell followed with his own state- 
ment within two hours of the one by James, saying he would 
turn the matter over to the Liberal caucus for a decision on 
Nov. 28. 
“It has been unanimously passed by all members of the 
Legislative Assembly from both parties, and is the product 
of both parties’ mutual agreement at every step,” he said. 
“The Leader of the Opposition has apparently now de- 
cided to withdraw her support for Bill 17 and that is her 
right. But it is disengenuous for Ms. James to intimate that 
her withdrawal of support is somehow the result of a revela- 
tion that the public would have ‘serious concerns’ about ‘the 
process we took to arrive at the decision to increase MLA 
salaries, pensions and the resources to serve constituents,”’ 
the premier continued. 
2 
I1 
Austin. 
“I think that’s much more acceptable than collecting right 
away if you leave office at a younger age and then to do 
something else,” he continued. 
Austin made his comments just an hour before NDP lead- 
er Carole James asked Premier Gordon Campbell to hold off 
on asking the Lieutenant Governor to officially have the bill 
containing the salary, pension and other increases become 
law. 
“I am also calling for the full package to be referred to 
an independent panel for full public review and input with a 
kept very quiet 
THE METHOD used by provincial politicians to give thern- 
selves a raise to $86,580 a year as of next April 1 was very 
quiet and came as a surprise. 
Bill 17 was introduced in the legislature the afternoon of 
Nov. 17 and passed barely two hours later. 
The legislation was the product of several weeks of quiet 
report to the legislature in the spring,” said James late in the Cont’d Page B2 
&ADQPT 
Ice Man‘ was sadly abandoned 
outside our shelter door. It‘s hard to 
imagine how someone could leave 
behind such a beautiful cat. He has 
already been neutered, i s  very clean 
and is in great shape. ’Ice Man’ 
would be better suited in an adult 
environment as he prefers quieter 
surroundings. Great lap cat11 
life lone1 ? Need a companion? 
Add a lide ‘CHI CHI’ to your life 
‘Chi Chi’ is a SharPei/Chow Chow 
x. She is alread s ayed and is  fully 
u to date wit\ Rei vaccinations. 
’(!hi Chi’ is very socialable and 
loves to be around peo le. loves 
or with snow coming, a small sled. 
She also ets along well with other 
dogs an! doesn’t mind cats. ‘Chi 
Chi‘ comes fully trained and is just 
waiting for her next cominand from 
her new owners. 
kids; will pull lhem on ro P ler blades 
. .  
5 ... we’ve 
got 
stocking 
stuffers 
for pet 
lovers 
& pets 
on your 
list! 
HPetland 
for their continued support of our Fire Prevention Week activities; 
in particular their spqnsorship of the annual Fire Chief for a Day 
Contest. The winners have a great time, as do all of us who get 
to attend this exciting day. 
Terrace Fire Rescue would also 
like to THANK WIGHTMAN & 
SMITH INSURANCE for sponsoring 
the annual free Extinguisher Training 
and INDEPENDEN? INDUSTRIAL 
SUPPLY (TERRACE) LTD. for providir 
the Extinguishers for this training. 
1 Up, up and away 
BRANDON STELLA pumps air into a two-litre pop bottle during a,,Science 
World demonstration at Uplands Elementary School Nov. 17. Moments later 
it was propelled into the air hitting the ceiling and splashing excited students 
with water. Students were fired up about the zany science experiments. : c  
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
Petro- if% Card+ 
When you spend $58 or more at  Shoppers Drug Mart“ 
Then fill up during the month of December at Petro-Canada! 
+Gift Card must be redeemed between December 1 - 31,2005. 
*Marque de commerce de Petro-Canada -Trademark. 
**Offer valid on the purchase total of eligible products after discounts and redemptions and before taxes. Excludes prescriptions, products with codeine, 
tobacco products (where applicable), stamps, lottery tickets, event tickets, transit tickets and passes, electronic gift cards, Life Experiences packages and 
prepaid phone cards. Due to location restrictions we reserve the right to substitute an item of equivalent value. Offer valid November 26,2005 only. Gift  
cards will only be accepted at participating Petro-Canada locations from Thursday, December 1 to Saturday, December 31,2005. See cashier for details. 
Utilishe sous licence - used under license. 
Canada’s Gas Station, 
i 
// I I . '  
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~ From front 
~ Wage increase approved 
I 1 
after-a lot of quiet work 
i work by 'g, all-patry com- 
I mittee of MLAs which runs 
Some MLAs not on the 
I committee did not know 
what was going on until the ' night (before the bill was in- 
troduced. 
' Overall the wageincrease 
amounts to 15 per cent. 
'f MLAs now make$75,400 
a year but the all-party com- 
mittee of MLAs decided an 
increase was in line based 
on what politicians make in 
other parts of the country. 
The new salary rate is 60 
per cent of what a Member 
of Parliament makes and 
I will pegged at that figure, 
meaning that whenever MPs 
get a raise, so will provincial 
I the legislature. 
' 
I 
' 
To qualify for the new The total cost of the in- 
plan, an MLA has to have creases, excluding pension 
been in the legislature for at provisions, is $3.79 million. 
least six years over two elec- For the sake of compari- 
tions. son, an Alberta provincial 
They'll get 5.5 per cent politician earns $77,853 
for ea'ch year of service, once a tax-free expense al- 
topping out at 12 years for lowance is calculated while 
a maximum 65 per cent of a politician in Quebec earns 
their best three-year salary $98,671 a year once a tax- 
amount. free expense allowance is 
nine per cent of their pay to A Prince Edward Island 
the plan, the same amount provincial representative 
they paid under the old makes $53,329 a year, once 
RRSP scheme. the tax-free expense allow- 
The RRSP plan replaced ance is calculated. 
pian in 1996 which was The 15 per cent pay hike for 
criticized for being too ex- MLAs itctually works out 
travagant. (1 < I  to be more, depending on 
MLAs will contribute factored in. 
a more traditional pension * * * * *  
individual circumstances. 
That's because Liberal 
MLAs took a five per cent 
pay cut back in 2001, reduc- 
ing their pay to $68,500. It 
never went up in succeeding 
years. 
- ?e figure of $75,400 
the MLAs used as the base 
amount upon which to calcu- 
late their raises is the salary 
MLAs would have received, 
plus annual increases, had 
they not taken the pay cut 
back in 200 1. 
So those who were re- 
elected this past May will, 
by next April, have ab ac-- 
tual wage increase of just 
over $18.000 instead of the 
$1 1,000. 
- 
representatives. 
The budget for each 
MLAs. constituency office 
also ,rises by $35,000 to 
$1 19,000 a year. 
That's expected to benefit 
rural MLAs the most as they 
have more travel require- 
ments than do, their urban 
counterparts. 
The salary for Premier 
Gordon Campbell is also 
increasing, from $45,000 " 
to $59,740 on top of his 
MLA's pay. It means he'll 
be making $146,320 a year, 
up from $1 19,500. 
NDP opposition leader 
Carole James is also in line 
for an increase, to $44,749 
from $39,000 which is the 
same amount a cabinet min- 
ister will make. When her 
MLA pay is added, James 
will be making $131,329 a 
year, up from $1 14,400. 
Increases are also com- I 
ing for other government or 
opposition MLAs who have 
duties over and above their 
regular functions. 
The Liberal and NDP 
caucuses will get more mon- 
ey as well. MLAs have also 
decided to change their pen- 
sion plan from a pure RRSP 
more traditional one based . : 
on years of service. 
I contribution=scheme,to=a-ye= . I  . 
Mystery 
accident 
' A MOTOR vehicle accident 
that left a car behind with no 
driver has baffled police. 
Someone reported a silver 
four-door Chevrolet Aveo in 
the ditch near the Thornhill 
dump around 8:30 a.m. Nov. 
11. 
Terrace RCMP reported 
indications at the scene 
showed a single occupant 
had been picked up by a 
,a passing vehicle. The driver 
has not come forward to re- 
port the accident. 
Anyone who witnessed 
the accident, or any events 
surrounding it, is asked to 
' contact Terrace RCMP at 
638-7400 or Crimestoppers 
at 635-8477. 
Tips reported to 
Criniestoppers that lead to 
an arrest and charges being 
laid on this, or any other 
unsolved crime, are eligible 
for cash rewards of up to 
$2.000. 
Burgled 
SOMEONE TOOK advan- 
tage of an unsecured door 
to rob a satellite radio and a 
purse from a vehicle while 
its occupants dined at a local 
restaurant receilly. 
The red Chrysler PT 
Cruiser was parked outside 
Don Diego's Restaurant 
when the theft took place be- 
tween 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.m. 
Nov. 12. 
Anyone with information 
about this robbery is asked 
to call Terrace RCMP. 
, 
3 
* 345 H P  5.7L HEMI'V8 ENGINE - T H E  MOST POWERFUL TRUCK I N  IT5  CLASS" 
* FOG LIGHTS * BEST-IN-CLASS INTERIOR ROOM" * ANTI-SPIN DIFFERENTIAL BEST SELLING TRUCK I N  ITS CLASS." 
BEST-IN-CLASS TOROUE. TOWING AND INTERIOR ROOM." TRAILER Tow GROUP - POWER WINDOWS LOCKS & MIRRORS 
* I 7 - INCH CAST ALUMINUM WHEELS * LEATHER WRAPPED STEERING WHEEL . REAR WINDOW DEFROSTER ***** NHTSA 5 STAR' FRONT & SIDE IMPACT ***** NHTSA 5 STAR' FRONT DRIVER SIDE IMPACT 
PURCHASE FOR 9 
0 
Q~ PURCHASE FINANCING- 
PLUS FOR 60 MONTHS I 
t PER MONTH FOR 48 MONTHS 65 '0 SECURITY DEPOSIT WITH 
OR LEASE FOR '0 DOWNPAYMENT 
% PURCHASE F I ~ A N C I N G ~  
GET FOR 60 M O N T H S  
@RV 
NEWS IN THE CHRYSiL1ER, JEEP, DODGE WEEKLY CASH PRIZE CONTEBT. GEUB A CONTEST E h m ~  CARD &iD TUNE INTO C n T  NEWS EVERY THURSDAY AT 6PM AND WATCH FOR THE KEMVOWD. 
9 
, SSO PPSA. any dealer administration fees 
Dealer trade mag be necessary. Financing and leasing are subjfxl lo approval by Chrysler Financial. See dealer for specific pricing deIails and m n d i h s .  Dealers are free lo sel Individual p h .  Dealer Discom offers Mlid on all 2005 Chrysler, Jeep and Dodge vehicles excluding Sprinter. J. Dmkr 
discwntr avallable on 2W5 models shown as follows: Ram 1500 models (exduding SRTlO): $3,000 and Dakota (exdudlng ST modelo): $3,000. Maxhnum S7,SlUl dealer discamt b only available on Caravan 28C models (exduding Grand Caravan). - 0% purchase 
financing up lo m l h s  on 2005 Ram 1.503 (excluding SRT10) and all Dakota models. Example: S36.000 financed at 0% for 60 ICOnlhs. monlhly paflenl is SMX). wsl d borrowing is SO and Me Iota1 ObligaIOO is S36,wO. -* Purchase price applies only to 2005 Ram :SO0 Quad Cab 
I26G+AHC+~+DSA+GfA.LNJ+SCVcWF4). t Lease based on 48 m t h  term fw 2005 R a n  1500 Ouad Cab (26G+AHC+CW+DSA+GFA+tNJ+SO(+W4) total lease CblQatM is S19,152 @ 1.8% lease APR (includes lreighy. First month's payment. any dealer adninismvi fees and s50 
PpsA are due at lease inception. Elomelres limiled 10 81.600: charge of SO.l5/km for excPs kilomelres. R BesvMost in ClaSS claim based on 2005 model gear WmpetitiK product i n f W h  aMilaMe at Me lime Of printing. Based On U.S. Nalional Highway TraHic Saleiy Administration (NHTa) 
scoring *[em for 2005 mdel  pear Dodge Ram 151N Ouad Cas and Dakota Ouad Cab. 5-slar ralings as lollw: Ram t5CO Om' Cab: front driver and passenger. Dakota Ouad Cab front driver. NOTE Iw Ram 1500 and Dakota Ouad Cab mum side impact was not tested. @I Hmll and 
Cab are regislered lrademarks of OaimleChrysler Corporalion. Purchase or lease and lab deuvery of a new, unused 2005 or 2006 model vehide horn a participating Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge Retailer between November 10 and 
January 3, Ma6 inclusive and yw will automatically be entered tn the "You could be a Millbnalm" wn$st FOR COMpLm CONTEST DEIAILS, GO TO mrw.daimkmhrysler.~milii~al~. 
V For the Chrysler Jeep Dodge Weekly Cash Prlzt? Contest - No pwchase n e c s s S a r f . ~  rsJtrMlons apply. con$st opens tlmember 17,2005 and doses Jamry 2,2006. Must be a legal resident of Canada, over the age 
of majority and hold a valid driver's license. Retail value of Weekly Rln, b S25,W.W. W W  prfrs w l m  en$red In 'YOU could be a MlllIoMba" contest Must wrrecUy answer a mathematical skill testing queStim 
to be declared a wlnner. Odds of winning depend on number of ellgibb entries m&ed. Complete Cmtast &laM available at mwv.+.ca. CN@ b a registered trade-mark of C N  Jnc. Used under I-. 
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Mott's 
Clamato 'Juice 
Assorted varieties. 
Or Garden Cocktail. 
1.89 Litre. Plus 
deposit and/or' 
enviro levy where 
applicable. 
CLUB PRiCE 
Cheese 
B r e a ds t i c ks 
Package of 6. 
CLUB PRICE 
Tost i t os 
Tortilla Chips 
Assorted varieties. 
260 to 350 g. 
CLUB PRICE 
t 
. *  Pizza 
5 insh or 12 inch. 
Mix and Match. WEEKLY 
HOUSEHOLD LIMIT FOUR 
FREE - Combined varieties. FEE 
EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE 
CLUB PRICE 
Gourmet Meat Safeway 
CLUB PRICE CLUB PRICE 
W w 
1' With coupon and a minimum $200 grocery purchase. : 
Limll of one bonus offer per vislt. Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. AIRMILES" 
coupons canno! be comblned with any other discount offer or AIRMILES" coupon offer, including : 
prescriptions. dlabeles merchandise, insulln pumps and Insulin pump supplies. tobacco purchases, I 
enviro levles. transit passes and all gift cards. Dther exclusions apply. Please see our customer servlce : 
lor complete list 01 exclusions. 
I 
I 
I 
Customer Appreclation Day & Seniors Day. Not valld at Safeway Liquor Stores Coupon excludes 7 I 
Ingredients for life ... : 
a 
I COUPON HOT VALID ON PRESCRIPTIONS. DlllBlTES MERCHANDISE, INSUllN PUMPS AN0 INSULIN PUMP SUPPUES. 
I 
I 
Imported. I 5 Ib. Box. -~ CLUB PRICE 
__.. ~. ... ...... . ... " 
\. ) ^ .  
BUY ONE GET ONE 
Sun I i g ht Laundry 
Detergent 
EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE 
CLUB PRICE 
12 to 15 Loads. 
While quantities last. 
with a NEW prescription or a TRANSFERRED* R prescription from a non-safeway Pharmacy. I 
E 
I 
Limit of ONE coupon per customer. Coupon must be 
resented at time of purchase. AIR MILES" coupons cannot B E  e combined with any other discount offer or AIR MILES" 
coupon offer, including Customer Appreciation Day and 
Seniors Day. Coupon valid at your Terrace Safeway 
Pharmacy only until December 31, 20.05. Other exclusions 
aoolv, Please see in-store for complete list of exclusions. 
I 
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Nass workers 
oppose cuts I 
I -  to their pay 
MEMBERS of the Hospital Employees Union (HEU) who 
work for the Nisga’a Valley Health Board in the Nass Val- 
ley have xoted 94 per cent against a collective agreement 
which’would have seen them agree to a temporary $2 per 
hour wage rollback. 
The rollback in wages would have ended in March of 
2007 when the workers’ wages would return to the rates they 
are at today, said HEU spokesman Mike Old. 
“The results of this vote should send a pretty clear signal 
to the Nisga’a Valley Health Board that their workers are not 
happy with their proposal,” said Old. 1 
A federal conciliator was appointed in July after the mem- 
bership then voted 94 per cent against a previous recommen- 
dation that would have seen them take a $2.50 per hour roll- 
back or else face what the union called mdssive layoffs, 
That conciliator worked with the health board and union 
officiais to negotiate the most recent deal which was over- 
whelmingly rejected by the union’s members. 
“The next step is to contact the federal conciliatdr to see 
if he can help the two parties come up with a more accept- 
able proposal for settlement,” Old says, adding a $2.00 per 
hour wage reduction over the next year and a half is il big hit 
in the pocketbook for members. 
Doctors and nurses ,in the Nass Valley successfully rene- 
gotiated their contracts this summer, but no wage reductions 
were on the table. 
“A”fact that has not gone unnoticed by our members,” 
1 
D 
Old said. 
There are about 50 HEU members who work for the 
health board as cultural community health representatives, 
drug and alcohol counsellors, dental and clerical workers, 
housekeeping and maintenance workers among other posil 
tions. 
Nisga’a Valley\ Health Board chief executive officer 
Mitch Verde refused to comment on the vote or the board’s 
plans for moving forward. 
More police here 
THREE GENERAE investigation positions have been add- 
ed to the RCMP detachment here, making its commander 
“We’re iust thrilled to have them,” says Inspector Marlin 
very happy - 
Smaller class sizes, escellent instructors and a campus right in your own 
cornmunity. Add low tuition and courses and programs that lead to recognized 
degrees. diplomas and certificates and you have 
the NWCC advanfage. 
In Terrace.. , 
Business Administration Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees 
Transfer credits to trnivcrsitie\, 3 professional accounting associations and professional 
niariageinent associatiorls. Earn Athabasca University’s Bachelor of General Studies 
degree at NWCC with a Business Administration Diploma plus additional 
NWCC courses. 
Business Technology Certificate Programs (Cklssroortr G Otrlirte) 
Job-ready skill\ for adn~inistrativc positions in office and business setting. 
Career & College Prep (Chssrootti G Orrlirrc.) 
Tuition-frcc liigli scliool level courws for adult leariicrs to coinplete gradu.itioil 
reqtiiremeltt\ o r  pnct-tecordary program prerequisites. 
Computer Technolow (Clarsrcicirrr G Orrlisc.) 
I>evelop a \ v d c  raiige of cotiiputcr \kills for a great career or prepare for external 
ccrtificatiutl CSJIIIL SOIIIC co~trses now avnilablc onlitrc. 
Early Childhood Education (ECE) (72liwtfircrtn G 1 144rk.Slioy iri 7i.rrticc) 
Social Service Worker 
Learn the skills needed for a career in social services. 
New! Trades Access Program 
Prepare to enter a Trades training program. Develop your academic and trades skills and 
knowledge while you explore your aptitude for various trades careers. 
/i 
Trades 
Entry-level Trades (ELTT) and Apprenticeship TrairJng in: 
Automotive Repair 
Carpentry 
Heavy Duty/Conm~ercial Transport Repair Mechatlic 
Millwright (Industrial Millwright) 
Outdoor Power Equipnlent Teclmicinn ( S n d  Engine Ilepair) :\‘OW ifJ 7?rrm*! 
Welding 
Earn an Associate Degree in Arts, Science, or Crin1i11olog)’. 
Choosc from a fiiv range of first and second year tralafmblc courw alld get a JLlIll11 
on your dcgrce. Distance education courses itdilde: 
University Credit 
I I C O M M U N I T V  COLLEGE 
lake a closer look, 
Degrand i x  hoping they’ll be in place as soon as possible. 
He said the decision was made by RCMP Superintendent 
Barry Clark who is in charge of the north. 
“They’re needed everywhere but we’re pleased ;lo be one 
of the thiee spots to receive resources this year,” said De- 
grand. r 1 Ir Everything lmust be sold!I? : 2 rn 
Y 
These officers will form a regional general investigation 
team to focus on complex cases such as historical, time-con- 
suming sexual assaults or a very large series of assaults or 
aggravated assaults that require expertise that general duty 
officers may not have and that can mean a large commitment 
for a detachment, Degrand says. 
“Their role is not to work in T e y c e  only but in the north- 
west region,” Degrand says. “Obviously any new resources 
are a’huge bonus and specialized resources like this are very 
The team will be based out of the Terrace detachment and 
work closely with all detachments in ,the northwest to help 
target these difficult areas of crime and to pursue criminals 
who operate across the northwest. 
This general investigation team also fits in with the Ter- 
race detachment’s move to integrate intelligence and opera- 
tions with other detachments. I/ 
The staffing office at RCMP district headquarters will 
choose the officers to fill the positions. Degrand says a broad 
selection of candidates from around the province applied. 
The new officers will be chosen in a few weeks, he says. 
These policing positions come from money the provin- 
cial government announced as part of its new crime-fighting 
strategy earlier this year. 
This past January, the government announced it would 
provide $122 million over the next three years. 
% 1- 
welcome -2 ? V Y  ‘I - in I ”- the area.” - . ~ .. >-9l 
Thank You 
.. . 
to all who 
supported me in the 
Terrace Municipal 
Election; 
MARYLIN 
Queen Charlodtc Ctty 
559-4407 626-5231 
i 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
NEXT YEAR IS NOW. The Mail Bag 
Col u m n ist takes zoom-2 
LEASE FROM 'ORT GS 
/i 
PER  til K)R 2 i ~ ~ ~ s . 9  
$4,050 DOWN PAYMM, 
TOTAL W E  OBUGATION OF 58.826 
N o ~ w c o y T  
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STARTING FROM 
0 
extreme liberties $1 99 
with Alcan union 
Dear Sir: 
Roger Harris, in a recent column, and in public 
statements, takes extreme liberty with his position as 
a columnist when referring to statements apd positions 
released by our organization, the Canadian Auto Work- 
ers, concerning Alcan power sales. i 
His statement is misrepresenting and misleading to 
the public. Mr. Harris in his brief tenure as the elected 
MLA for Skeena met many times with myself and our 
leadership of CAW Local 2301 where our position was 
clearly explained. Also at these meetings were ,rcpre- 
sentation by the District of Kitimat on several occa- 
sions. 
Mr., Harris indicated he understood our position but 
as the MLA for Skeena he was in full suppoi-1. 
Unfortunately about halfway through his term, for 
what appears to be political oopportunities within his 
party (cabinet appointment with$ the forest ministry), 
Mr. Harris took a 180-degree turn on this very inipor- 
tant i ssue. 
To set the record straight once again the CAW Local 
2301 position is as follows: 
The 1950 agreement with the provincial government 
is to be respected and followed in its entirety and to be 
enforced by the current government. 
Enough power will be utilized to ensure maximum 
smelter capacity expansion. 
I This would ensure current stability in employment 
and would allow for significant increase in opportuni- 
ties for growth in the vicinity and region of the smelt- 
er. 
These are the conditions agreed to in 1950 when Al- 
can negotiated and was given rights to the Nechako wa- 
tershed, which belongs to the people. 
As an organization we fully expect the government to 
honour and enforce the terms of the 1950 agreement. 
What Mr. Harris did was a seilout to his constituency 
in his unsuccessful bid to gain popularity for his party 
and to gain esteem for himself within his own party. 
, The facts of our meetings with Mr. Harris speaks for 
itself, as did the results of the last provincial election. 
Ross Slezak, 
Vice President, CAW Local 2301, 
Kitimat, B.C. 
' 
t 
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2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE GX-I4 
WITH AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
LEASE FROM 
-,. _- .. , _- 
I) moder&oGn rz  
2006 MAZDA6 SEDAN GSI4 
STARTING FROM LEASE FROM 
-OR- $259 
PER MTH FOR 48 MTHS" 
$2.899 DOWN PAYMENT, 
TOTAL W E  OBUGAllON OF $I $33 1 
'23,398 
' 
NownrmrarpDn 
2006 M O A  MPV GX 
, PURCHASE 1.992 FINANCING -bR- PER 598 MTH FOR 48 MTHS" 
FOR 36 MTHS $3,695 DOWN PAYMENT, 
TOTAL LEASE OBUGATlON OF $1 7,999 
NeuamwDeeyT 
- 
GREAT DEALS STILL AVAILABLE ON 2005 MODELS! '- 
I' 
lXMRllM$ lMOWOW IW M o w e ~  AT YOUR numsn CO(UMIIA MOA O ~ A L ~ R .  
~ O ~ ~ % ? O t O O r S  3026 Hwy 16 E Phone 250-635-7206 07041 
Log truck; driver 
saved our lives 
Dear Sir: 
Make no mistake, I feel for the families that have lost 
loved ones due to accidents that never should have hap- 
pened. 
I am sure there 
I was travelling south on the Williams Creek flat, ap- 
proaching the turnoff to Gruchy's Beach parking lot. 
There was a new dark blue/purple car heading north just 
over the bridge. There was a red logging truck with trailer 
loaded behind the car. 
With no warning at all, the car stopped dead across from 
the turnoff to the parking lot. The way I read it, she wasn't 
sure where the turnoff was, saw it, and stopped for me to 
pass. 
The trucker, I felt, was waiting until I passed, and was 
planning to pass the car ahead of him. There wasn't any traf- 
fic as far as you could see. He was completely on his side of 
the yellow line. 
I don't know, aside from the brakes, what that poor man 
did. I do know there was black smoke twice the height of the 
truck cab, and I believe there couldn't have been more than .-- 
two feet between the bumpers, if that. 
If that trucker hadn't been alert and capable it's my feel- 
ing, all three of our vehicles would have been involved. 
For the rest of the summer there were streaks of rubber 
on the pavement. Every time I drove over it, I shuddered and 
thank God for that trucker. 
It seems to me, the good truckers don't get any good pub- 
licity. I wish I could have seen the name on the truck so I 
could personally thank that man. 
Jo Sandhals, 
Lakelse Lake, B.C. 
Well done. 
e HAVE YOU SEEN THESE ENERGY OFFENDERS? 
I - +  REWARD OFFERED. 
@%i :::.I. -?%y) :::- 
..*.I.. . . I , .  *, wJ Turn in these energy offenders, aka halogen torchiere and holiday light string, to participating retailers for recycling. BC Flydro Power Smart will reward you with valuable same day, in-store coupons towards the purchase 
of energy-efficient compact fluorescent torchieres, LED holiday light strings and CFLs, while quantities last,* 
A Kurid fable of Ernadway 
Based on the [huraen of Dmn byon, 
Huric and Lyia by fnnk Locrrtr, 
Book by JO Smrling and L Bum 
Purchase Tickets At Ticket Prices 
Misty River Books Thursday $10 
Caledonia office 
Cal Performing Arts Students 
Friday and Saturday $15 
Don't miss this opp 
Conservation is the cornerstone of our plan to meet' B.C.4 future electricity 
British Columbians enjoy reliable power, at low cost, for generations. 
needs, and to ensure that 
Can't attend Power Smart Events? 
Lower value, mail-in coupons for  these energy-efficient 
products are available online and at participating retailers. 
December 1,Z, 3 - 2005 
BC hydro 
PEWER SMRRT 
'Customers can turn in a maximum of three halogen torchieres and three 
old holiday light strings Offer available to BC Hydro customers only In-store 
coupons valid only on specified stamped date. 
Presented through special arrangement with Music Theatre International 
t t t t 
I 
I 
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’a Trapped cat, owners reunited We invite you to drop in and talk to any of 
our staff about your insurance needs ... 
whih INSURANCE 
Liability Bonding Logging Equipment Mobile Homes 
eowners Tenant Boat R.V.’S Aircraft Travel 
#lo6471 7 LAKELSE AVENU€ 
(In the Cobind Mal) I Sonde I Overpass 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
A CAT rescued from a rusting metal trap left 
in a residential area has been reunited with its 
owners. 
Smarty, a white and black domestic cat. was 
found on Centennial Dr. on the bench Nov. 7 with 
its neck caught in a spring loaded animal trap. 
A passerby brougjt it to local vet Dr. David 
Farkvam where he was released from the trap, 
treated and later brought to the Terrace animal 
shelter. 
After a story ran in last week’s Terrace Stari- 
d a d ,  its owners recognized him and immediately 
went to the Terrace animal shelter to claim him. 
The cat’s owners, Joan and Art Ziraldo were 
horrified to learn what had happened to their pet. 
“When it coms to something like this 1 just saw 
red 1 just couldn’t believe it,” said Joan Ziraldi. 
While Smarty is now hilppily at home resum- 
ing nornial activities such as walking and cating, 
Ziraldo cringes at the thought of her pct bcing 
trapped in the metill snare. 
“I was just thankful it wasn’t onc of those oncs 
with the spikes,” she says of the trilp. 
The Ziraldos have 13 acres of land off of Ccn- 
tennial Dr. so when Smarty went missing she 
thought he may have been killcd by one of the 
NO 
om promis 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall m ’ Mon.-~ri.~oon-5:30prn - sat. 10:0oam-5:30pm 
I b  
Skeena Mall 
Movie 
Parogon , 
Ageaier 
’r” 
We’re Moving 
DE( 5 
* 
many wild animals that arc frequently spotted on 
their property. 
And she’s at a loss to explain why anyone 
would leave such a trap out in a residential area. 
“I just can’t believe that people are that cruel,” 
she says. “Maybe it wasn’t to catch a cat but what 
are that you got trapping into t.” anyway? It could have been a kid 
The Kitimat Humane Society is investigating 
the incident in hopes of finding the person respon- 
sible for setting the trap. 
8 
I I  
Iokelre Ave --..-._- .
A DIVISION OF TERRACE & DISTRICT CREDIT UNION 
635-6371 SMARTY the cat was caught in the trap shown above two weeks ago. He was reunited with his owners last week after they saw his photo in the newspaper. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
“They can be charged for inflicting an inhu- 
mane injury to an animal,” explains the society’s “This cat could have been left to die like that 
Maryann Baumbach. “But we have to prove that 
they intentionally’set the trap. 
and it’s a very painful, slow, inhumane death.” 
W Future voter 
THREE-YEAR-OLD Rhys Elliott wanted very much to vote in the Nov. 19 election. But because he is too 
young to vote he had to settle for dropping his grandmother Ellen Smith’s ballot into the box. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
www. paragonterrace.com 
8:30 am - 6:OO pm Monday - Saturday Fridays Until 9:gO pm 
I I 
people 
working Only 32 days 
right I I icntil yoic realize that, culum she said she wanted sometFg little. she meant it! 
now 
UNEMPLOYMENT HAS 
inched up in the region for 
the second month in a row, 
but that’s normal, says a 
federal employment analyst. 
October’s rate of 6 per 
cent, higher than Septem- 
ber’s 5.6 per cent and Au- 
gust’s 5.S per cent reflects 
the seasonal nature of the 
regioq’i Fondmy, says Pat- 
rick Mclntyre. 
“Employment always 
peaks in the summer and 
goes down in the fall,” said 
McIntyre in examining the 
numbers. 
“What you are seeing is 
the effect of fishing and for- 
estry which slow down.” 
Some of the dip in em- 
ployment also comes in the 
retail (and trade sector and is 
reflected in the drop of full 
time employment in favour 
of part time work, said Mc- 
Intyre. s ,  
The workforce listed as 
part time in October rose to 
10,600, an increase over the 
10,000 recorded in Septem- 
ber. 
And the number of people 
working full time dropped 
to 38,400 in October from 
40,600 in September. 
Overall, there were 
49,000 people in the work- 
Force over the age of 15 in 
the region from the Queen 
Charlottes to just west of 
Vanderhoof in October. 
That’s a drop from the 
50,600 working in Septem- 
ber. 
The entire labour force, 
made up of people who are 
working or whose who are 
looking for work was32,lOO 
in October, down from 
53,600 in September. 
McIntyre cautions that 
the rise in employment here 
must be viewed against the 
situation just a year ago. 
“Employment is still way 
up over last fall,” said McI- 
nytre in citing last October’s 
unemployment rate of 9.6 
per cent. 
As well, there were just 
44,200 people working ei- 
ther full time or part time 
last October, far less than 
the 49,000 people who were 
working this October. 
The provincial unem- 
ploymnet rate was 5.3 per 
cent, the best it has been in 
And for the first time on 
record, every region in the 
province is at six per cent or 
better. 
The Victoria area had the 
best unemployment rate at 
4.7 per cent. 
Nationally, the unem- 
ployment rate in October 
WEIS 6.5 per cent, a drop of .3 
p r  cent from September. 
30 years. 
1 The War Amos ~ a v s  tribute loI 
I I *  
&adds Military 
Heritage 
1 .  
To see a listing of our Canadian Milby 
Heritage documenlafies,visiiwr Weh tite SR 
wwr,waramps,ca or oder a pamphlet 
bv calino 1-800.259.3030. 
? 
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Union and Telus 
ratify agreement 
T E L E C O M M U N I C A -  
TIONS WORKERS Union 
(TWU) members voted 
to ratify a new five-year 
agreement with Telus 
,Nov.r18, ending the labour 
disruption that began Julyj 
21. 
Of the 10,566 employ- 
ees who voted, 64.1 per 
cent accepted the agreement 
reached on Nov. 6 between 
Telus, the TWU executive 
council and bargaining com- 
mittee? 
Telus will begin bring- 
ing about 8,200 striking em- 
ployees back to work over 
the next two weeks. 
“I am thankful our 
unionized employees have 
accepted a negotiated agree- 
ment that recognizes their 
role in our continued success 
and provides Telus with the 
capability we need to com- 
pete effectively,” said Dar- 
ren Entwistle, president and 
CEO of Telus Comoration. TELECOMMUNICATI,ONS Workers, Union members 
‘ 6 ~ ~  bringing &this mat- spent four months on the picket lines here and across 
r io a ppitive conclusion, B.C. and Alberta before ratifying an agreement last 
we are now able to focus our ~ ~ e e k .  FILE PHOTO 
collective talent and energy 
. ‘On sewing Our customers, corporate and business unit impacted by the outsourcing 
launching new services and targets. At target, variable of non-core functions or the 
advancing our leadership pay would be three per cent consolidation of some cus- 
position in a highly cornpet- of base earnings in 2005, 4 tomer service and admin- 
i the and changing telkom- per cent i n  2006 and 5 per istrative functions. These 
munications industry. On cent in 2007 and beyond. provisions include high 
behalf of the entire Telus =Alberta employees’ quality voluntary severance 
team, I would like to ex- wages will be harmonized packages consistent with 
press sincere appreciation with similar positions in past practice or the opportu- 
to our customers for their B.C. during this agreement. nity to be redeployed within 
patience and loyalty during Consistent with Telus’ Telus’ core operations. 
a challenging time,” added previously$ disclosed es- Foundation for a re- 
Entwistle. , ” timates, the payments for newed and constructive 
retroactive service since the union management relation- 
’ lective agreement, which expiry of previous collective ship, includingestablishnient 
applies to approximately agreements and other lump of a common interest forum 
14,000 unionized employ- sums payable on ratification and an agreement between 
ees, mostly located in B.C. total about $200 million. A the parties to work totether 
and Alberta, include: ’ portion of this amounl‘has al- to withdraw all outstanding 
A five-year agreement ready been paid out to work- Canada Industrial Relations 
effective Nov. 20, 2005 to ing bargaining unit members Board<cases and other legal 
Nov. 19,2010. in the third quarter and the proceedings. 
*Compensation consis- balance is expected to be The ratified agreement 
tent with an agreement im- concludes the complex five- 
plemented by Telus on July = Contracting out pro- year process of merging six 
22, 2005 with base pay in- visions that provide Telus separate collective agree- 
creases of 2 or 2.5 per cent in with improved flexibility in ments, formerly represented 
each of 2005 and 2006 and 2 a competitive telecoms mar- by five different unions, into 
per cent in 2007 and beyond, ket while addressing the em- 1 ‘one; t 1 L :. ; , 
plus’ cost of living adjust- ployment security concerns Telus is the largest tele- 
ments in 2009 and 2010.3n of employees. communications company 
addition to base pay, vari- Specific provisions have in Western Canada and the 
able’ pay based on achieving been provided for employees second largest in Canada. 
I 
Highlights of the col- 
paid out by Dec. 31,2005. 
I .  
t : J i, 
a, 4921 Keith Ave., Terrace Ph: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 
Environmental Assessment of the Proposed 
Galore Creek Copper-Gold-Silver Project 
Terms of Reference Open for Comment 
The BC Environmental Assessment Office (EAO) invites the public to comment on draft Termsof 
Reference (TOR) for the Galore Creek Copper-Gold-Silver Project (Project). 
NovaGold Canada Inc. (NovaGold) is proposing to construct and operated a copper-gold-silver open 
pit mine approximately 350 kms northwest ofTerrace, BC. The proposed Project is subject to review 
under British Columbia‘s Environmental Assessment Act, S.B.C. 2002, c.43 and Canada‘s Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act. The purpose of the draftTOR is to identify the information that 
NovaGold must include in i ts  applicationdor an environmental assessment certificate. , 0 
The comment period wili-begin on December 1,2005 and end on January 9,2006. After taking public 
comments into consideration, the EA0 will finalize theTOR and issue them to NovaGold. Written 
comments received by January 9,2006 will be considered. Please forward your comments by mail or 
email to: 
Anne Currie, Project Assessment Director 
Environmental Assessment Office 
PO Box 9426 Stn Prov Govt 
Victoria BC V8W 9V1 eaoinfo@gov.bc.ca 
u 
NOTE: All documents and/or comments received by the EA0 regarding this Project arc! considered public 
and will be posted to the EA0 website. 
The draftTOR is posted on the E A 0  website at www.eao.gov.bc.ca. Copies of the draft TOR can be 
obtained from the following centres: 
Smithers Public Library Stewart Public Library Dease Lake Learning Centre 
381 7 Alfred Ave 
Smithers BC VOJ 2N0 Stewart BC VOT 1 WO 10 Commercial Dr I 
lskut Band Office 
lskut BC Dease Lake BC 
824A Main S t  Northern Lights College Library 
Dease Lake BC VOL 1 LO I 
Tahltan Band Office 
BRITISH Ministry of 
COLUMBIA Environment 
Wood Blinds Cellular Shades Verti&al Blinds 
Metal Blinds Pleated Shades Woven Woods 
LEVBLOK 
3202 Munroe Street, Terrace 
635-2976 1-880-665-1 657 
IT WAS ALL smiles Nov. 14 as Terrace mayor Jack Talstra and Fern Scodane from the Terrace Nisga’a Society 
signed a lease to put a carving enterprise in the basement of the George Little House. 
Carvers find la home 
BY is appropriate for the house opened for operation in tions. 
DUSTIN QUEZADA and will only help to enter- March’ 2005, Milnthorp said The house has had 12,000 
THE CITY has found a ten- tain and attract tourists. rentals and visitor nuirrbers visitors in its first eight 
1 ant for the George Little Since the house was have far exceeded exnecta- months. 
House basement, agreeing n 
on a three-year pact with the 
Terrace Nisga’a Society. I 2005 Dr. R.E.M. Lee Foundation 
The 860 square-foot 
basenlent will be turned 
into a carving shed occu- 
pied by Nisga’a carvers with 
their lease beginning Dec 1, 
2005. I1 
The city’s director of lei- 
:sure services says the agree- 
$nent came after two months 
$of negotiations and the fi- 
knances mirror fees being 
’ i: 
Nov 17 Don & Judy Collison $50 
Nov 18 Patricia Whimp ~ $50 
Nov 19 Darren Smith $50 
Nov 20 Greg Shannon $50 
Nov 21 Carolvn Stella $50 
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Conservative f%nlg/ 
of Canada 
Skeena Bulkley Valley Constituency Association 
The Annual General Meeting of the Conservative Party of Canada 
in Skeena Bulkley Valley Electorial District will be held Saturday, 
November 26th in Terrace at the Best Western Terrace Inn from 
noon3:OO p.m. Positions on the Executive Board of Directors will 
be open for nominations. Guest speaker will be Mike Scott, our 
candidate. Memberships can be renewed at the meeting. 
Saturday, November 26th 
i 
Best Western Terrace Ian 
Skeena Su/k/ey Va//ey Conservative €/doria/ District Assmiation 
further Information 635-43 16 lerrace 
Nov 22 Elizabeth Thorpe 
Nov 23 Syd Munson S H 0 P S 11 
$xiid by other tenants in the 
destored house. 
L‘ “The Nisga’a carvers are c waying $1 per square foot E the same as Via Rail and 
CN,” said Ross Milnthorp. 
t, That city established that 
)Fate because Via Rail want- 
kd an assurance that it would 
fnot pay more than it had at 
:*the previous station, just east 
?of the George Little House, 
:said Milnthorp. 
;t, That means the deal with 
the Terrace Nisga’a Society 
:‘for the basement is worth 
:$800 per month for 2005. 
:The rent will increase to 
$900 a month for 2006 and I 
+€or 2007 the rent will rise at 
fthe rate of inflation. 
Terrace Mayor Jack 
: Talstra joined Terrace 
I Nisga’a Society represen- 
:tatives Fern Scodaine and 
’ Gary Alexcee at a lease sign- 
Fing ceremony at the George 
:Little House Nov. 14. 
In a speech, Scodane ac- 
:knowledged the Tsim.;hian 
:people for allowing the 
3Nisga’a to “share the land,” 
i and anticipated the carving 
;shed as a historical and cul- 
Ztural educational centre for 
;locals and tourists alike. 
:. And the art the carvers 
?will produce will be an edu- 
tcational tool, she said. 
: “Our art in its many 
$forms is the primary means 
rof collecting and sharing our 
!stories,” Scodane said. 
e Talstra added the tenancy 
‘4. 
t 
L 
t 
$ Cashier J1 
R 
0 .  I. I 
stor Y ‘ year 
f THE TERRACE man who 
$tried to run off with a cash 
bregistet from a local restau- 
grant will serve time in jail. 
Bruce David Johnson, 5 42 1, recently plead guilty and 
:was convicted of charges re- 
Elated to a theft at the Chop 
t h e y  Gardens Restaurant on 
He will spend one year in 
Paikolice d say Johnson en- 
2tered the restaurant, demand- 
ked money and, when denied, 
+pulled a knife and held it on 
:the female owner. 
‘a! He let her go and fled 
:with the till when her hus- 
=band and son appeared. 
They followed and con- 
E :fronted Johnson along with 
;motorists who intervened. 
Terrace RCMP say they 
:identified Johnson thanks to 
;public assistance. 
c 
p c t .  3. 
C 
4 BOTEM Fax (250) 635-2783 To19 Free 1-800-463-1128 DL #5548 
Youth centre needs money 
to move ahead with plans 
B10 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 23,2005 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
Mon.-Fri.Noon-5:3Opm Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm 
the doors to its youth centre 
last week but the society’s 
executive director said with- 
- 
1 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
THE MUKS-Kum-01 Hous- 
ing Society officially opened 
-and from tenants. Sheridan 
said he expects to charge 
$400-$425 a month for the 
residential units. 
The society has already 
identified three elders for the 
four independent suites and 
is now taking applications 
for the youth rooms. 
out additional money it re- 
mains a limited facility. 
“Right now all we can 
offer is security, there’s no At the session, Sheridan 
counselling,” said Danny reiterated the society’s in- 
Sheridan to approximately tention not to house people 
40 invited guests Nov. 17. off the street. 
“We’re still seeking funding “(Those accepted) would 
for a social worker.” be youth who have taken 
Sheridan took the oppor- their own first step ... who are 
tunity to plead to conmiu- ,doing well overall but not in 
nity individuals, politicians ~ terms of their housing situa- 
and groups for additional tion,” Sheridan said. 
monies to address a wish list Mayor Jack Talstra said 
of items. his new council will look at 
The residential building, the society’s wish list when 
a converted jail, has 10 rcsi- it does budget deliberations. 
dential anits for youth and “If the city could be of 
four self-contained bachelor assistance, we will assist 
suites for elders. where we can,” said Talstra, 
Sheridan says there are adding the city rezoned the 
needs that are more pressing MUKS-KUM-ol Housing Society chair Ray Jones land, allowing the society to 
opens with waver Drior to a Nov. 17 luncheon at its than others. 
“We need appliances for new youth ( 
the fourelder unit sand things accomplish 
b‘P 
.,-- :--- reiiuvilte LIIC prtmuscs. 
, The society is moving its 
administrative operations to 
Senire. The society needs more money to 
all of its goals. 
yourself.’” 
Specifically, the society 
is seeking four to six print- 
ers and computers, a pool ta- 
ble, two to four TVs, VCRs 
and DVD players, books, 
board games, video games, 
a couple of portable stereos, 
office furniture for four to 
six rooms, two to four book 
’Corporation and the Cank 
da Mortgage and Housing 
The society”has 110 dif- 
ferent types of social hous- 
ing for First Nations in Ter- 
race but any assets stemming 
from those properties cannot 
be used for the youth centre, 
saw Sheridan. 
Corp. 
to OCCUPY the Youth With at The society has been the new youth centre Dec. 
: $ght:’hesaid. “MY would successful on just three of rant-calibre kitchen, dining 15 and hopes to have resi- 
I you show Youth’ ‘there’s the 30 grant proposals through area and conference room dents in by January 2006. 
i door, there’s the bed.-enjoY BC Housing. BC Buildings 
rentals - it features a restau- 
i 
: 
! 
shelves, common room fur- 
niture, outdoor recreational 
equipment and an outdoor 
smoke house. 
“We’ve gone to the lim- 
The youth centre will 
it,” added Sheridan. 
1 bring in revenues through 
[ 
I 
i 1 Lodge f i,nal y 
gets turopean 
approval tor 
,exporting fish 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA many years.” 
AFTER SPENDING Noel Gyger, chairman 
$50,000 to upgrade its fa- of the Terrace and District 
cilities to federal standards Angling Guides Associa- 
in late May, a local fishing tion said he and other area 
lodge has finally been rec- guidcs weren’t even sure if 
ognized by officials in the the Skeena River lodge had 
European Union (EU), al- been 
lowing lodge guests from “If this is the case, we’re 
Europe to return home with disappointed,” said Gyger, 
more than one kilogram of head of the 28-member as- 
fish. sociation. 
With the recreational , This spring, Gyger told 
fishing season over, the con- the Standard that area guides 
solation comes a little late would be making use of the 
for operators of the family- processing plant at the Hru- 
run Skeena River Fishing by’s lodge for their clients’ 
Lodge. catches. 
’ “Bookings have been But Schenkeveld said that 
down from the start,” said would have to be part of the 
Alex Hruby, the lodge man- lodge’s management plan. 
ager, in the waning days of “There are basic regula- 
the season, adding the lodge tory requirements that must 
lost many of its returning be in the plan,” she said. 
European guests - up to 80 Yearly rcgistration fees 
per cent of its clientele. paid to the CFlA for inter- 
Hruby blamed EU bu- niitional export vary on the 
reaucracy for the poor sea- type of processing that will 
son. “(Canadian ofliciiils) take placc. 
put our busincss 1IiitiIc for- 
ward to the EU for customs 
lists,” said Hruby. “Unfor- 
tunately, i t  takes thc EU a 
while to update its lists.” 
Last year, thc EU began 
lo enforcc a one-kilogram 
limit on spon caught fish 
for tourists that was initially 
implemented in 2002. 
In order to circunivent 
the limit, fish would have to 
be processed in a plant here 
that has received its Cana- 
dian Federal Registration 
through the Canadian Food 
Inspection Agency (CFIA). 
The Hrubys were granted 
that registration in July after 
a CFIA inspection. 
had complained to Canadian 
officials, only‘to hear that it 
was an “EU thing.” 
EU officials who handle 
updating which international 
businesses are certified for 
processing in excess of the 
limit modified their list in 
mid-July and then again in 
late August. 
A food inspection agency 
official says it warns busi- 
nesses of the possible delay. 
“We do run into this 
problem and we do warn 
(businesses),” said Susan 
Schenkeveld, the CRA’s 
acting fish program network 
chief. “It’s been this way for 
I In August, Hruby said he 
I 
I - HIGH ACHIMKNT 
I 
I 
I 
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Royal LePage Terrace 
& Congratulates @ 
- i Erika Langer - I= Success on altaining 
Royal LePage Terrace 
... . . , . 
“ I  , . ,  
Y O U  PROBABLY W O N ’ T  UNPACK, 
BUT A T  L E A S T  
Y O U  C A N  R E L A X .  
Y o u r  r o o m  I S  r e n d !  
PACKAGE !?:%od;ilion for single or double occupancy in n Della 17ooni 
Conipliiiieiit;iry parking valid for tliree weeks 
Coriiplinietitary direct airporl transportation From $99* 
FEATURED VEHICLE‘’ 
’05 Dodge Ram 
Crew Cab, Cummins Diesel, Fully Loaded, 
Auto, Trailer Tow Group, Only 18,500 kms 
e 
04 T~yota CoroUUa 
Q4 Teyota Cordma 
03 Dodge Grand Caravan 
Auto, TTIt, CB 
\ 
Auto, lilt, CD 
Auto, AC, Cruise, TTlt, PW, PDL, CD 
-TQyCBta CaBlrPW 
Auto, AC, Cruise, mlt, PW, PDL, CD 
t 
03 ChrysUea Intrepid 
Auto, AC, Cruise, lilt, PW, PDL, CD 
-Taxes and service fees are aDDlicable \ 
L 
I . . . . . . . . .  . .  . .  . . _ . -  r - .  
The Te , 
.UNBC holding off 
on med students 
g to Terrace 
Still short week 
f 
at lumber mill 
THE TERRACE Lumber Company continues to oper- 
ate on a shortened work week as it waits for more large 
wood to enter its yard. 
“We’re doing the three days a week and that’s going 
to continue until the wood supply improves,” says nil1 
manager Terry Bennett. 
The mill is now in its fyurth week of running the ab- 
breviated week. 
“We’d rather be working four or five days a week but 
we don’t have the log inventory to do it,” Bennett says. 
The company has an ample supply of what’s called 
gang s i z g  wood - timber with tops 15 inches or small- 
er. But tKat type of wood is sold primarily to the U.S. 
market, a market which is no longer profitable, company 
officials say. 
They are instead trying to market their wood to the 
Asian market, but that requires standard sized wood 
- wood which has tops larger than 15 inches. 
The company does have wood coming in from Kalum 
Ventures, which is logging in the Poupard Creek area 
north Terrace. That area does have sotiic of the larger 
profile wood the company requires. 
I comin 
1 
A PLAN to base a small 
group of third year medical 
students here next fall has 
been delayed for a year, says 
the person in charge of the 
University of Nol$hern Brit- 
ish Columbia’s Northem 
Medical program? 
Instead, two students will 
spend a year in the northeast 
as a pilot project to fully flesh 
out how students will spend 
their third year working and 
learning under the guidance 
of a practising physician, 
says Dr. David Snadden. 
“We are part of UBC’s 
[medical program] and what 
we want to do must be ne- 
gotiated and we want to get 
all our ducks in a row,” he 
added. 
The overall plan is that 
third year students will 
spend a year in smaller com- 
munities and hospitals such 
as Terrace, experiencing 
and learning every facet of 
medicine. 
1 It’s different from a tra- 
ditional model involving 
large hospitals in large cit- 
ies, which features students 
spending eight week rota- 
tions in emergency medi- 
cine, operating rooms and 
the like. 
“We know that in other 
countries where this hap- 
in Prince George as part of 
the long-established UNBC 
medical school. 
It’s the foundation of a 
plan to provide home-grown 
physicians to fill medical 
service gaps in the north. 
Snadden said the stu-- 
dents who might have come 
to Terrace next year will 
instead be based at Prince 
George Regional Hospital in 
a more traditional learning 
environment. 
But tie added that a long- 
standing practice of having 
UBC medical students spend 
a month over the summer in 
communities such as Ter- 
race wil1,continue. 
When the third year pro- 
gram is fully developed, 
Snadden expects four stu- 
dents to come to Terrace. 
“That’s a good number 
for a critical mass for the 
students,” he said. “And 
they’ll be with UNBC nurs- 
ing students who will be do- 
ing their practicums. That’s 
important because if they 
will be working together, 
they may as well learn to- 
gether as well.” 
The medical students at 
UNBC in Prince George are 
studying in a state-of-the art 
facility opened this year. 
i 
Y 
David Snadden 
pens, particularly Australia, 
students do better than if 
they were in large, teaching 
hospitals:” said Snadden. 
The kind of small town 
experience and learning 
program to be developed is 
considered crucial for the 
UNBC medical program in 
the expectation that students 
learning in the north will 
stay in the north to work af- 
ter completing their training, 
he continued. 
There are 25 students 
in the UNBC medical pro- 
gram which began this fall 
at the university’s campus 
BELIEVING IN THE 
111 CHILDREN YOU LOVE, 111 
Unconditional Commihnent with Pat O‘Brien 
from New York. 
Pat O‘Brien is the Founder of the Adoption Agency 
You Gotta Believe Inc. Pat finds permanent homes 
for children and youth in the government‘s care. 
November 29th and 30th, with an 
evening presentation on the 29th. 
?For registration phone Charles Luby at 638-2336. 
Early arrival is advised. 
There is no‘chargo for this workshop. 
Cancer The firs step in solving finandal problems is to consult with a p?ofessional. Professlonals from our Rince George ollice will be In TERRACE, BC on 
Wednesday, December 7Ih, 2005 - 
Make an appointment lor a free consultation. 
Phone toll free 1-800-665-5595 binic r 
KRMj Inc. Truslee In Bankruptcy &mr I 
bossi ble The Best selection of 
.................. in the Northwest! 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lazelle Mini Mall 
NORTH can support its 
Gwn radiation therapy can- 
$er service but only if people 
flon’t go to other places for 
Qeatment, says the Northern 
kealth Authority. < The service would also 
heed to be based in Prince 
land improved, the authority 
:says in a cancer care update 
’released last week. 
t. Also needed is a plan to 
Fain the people needed to 
;work at the radiation thera- 
apy centre and related facili- 
kies as well as the money to 
build the centre and to run it 
I Best deal on the market today! Mon.-Frl. Noon-5:BOpm Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm 200s 
On Christmas morning. your wife a n i  believe i t  She 
swears she’ll wear it every day for the rest of her life. 
And she does. ‘You remember her eyes an i  her Fear? :-~~, .......... rlrt . $ 4 0  d,, %.L 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE 
ri. _ . , c E l l H E T Z E - R ~ A N C E . .  
The City of Terrace hereby &es notice that‘any fences, 
tokens or ornaments on, around or near graves in 
the Terrace Municipal Cemetery must be removed by 
December 1, 2005 for the winter. 
Those items remaining after this date, will be removed by 
the City of Terrace. 
By authority of B law 1279-1 992 
Parks & Facilities Foreman 
Tim 7 aron 
4’ 2039 ~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  Royal  LePage Terrace ROYAL L E p ~ ~ E  #I 02-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. -IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
Your daughter tries it on for what must be the 
1,OOOtli t i e .  ‘But now its hers to keep. She swears to 
wear it forever -- and does. “It was my best gift ever’: 
M o m  always said as she began the story: 
c 
20F6 
The Rotary Club ofTerrace 
wishes to 
Your granddaughter slides onto her finger that precious old 
riig her Mom’s worn forever. “This was a very special 
gift Grandma got from Grandpa: A o m  would say. And 
as she slips it on, she feels a history coming alive . . . .  * 
The  f i e  jewelry you give your wife this Christmas is 
only the beginning of its magical journey of toudiig 
women’s lives. So give die best to your wife. . .  and to 
those other special women in your life. 
:afterward. 
f: Patients from the north 
:needing radiation treatment 
%ow go to either Vancouver, 
:Edmonton or Kelowna. 
t. But the health authority 
Fays “there must be com- 
punity and professional 
ppport  across the north for 
qatients to be referred to a 
;ingle northern centre.” 
: That’s based on the num- 
ber of patients a prospective 
%entre would need to justify 
$s construction and ongoing 
Pperating expenses. 
While the authority looks 
%it ways of treating cancer, 
3‘ is also looking at ways of 
i- 
r. 
of our 
45th Annual Radio /TV Auction 
he1d“November 5-6. 0 
W e  acknowledge the following: 
Those businesses, organizations, and individuals 
who donated the over 400 items we auctioned. 
The people who bought the items. 
Doug Barrett and the fine staff at the 
Coast Inn of the West. 
Monarch Cable and the Mix. 
The Rotarians, their spouses, and the friends 
of Rotary who worked so hard both collecting 
the items and selling them at the Auction. , 
preventing cancer. 
A key part of that strat- 
Fgy is cutting back on the 
$umber of northerners who 
3moke as smoking rates and 
gung cancer rates in the north 
pre  well above thc provincial 
werage. 
The authority is spending 
.$500,000 this year to reduce 
2obacco use by targeting 
:young people and posting 
h o p  smoking programs. 
e It also wants to spend 
Snore money next year on 
Simproving its breast cancer 
screening program for an 
garlier detection of breast 
tcancer. 
? 
% “Breast cancer screening 
$ates in parts if northern B.C. 
care lower than the provincial 
baverage,” the authority’s up- 
da t e  says. 
2 As it is, northerners have 
fa poorer five-year survival 
gate for certain types of can- 
xers compared to other parts 
k f  the province. 
f Existing services us- 
dng chemotherapy in Prince 
&pert, Terrace, Smithers, 
auesnel,  Prince George, 
Dawson Creek and Fort St. 
:John are being reviewed by 
$various agencies. 
The Northern Health Au- 
zthority is, however, hiring 
more people at these centres 
:to better give advice and in- 
“ormation to patients. 
I 
5 
b 
c 
9 
A n 
~~ 
*Taxes extra. Buyout options: Stock# I228 $18283.60, Stock# 123 I $18.1 99.75. Stock# I237 $18.1 15.90. Stock# 12.55 $18.00 1.95. Stock# I259 $18.001.95. Stock# 1263 $I7.060.25 
I, 
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Anti-fish farm petition 
presented to legislature 
BY 
TOM HUNT 
A PETITION signed by 
more than 4,000 people op- 
posed to fish-farms near the 
mouth of the Skeena River 
was delivered to the B.C. 
Legislature Nov. 17. 
The signatures had been 
collected from communities 
along the ,northwest B.C. 
watershed from Houston to 
Prince Rupert, said Pat Moss 
from the Friends of Wild 
Salmon coalition. 9 
A five-person delega- 
tion representing the group 
first delivered the petition 
to North Coast NDP MLA 
Gary Coons. 
Coons then presented the 
petition to the B.C. legisla- 
ture prior to question period 
later that day. 
Signatures came from 
citizens, sports anglers, com- 
mercial fishermen, conserva- 
tionists and native people. 
“The fact that the’ fish 
farm issue had brought to- 
gether‘ such traditionally 
polarized interests as com- 
mercial fishermen, sports 
anglers and First Nations is 
tribute to how due the situa- 
tion is. Fish-farm expansion 
is the political issue ‘on the 
needs to have three fish- 
farms in the area to make the 
project economically viable, 
“which makes the third one 
“Although Austin is the 
NDP fisheries critic, Moss 
said it wasn’t considered ap- 
propriate to have him pres- 
I’ ” North Coast,” said Moss. so critical.” ent the petition because of 
as no response, A, legislative committee his pending chairmanship of 
gislature when on aquaculture will soon be the aquaculture committee. 
Friends of Wild Salmon 
’ is normal, she said. ‘‘It will be announced hope part of the terms of ref- 
erencefor thecommittee in- 
clude a ban on permits while 
the committee is in process. 
Some First Nations bands 
have joined the cause) of 
’ has approved the) proposal ch’osen to present the petition “We will not allow fish- 
farms to destroy the wild 
salmon that sustain us,” said 
She added that Pan Fish the Skeena River. Haisla First Nation leader 
the petition was filed, which 
I Two permits have been 
granted to Pan Fish Canada 
for fish-farms in the area and 
a third one is in the process 
of k ing  granted, ‘she said. 
established, Moss added. 
soon. It was going to be 
chaired by the NDP. We be- 
lieve [Skeena NDP MLA] 
Robin Austin will be the 
chair.” 
“The federal government Moss said Coons was Friends of Wild Salmon. 
because he represents the 
riding taking in the mouth of 
but the provincial govern- 
ment hasn’t.’’ 
FRIENDS OF Wild Salmon representatives load up North Coast NDP MIA Gary Coons with thousands of dec- 
larations signed by people wanting a moratorium on any expansion of open net cage fish farms on the coast. 
From the left are Luanne Roth, a group representative, Coons and three more group representatives, Pat Moss, 
Gerald Amos and Kathy Larson. Coons presented the declarations to the legislature Nov. 17. 
He added that there are 
many factors that will de- 
termine when and how the 
project will proceed. 
A study conducted by 
McAllister Opinion Re- 
search in May this year re- 
vealed that seven out of ten 
local residents oppose fish- 
farms. 
Sea lice being passed 
from farmed. salmon on to 
wild salmon is the major 
cause of concern for those 
opposed to salmon fish- 
farming. 
Toni Hunt is n reporter 
with The Interior News in 
Sin itkers. 
Gerald Amos. 
Not all First Nations 
bands have lent their voices. 
Gitxaala First Nations li- 
aison officer Verne Jackson 
confirmed his band had a 
direct development agree- 
ment Pan Fish Canada for 
the Skeena river mouth fish- 
farms. 
CEO of Pan Fish Canada 
Keith’ Bullough said he was 
aware of the petition but said 
the number of three farms 
to make the project viable 
wasn’t correct. 
“It’s a projectOthat in- 
-valves a minimum of ten 
over the long term.” 
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uHome-schoding hh, Dad? Your epidermis is showing,” 
my son whispered with the just the right 
mixture of embarrassment and disgust. 
“My - ” my husband looked down at 
himself, concerned, and then remembered. “Oh, 
very funny. SO’S yours.” 
Later, I told a friend about Christopher’s “talk” 
with his dad. As we laughed, I caught a glimpse 
of Christopher’s friend’s face. He’d heard us and 
was completely grossed by the very idea of his 
friend’s dad’s epidermis. I quickly defined the 
word and when he was finished being relieved, he 
was amused. I know he stored the word away for 
future use. 
The joke didn’t grow old and thatmight, Chris- 
topher, in anxious revulsion, exclaimed, “Oh gross, 
Marriah! You’ve got epidermis all over you!’’ 
“I do not,” she replied hotly, but looked herself 
over well, ‘nonetheless. 
“You’d better,” I said. 
“Or ybur blood and organs are going to be in 
trouble. Your epidermis is your outer skin layer. 
“Christopher, you are disgu$ng,” she said, and 
then, like a cat who politely suffers the presence of 
us lower life form humans, she smiled just a little 
and started to eat again. 
“Epidermis, hey?’ 
We then enjoyed a chat about skin’s layers and 
functions. It really is interesting stuff. 
All about skin is just one small part of theknowl- 
edge I’m gleaning as a first year home-schooling 
mother. 
Getting to see my son’s excitement about new 
words and concepts first hand is the best part of my 
choice, but there are lots of other perks as well. 
I can focus on Christopher’s unique strengths 
and weaknesses, and I can teach entirely to how he 
learns best. We can spend as much time as we’d 
like to on the topics that interest us - for example, 
four different expcriments involving epidermis. 
And although we often do break the day into 
blocks for subjects, we don’t have to. If he’s really 
into something, he doesn’t have to stop abruptly 
just because it’s “time” for a new subject. We can 
spend a whole day reading, then a whole day doing 
science, then a whole day on a project, whatever. 
While I love it, not every aspect of home-school- 
ing is positive. Time management is challenging. 
Many experienced homeschoolers told me that they 
are “done” by lunchtime. I heard it over and over 
again, but it’s not our story. 
We do get a lot done in our day, in a variety 
of subjects, but we start around 9:30, finish around 
3:00, and sometimes there’s homework (Ha ha, get 
it? Homework. Isn’t it all homework?) Also, it 
was a huge adjustment to not “go” to school in Sep- 
tember, to not to be busy with the same things that 
other people are. I felt sort of isolated. 1 think this 
affected nic far more than hini because he had out- 
ings with peers from the ou1set. 
The biggest surprise regrrrding m y  homeschool- 
ing decision is the way pcople react whcn they 
find out about it. Everyone has a strong sentiment. 
Sonic disapprove. Some. and not just other home- 
schoolers, are passionately cxcitcd about it. Others 
are wistful. Some are curious. I never knew until I 
had kids that how you choose IQ educate your child 
could spark such rigorous debate, but differences 
are great - they make you think. 
Most common responses are variations of “Are 
you nuts? What about socialization?” My answer? 
“Probably .” 
Although I don’t see the relevance. He has good 
friends, swimming lessons, gymnastics, guitar les- 
sons and kids club, plus church- if anything, he 
socializes too well. 
“I just would not have the patience; I couldn’t 
teach him enough.” 
Me neither. No, seriously, you scrounge up the 
patience, and you’d be amazed by what you remem- 
ber. Plus, half the fun is that you’re learning too. 
And the final (and more rate) response is said with 
a wistful sigh, “That’s great! I’ve always wanted 
to home-school ...” Me too. That’s why I finally 
decided to give it a try. I love school classrooms, 
teachers, and all the activities that go along with 
the “institution” (and so does my daughter who’s 
still in school), but I’ve always wanted this and it 
appealed to my son too, so why not? 
I’m pretty sure that he’ll return to school in 
the next year or two - I’m not a “lifer” as home- 
schoolers say. However, they laugh at me when I 
say that. 
“We said that too!” say women going into their 
forth, fifth and sixth years. So we’ll see. 
All I know is that my family loves this school 
year; we’re comfortable in our epidermis, and in 
our dermis too, for that matte - and that’s what 
matters. 
, ”  I Light it up 
TROY Butler braves a cold day as he helps members of the Terrace Beautification Society Nov. 17 string up Christmas lights‘ in trees 
DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO I alona the Millenium Park Trail off Hwv 16 West. 
Artists to feed off eac 
NOREEN SPENCE is a local artist planning an exhibit 
called Text and Texture which will combine the visual 
arts with the written, word. She created the painting 
she.is holding was inspired by a poem. 
SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
CALLING ALL artists and 
writers. 
A group of local artists 
‘and writers are spearhead- 
ing a unique exhibit that will 
combine both the written 
word with visual arts. 
The exhibit, called Text 
and Textures, is expected to 
be showcased at the Terrace 
Art Gallery in the spring of 
2007 to coincide with the 
Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival. 
The project is the brain- 
child of Terrace-based artist 
Noreen Spence. 
She approached the Ter- 
race Writers Guild about the 
possibility of joining forces 
to put together an exhibit 
that would feature works by 
regional writers inspired by 
artists and vice versa. 
Guild members jumped 
on board right away. 
What should result7 is a 
collection of poems, short 
stories, short nonfiction 
pieces or prose that will 
be coupled with art - be it 
paintings, textile work, pho- 
tographs, graphic art, sculp; 
lure or other mediums. 
The idea is to be as all- 
inclusive as possible, says 
Spence, adding the sky is the 
limit in temis of the type of 
artwork that might be gener- 
ated from the project. 
Spence was motivated to 
spiarhead the project after 
she was moved to create a 
painting inspired by a poem 
calledo “Blackberry Pie” 
written by her friend Doro- 
thy Ingram. 
“It immediately sparked 
all sorts of images for me 
and I attempted to put it on 
canvas,” Spence said. 
“I would like to 
see the arts feedoff 
each afher more. ” 
Linking art with the writ- 
ten word is a natural fit. 
“I think all creative en- 
deavours come from the 
same internal place,” she 
said, adding that’s why she 
wanted to see, the exhibit 
coincide with the music fes- 
tival. 
“Terrace has a really vi- 
brant music community and 
spectacular artists and writ- 
crs but they are really in the 
shadows,” she explained. 
“I would like to scc the 
arts feed off each other 
more.” 
And though the exbibit is 
not planned until the spring 
of 2007, organizers say 
work on- the initial body of 
submissions needs to start 
now. 
Artists and writers inter- 
ested in the project will have 
until the end of March 2006 
to submit their first pieces 
- those are the works from 
which other writers and art- 
ists will draw their inspira- 
tion’for the exhibit. 
on new projects,” said Ter- 
race Writers Guild member 
Sarah Zimmerman. 0 
“We are so excited about 
bringing together visual art- 
ists with regional writers to 
showcase those couplings in 
what should be stunning vi- 
sual installations.” 
An information meeting 
is set for Dec. 8 at the Ter- 
race Art Gallery to gauge 
interest in the project from 
area writers and artists. 
Interested people are in- 
vited to come find out more 
about the exhibit and are en- 
couraged to brings samples 
of their work to share with 
others. 
For details call Noreen at 
635-6938 or Sarah at 638- 
8899. 
“It takes time to 
Around Town 
I5 
The full schedule can be viewed at the Salva- 
tion Army thrift store. 
Ian McDonough, the thrift store and commu- 
nity services manager, says to contact him at the 
Salvation Army if you can help out with a shift or 
to call 635-5446. 
bands plan to travel to Ontario (possibly Thornhill, 
Ont. incidentally) during the May 2W6 Victoria 
Day long weekend. 
The band program is eligible for money through 
the Society for Educational Visits and Exchanges 
in Canada to pay for three adults and 30 students 
to make to trip so Wen and band members and 
their parents have to make up the difference for 
the 50-plus members. 
Band member parents are presenting the 7th 
annual fundraising Christmas Craft Fair and Win- 
ter Carnival this Saturday, Nov. 26 from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p . ~ .  at the school. Admission is $2 for adults, 
$1 for children. Children 5 and under free. And 
on Thursday, Dec. 15 the two bands will per- 
form their annual Christmas Dessert Concert at 
Thornhill Community Church at 7 p.m. They’ll 
also sell calendars and Canadian Tire gift cards 
throughout the year. 
Spring forth for TLT’s 
A -  
2006 production 
TERRACE LITTLE Theatre has picked The 
Laramie Project, an edgy and controversial play 
that was banned by the Surrey School Board 
earlier this year as its spring 2006 production. 
The local theatre company will host an audi- 
tionhegistration and information session Friday, 
Nov. 25 at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl Playhouse. 
Director Annette Martindale needs a cast of 
eight (four men and four women - ranging from 
late teens to seventies). 
Everyone interested in auditioning or other- 
wise becoming involved with this powerful docu- 
drama, about the roots of intolerance and hate 
crime, is asked to attend. 
For more info, contact Martindale at 635- 
4419. 
The Laramie Project, by MoisCs Kaufman and 
The Tectonic Theatre Project, is about the 1998 
hate motivated killing of Matthew Shepard, a 21- 
year-old university student in Wyoming 
K-9 therapy starts 
ST. JOHN Ambulance Society announces 
the formation of a therapy dog programme in 
Terrace. 
An information and orientation meeting takes 
place Thursday, Nov. 24 at Thornhill Commu- 
nity Centre (behind Thornhill Junior Secondary) 
Kettle campaign has 
volunteer openings ThoPnkriBI bands start at 7 p.m. Interested people (without their dogs, 
please!) are asked to attend. exchange campaign For information, call St. John Ambulance at THE SALVATION Army is looking for help with its Christmas Kettles. 
From Dec. 1 to Dec. 24, two-hour shifts are 
available at Canadian Tire, Wal-Mart, Safeway 
and the govemnient liquor store on Eby St. 
THE JAZZ and concert bands at Thornhill Junior 
Secondary School have a goal. 
Band teacher Mike Wen says he and the two 
635-5500, Penny Holosko at 635-6777, Shannon 
Dempster at 635-0060 or the Barking Lot 638- 
7668. 
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CITY SCENE Little fundmiser u HUGE Success: Terrace Toyota / Chrysler Uniglobe Caurtesy Travel 
Standard Radio Marilyn Brodie 
Progressive Ventures SpeeDee Printers 
Sonny's Collectables .Spotless Cleaners 
Vesta Douglas Heather Stephens 
Sacred Heart Parish I Gold-Diggers 
Father Terry Brock Carol Hamel 
Marilyn Brodie Your Decor 
Dan Povenmire Sidewal kers 
Katie & Todd Hollett 
McBike 
Cafenara Terraceview Lodge 
Evangelical Free Church The Terrace Elks - 
Pendragon Computers ' Skeena Mal l  
Terrace Vision Care Ltd. 
Northwest Sportsmen Andrea Warner 
Evangelical Free Church , Misty River Books 
Terrace RCMP Detachment Cherise Nuis 
BC Schizophrenia Society The Artful Cup 
Kermode Friendship Society Don Diego's 
Christine & Doug Foster Hot House 
Zac Moncrief Lucky Dollar Bin o Palace 
City of Terrace ?Public Works Theatre Alive 
R an, Kyle & Garth Holtom Terrace Bowling Lanes 
SKoppers Drug Mart Judy & Paul Axelson 
Northwest Community College Terrace Interiors 
Master Sweeper-Ed Hess 
Robert Dugdale & Nathan Wentzell 
Terrace & District Arts Council / BC Arts Council 
Cassie Hall & Uplands Elemen!ary Schools 
Our Front of House Volunteers 
DO we see u Nunsense // on tire Horizon? we Take Requests! 
Terrace Standard 
Knox United Church 
Karen Birkendal 
Save O n  Foods 
Sight & Sound 
Our official ticket outlet i s  
Clubs & pubs H The Terrace Amnesty Internat ional  Act ion 
happening at the Cafe on Wednesday, Nov. 
30 at 7 p.m. The night's theme i s  f&balization 
H The  Paci f ichl ist  Chorus presents Ho t  Harmony 
for the Holidays Saturday, Nov. 26 f rom 7-9 p.m. 
ARTFUL CUP: Open mic night Saturdays. 
25-26; 
3rd Degree 2-3; Sugarfoot '-"' 16-17; 
Semi Chronic 
New Year's =De): Canucks pay-per-view Dec. 
HANKY'S: Tues. karaoke, free foosbalVWed. 
karaoke, free poollThurs. college games nightl 
p.m. to midnight musicjams. A great opportunity 
to network with fellow musicians in a friendly 
atmosphere: All You need is your instrument 
because there's sound equipment, lighting, a drum 
k i t  and all the amps you'll need. 
THORNHILL PUB: Ksaoke  
THE 
draw 4-6 p.m. 
Accellerators and the Environment with two films, "Thirst" and 
"Invironmentalists Under Fire." The mOnthy film 
at the Evangelical Free Church. A variety of songs 
,and Christmas favourites. Tickets at Misty fiver 
30-31 (tickets now On sale for nights wil l  take place'on the last Wednesday O f  Books or through chorus members. 
each month. For more information on the films go 
to www.terraceamnesty.dsrhome.com Visual arts 
-31, Jan. 4, 10, 14. 
\ W Terrace Art Gallery's November exhibit 
features two local artsits. In the upper gallery, 
it's "Inspired by Insights," Anita Desnoyers's 
mixed media showing and in the lower gallery, 
"Beauty o f  the Nass Valley," Yuishi Takasaka's 
digital imagery exhibit. The shows run to Nov. 
27. Gallery hours are: Wednesdays, Thursdays 
c and Saturdays: 12-4 p.m., Fridays: 12-6 p.m. and 
Sundays: 1-4 p.m. 
Ken award winning acoustic blues 
guitarist, folksinger and songwriter to 
Canada's most entertaining experts inthe field 
of southern delta blues. Opening for Hamm is 
that must be seen to be appreciated. Doors open at 
7:30 p.m. Tickets $15. Advance tickets available 
at Misty River Books. 
H I Music i  de MontrCal, one of the world's 
finest chamber orchestras known for it 's gutsy, 
March of the Penguins, a National Geographic passionate music, plays the REM Lee Theatre 
movie narrated by Morgan Freeman takes viewers Friday, Nov. 25. I Musici de Montr&l presents 
to the Antarctic, following penguins as they cross imaginative programs that draw on repertoire 
the unforgiving continent by foot in a quest to spanning the centuries. The third ,show in the 
find the peI;fect mate. Part of the Terrace Not Terrace Concert Society's 2005-06 season. 
Paris Film Series. Wednesday, Nov. 30 at 7 p.m. Tickets at www.terraceconcertsociety.org or at 
the theatre door. Caledonia. Admission is $8. 
Galors Pub Thursday,"Nov. 24. Don't nliss one 
Sunday nights 'Masala', a female quartet from the Northwest 
Saturdays meat 
Caledonia Sen io r  Secondary presents the 
production of Guys and Dolls - a rollicking 
musical. Dec. 1-3 at the REM L e e  Theatre., 
Thursday tickets $10, Friday and Saturday 
$15. Available at Misty fiver Books Or 
. 
. 
- I\ 
Cinema Theatre 
_ _  
Standard We;ln#l 
Courtesy Travel  CAD^ 4718A Lazelle Ave 
Our Ofices are Open 
to Serve You? 
COMMUNIN EVENTS 
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 23 
Canadian Women in Timber presents its 15th 
annual Christmas bazaar from 5-9 p.m. at the 
Coast Inn of the West banquet rooms. Christmas 
basket raffles, free coffee and doughnuts. 
Ten Thousand Villages Sale, featillring iaiily- 
traded, handcrafted items from 30 countries 
- come see, beautiful artistry and do your 
Christmas shopping while- supporting- this non- 
profit economic development organization. New 
location is at St John's Ambulance, 2nd floor, 
4443 Keith Ave (across from Walmart). Nov. 25 1- 
9 p.m; Nov. 26 9 a.m. to 5 p.m; Sunday Nov. 27 
1-5pm. For info call Lisa at 635-0762. 
NOV. 25-27 
office at 635-481 1. ,, ' 
PSAS 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society's annual 
Childrens Christmas Campaign goes to Nov. 30. 
Staff and volunteers are accepting applications 
from families for the campaign. Idsntification 
is needed for all family members Mondays to 
Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The society, 
located at 4628 Park Ave., is also accepting 
donations of toys, gifts, etc. to be given to local 
children at Christmas. Monetary donations 
. are also accepted and. aredax-deduotible.-Ca!l 
L J-. 
O d  
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, co-ed kniting 
circle every Thursday from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 615-9383. 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival's 2006 
syllabus is now available at Sight and Sound. 
Event registration deadline is Jan. 15,2006. 
Rosanne Pearce at 635-4631. +:" 
Terrace Office 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace. BC, V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 615-1 149 
0 
 matof office 244A City Centre 
Kitimat BC V8C IT6 
Phone: 250 639-0037 
, .?A. A -. 
*-  
b L . 9  .I_ E-Mail robin.austin.mla@leg.bc.ca 
Stop by or reach us by 
I phond 
Robin is working h a r d  to 
bring t h e  concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
FRIDAY, NOV. 25 
UNBCTerrace presentsthe final talk in a Northwest 
speaker series. "Results-base Management in the 
Public Service: improving Public Management or 
Flavour of the Month?" by David Try at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Terrace UNBC campus, 4741 Park Ave. 
Free and all welcome. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
The George Little House is hosting a Parade of 
Lights Nov. 26 at 5 p.m. Entry forms can be picked 
up at the George Little House. Entry fee is $25 and 
registration deadline is Nov. 16. For information, 
call Debbie at 638-8887. 
The Heeling Touch Association of Terrace 
offers free treatments to the public at the Knox 
United Church from 7-9 p.m. on the first and third 
Mondays of each month starting Oct. 17 (except 
stat holidays). Sessions are by donation. TO book 
your appointment or for info, call 635-8892. 
Terrace Toastmasters is-now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
at the firehall conference room. Next meetings 
scheduled for Nov. 23, Dec. 14, Jan. 11 and 25, 
2006. Always open to new members. Call Bob 
638-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1 for info. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop 
has Christmas merchandise, decorations and 
lights in stock. Located at 4544 Lazelle Ave., 
open 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Tuesday - Saturday. The 
Auxiliary is always looking for new members 
interested in helping raise funds for the hospital 
and Terraceview Lodge. 
Support After Suicide support group meets every 
fourth Tuesday of the month to tell each other's 
stories and begin healing. Support is provided by 
people who have walked the .same path. Stepping 
Stone Clubhouse #102, 4450 Greig Ave. 7 p.m.- 
830 p.m. Cali Joset at 638-1347 for details. 
- 
Robin Austin, MLA 'I Skeena f J  
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
Skeena Mall Merchants host a fall fashion show 
in the mall's community room Saturday, Nov. 26 
from 1 to 3 p.m. A free fun-filled fashion show with 
door prizes and gift draws for all. Great ideas for 
Christmas. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 26 
Terraceview Lodge residents and staff invite the 
community to an old fashioned Christmas Tea 
from 2-3:30 p.m. Admission is $3.50. For info, call 
638-0223 ext. 233. 
SATURDAY, NOY. 26 
St Matthew's Anglican Church hosts a tea and 
bazaar from 2-4 p.m. Tea, craft table, bake table 
and attic treasure. Located at 4506 Lakelse Ave. 
For more info call Susan at 638-1990. 
SATURDAY, MOV. 26 
Thomhlll Jr. Secondary School Band hosts 
its 7th annual Christmas Craft Fair and Winter 
Carnival '-om 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., to be held at the 
school gym. Activities include a craft fair, tea, 
bake sale, fish pond, face painting, cake walk, 
games and crafts. Everyone welcome. 
SATURDAY, DEC. 3 
Knox United Church will be holding their 
Christmas Tea and Bazaar on Saturday, Dec. 3 
from 2-4 p.m. Everyone welcome. 
ro2 
TERRACE I €3- 
Baby's Name: 
Kevin Cyril Reid Gosnell 
Date & Time of Bitih: 
Nov. 9,2005 at 9:02 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 14 oz. 
Baby's Name: 
Mira Forget 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 8, 2005 at 8:38 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 1 02. 
Sex: Female Sex: Male 
Parents: Allison & Rich Forget Parents: Carmen & Kevin 
Baby's Name: %Me bnrher for 
Katrina May-Ann Pearson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 8, 2005 at 1254 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 15 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Patricia Pearson & 
Ron Clark 
"Little siskr for Anthony & 
r m y  
Baby's Name: 
Jackson Percy Baby's Name: 
Faithful - Cambell 
Date & Time 04 Birth: 
Nov. 14,2005 at 11:21 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Sherisse Faithful & 
Marvin Cambell 
Gosnell 
Mollory & Dolend' 
Baby's Name: 
Domian Skeena Knox 
Date & Time of B i d :  
Nov. 9,2005 at 10:30 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 7 OZ. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Jeannine & Greg Knox 
"LMe bro!her for Nolen" 
Tyler Todd Allan Killoran 
Date 8 Time of Birth: 
Nov. 9, 2005 at 12:14 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 0 OZ. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Julie & Cory Killoran 
"Little bnrther for Megan" 
I www.terraceautomall.com I 
roL\ 
TERRACE BB- 
- '  TERRACE Q- 
info Bterraceautomall.com 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre hcsts 
a Friday noon discussion group fall/winter series. 
Nov. 25 International Day for the Elimination of 
Violence Against Women event: "In the Red," a 
locally-produced and acclaimed video about street 
life in Prince George; Dec. 2 World AIDS Day (Dec. 
1) event: "Telling Stories." a short video where 
HIV+ women speak out; Dec. 9 National Day of 
Action on Violence Against Women (Dec. 6) event: 
"Beneath the Fear," a short video addressing the 
question: what is hidden beneath the fear of men 
who behave violently? For info, call 638-0228. 
SATURDAY, DEC. 3 
Terrace Anti-Poverty G~oup Society presents its 
annual Childrens Christmas Campaign Saturday, 
Dec. 3 at 8 p.m. at Royal Canadian Legion Branch 
13. Admission is by donation of an unwrapped 
gift for a child between the ages of 0-78. Contact: 
Rosanne Pearce at 635-4631. 
FRIDAY, DEC. 9 
TDCSS-Choices Community Living Program 
hosts its annual Christmas banquet at Thornhill 
Community Centre at 6:30 P.m. Tickets available 
at the Choices office (491 6 Lazelle Ave.1. Adults 
$109 6-12 Years $4, years and under free- call 
635-7863 for information. 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
womens' Centre. 
Alcoholics  onymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth fhursday of 
the month at 7 P.m. Next meeting is N ~ ~ .  24. The 
cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's open 
Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet access 
for cancer research is available. For information 
The R.E.M. Lee starts an exciting 
new season?!! Came and join us! 
November 17, 18, 19 
Ni I nsense. Terrace Little Theatre presents this 
rollicking musical of've nuns who put  on a 
show .... Fun for the whole family. 8:OOp.m. 
Tickets available at Unighbe. 
December 1, 2j 3 
Caledonia Senior Secondaiy presents: Guys 
and Dolls - A  rollicking musical - 8:OOp.m. 
lhrrsday tickets $10. Friday and Saturday 
tickets $15. Available at Misty River Books or 
Caledonia School. 
Saturday, December 10 
Coiztntunity Band Christmas performance. 
7::3Opnt Tickets: Adults $1 0, Seniors S5, 
Students and Children free 
about emergency aid or peer support programs, 
DEC. 9-10 call 638-8583. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary will hold its 
Christmas craft Sale, with home baked goods and 
family gifts available, in the education room at the 
hospital. All money raised Will 90 to Supply i&ms 
needed by the hospital and Terraceview Lodge. 
Friday, Dec. 9 from 12-6 P.m. and Saturdays Dee. 
10 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you,would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on District Council call Lia at 635-3868. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
congratulates the 
Darents on the new . prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
Dlease Dhone 635-4862. 
TUESDAY, DEC. 13 
The Terrace Hospice Society hosts "Celebrate 
a Life." inviting anyone who has experienced ' 
the loss of a loved one to be a part of this non- Terrace Emergency Shelter and Hostel is 
denominational ceremony. It will be a special promoting a Root Cellar Project, looking for any 
time of remembering, music, special readings amount of root vegetables for donation. Drop-offs 
and candle lighting. Refreshments will be served came be made anytime at 2812 Hall St. Phone 
after the ceremony. For more info, call the hospice Blaine at 635-5890 for information. 
Terrace Concert Soaely Tickets Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets A~ailaOle online at: 
www.terraceconcertsociety.org 
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I Musici 
By DUSTIN 
QUEZADA 
A MONTREAL chamber 
orchestra that’s played in 
front of 200,000 people 
in the city’s streets during 
its annual jazz festival 
is bringing its strings- to 
Terrace. 
I Musici De Montre‘al, the 
world renowned 15-piece 
string orchestra plays the 
Dr. REM Lee Theatre this 
Friday, Nov. 25 at 8 p.m. 
It’s one of just six B.C. 
stops for the chamber or- 
chestra that will perform 
works by Borodine, Tchai- 
The group’s executive 
director said its music is 
unique. 
“We’ve created a round 
idea of a string quartet, said 
Davis Joachini, explaining 
that the the group has coa- 
verted works that used to be 
done by string quartets and 
adapted them for the 15- 
piece orchestra. 
And when I Musici plays 
Terrace it will be the same 
show it plays for any larger 
venue. 
A musician on his own, 
Joachim said the orchestra 
players enjoy the smaller 
“houses” because of the in- 
creased intimacy between 
(. kovsky and Moussorgsky. 
a stand-i 
I Musici de Montreal’s 
first cellist and conductor, 
Yuli Turovsky brings ‘his 
energetic 15-piece string 
orchestra to the REM Lee 
Theatre Nov. 25. 
uuYuli gets rid of 
the invisible curtain 
between performers and 
the audience, Joachim 
said. “After the show, 
the musicians love to 
meet the audience - it’s 
not a closed shop.” 
them and the audience. 
“Musicians see more 
of the audience (in smaller 
venues) so there’s more in- 
teraction,” Joachim said. 
I Musici, Italian for the 
musicians, was formed in 
1983 by the group’s first 
Legion notes 
Community 
deserves thanks 
CONTRIBUTED 
By CMDE PETER 
CROMPTON 
WHAT CAN one say about 
our Remembrance Day? 
First the weather cooper- 
ated, sur parade was well at- 
tended, as was the service in 
the Tillicum Theatre. 
There are so many people 
and organizations to thank, 
it’s near impossible to men- 
Terrace Scout group at the 
arena banquet room and 
from all accounts everyone 
enjoyed the’visit. 
Also, on Thursday, Nov. 
10, our veterans were invit- 
ed to attend Remembrance 
Day ceremonies at Clarence 
Michiel, Cassie Hall, Kiti 
K’Shan, Uplands, Thornhill 
Elementary and Veritas 
schools. 
cellist and conductor Yuli 
Turovsky and half its mem- 
bers are his former students 
(his wife is the concertmas- 
ter and his daughter plays 
the viola). 
Since then, the orchestra 
has played an average of 100 
concerts per year and has 43 
compact disc recordings to 
its credit released world- 
wide. 
The main thing that dis- 
tinguishes I Musici onstage 
is that the orchestra mem- 
bers play standing while in a 
semicircle. 
The Terrace audience 
will also be treated to a Fan- 
tasia-like display of music 
synchronized to animated 
paintings by orchestra mem- 
ber Natalya Turovsky. 
Joachim adds the group 
will bring an entertaining 
package starting with its 
leader. 
“The energy of thc perfor- 
mance from Yuli ... it’s very 
rare today,” said Joachim 
from Montreal. 
“Yuli gets rid of the in- 
visible curtain between per- / K  
I Winter warmth 0 I 
Blaine Stensgaard, right, of the Terrace Men’s Emergency Shelter receives a knitted wool blanket from 
Kitsumkalum elder Winnifred Wesley at the shelter Nov. 7. Wesley knitted the blanket with wool donations 
for National Homelessness Day Nov. 28. Wesley’s daughter Kathy is on the right. . - 
formers and the audience,” 
Joachim said. 
“After the show, the 
musicians love to meet the 
audience - it’s not a closed 
shop.” 
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w63STIPS I- 
little getaway starts‘ at just $69.* 
& cent Inns - the perfect time to escape to urite BC destination. Enjoy the best of the season: 
s, the shopping - or just kick back Accent ~ 
Innsn and relax. At the end of your perfect day, your 
staff d be waiting for you. See y p  sooi;! 
spotlessly clean room, corn4 bed and our friendly 
plulilyw+mhmnb 
1-800-663-0298 , 
Canadian owned and operaled. 
accentinns.com 
*Bared on double orcuvannt Valid IO March 31.2006. ._ 
tion everyone. Thank you to both staff Check out our site or call ab7283 for advertising information _ _  
However, the response and students for showing 3 
to our Poppy and Wreath 
campaign does require we 
recognize those that contrib- dom. 
uted, from our businesses to 
our youth, our members and ner is on Nov. 23. This will 
veterans that worked so hard be a Christmas dinner served 
to make this, the Year of the at yourlable. There will be 
Veteran, so memorable. no dinner in December. 
In excess of $20,000 A speedy recovery to vet- 
raised has assured us that erans Cmde Fern Gagnon 
our veterans andor their and Cmde A1 Larson, who 
dependents in need will be both ended up in hospital 
looked after. soon after Remembrance 
only use that money given to On the sports scene, we 
us in trust by this great com- have ordinary and seniors 
munity as laid out by our na- zone play downs here in 
tional bylaws. Terrace on Dec. 10. Our 
To -the communities of own bonspiel is now slated 
Kitwanga, Hazelton, Stew- for Jan. 20-22. Zone darts 
art, to Dease Lake and the playoffs are ic Kitimat on 
people of the Nass Camp, Jan. 21. 
many thanks for your con- Keep your eyes on the 
tribution. notice boards for Sunday 
To all the schools in the cribbage and the dates for 
Terrace area, along with the zone cribbage in Smithers. 
staff and students at the Git- There is a Friday night 
segukla Elementary School, karaoke contest going on, 
thank you for your support. with the finals taking place 
A big thank-you to our on Dec. 2. 
local RCMP for their in- Saturday meat draws 
volvement in the parade and continue to be popular and 
keeping our roads open dur. hopefully the jam sessions 
ing the procession. will start to bring in some 
Thanks also to the man- new talent throughout the 
agement of thc Tillicum winter. 
Theatre, our local TV ‘station Next Steak Night is Fri- 
and Charles F. Meek for his day, Dec. 2 from 5 to 7 p.m. 
commentary - the list goes Next general meeting and 
on and on. election of your 2006 execu- 
Everyone out there: tive takes place on Tuesday, 
thank you. it as been a spe- Dec. 13 at 8 p.m. 
cia1 year. Let’s see you all out there, 
In the afternoon we were come and vote for your new 
treated to some great enter- executive. 
tainment, beginning with the Ladies general meeting 
singing of the Sweet Ade- and elections are on Tues- 
line’s (great show Ladies). day, Dec. 6 at 7:30 p.m. 
And what can be said The following short 
about Doreen, who came poem was handed to me on 
from down south to bring Remembrance Day, written 
to our stage the music of the by a young student named 
Mothballs - the late Com- Jessica Mailhot, who is the 
rade Jim Daniels would have great-great niece of Percival 
been proud of you all. A. Mulwain. 
And last but by no means Mulwain was killed in 
least The Terrace Pipes and the Second World War and 
Drums. his name appears on our 
that you do think so highly 
of our ve 
We as Branch 13 will Day. 
I 
Finally, a great thank- cenotaph. 
you to our Ladies Auxiliary Thank you, Jessica I x 
and their helpers for a great 
lunch and a dinner that will 
be talked about for a long Front our fathers of the 
time. past. 
Yes and Les, your hot They gave their lives, and 
drink was most welcomed here we stand, 
following the parade. Thanking them for our 
Anything else that hap- promise land. 
pened, I missed because of 
sleep. WE WILL REMEMBER 
of our veterans met with a 
We gain peace at last, 
On Tuesday, Nov. 8, 10 THEM 
, 
1 
ROBBROWN ‘ 
Ultra-right sizing 
lot of people,must have been vexed anc 
puzzled when the management of the 
Cahadian Broadcasting Corporatior A went on strike and locked out its em- 
ployees: vexed because the news coverage by the 
public broadcaster - though it has its soft-headec 
and weak-kneed moments - is still the news outlei 
least tainted by spin, and puzzled when it became 
clear that the actions of the CBC brass appeared tc 
be identical to those of union-busting private cor- 
porations everywhere. 
The CBC is most emphatically public. In thi: 
age of privately owned~media conglomerates spew- 
ing ideologically driven news, the role of the pub- 
lic’s broadcaster is vital to the country’s democratic 
health and the maintenance of its cultural identity, 
To compromise that in the name of fiscal restraint. 
i s  uncon‘icionable. 
The downsizing of government services is all the 
rage in North America. It’s a phenomenon that has 
been aggressively promoted by governments whc 
dislike the institution of government and compro- 
mise its real role, namely to serve J 1  of us as well 
and efficiently as possible. 
The places where governments work best are 
easy to find. They are the countries with the most 
egalitarian governments and highest standard of 
living on the globe. All of them put a premium on 
education and health care, have large governments 
and pay high taxes. 
Our Liberals, federal and provincial, have taken 
the cutback route, and we’re all feeling it in the form 
of long lineups for medical treatment, inadequate 
highway maintenance, congested classrooms, over 
and badly logged forests and, lately, in the child 
care crisis that, despite the recommendations of 
the Gove Commission, saw the government close 
the Children’s Commission with the result that the 
deaths of hundreds of children, some preventable, 
have gone uninvestigated. 
The Fisheries division of the Minisky of the En- 
vironment is an egregious example of provincial 
government downsizing. The zany right wing gov- 
ernments that have been in power for so much of 
this province’s history have always looked on the 
Ministry of the Environment as an impediment to 
business. There is always some red or blue listed 
species getting in the way of resource extraction, 
always a fish bearing stream hindering the orderly 
extraction of road building materials or fouling a 
real estate developer’s dream of riches. Campbell’s 
clan would love to be rid of them. 
The problem is the public, according to poll after 
poll, puts a high value on the wilderness, is proud 
of the province’s parks, and shares a common sense 
concern for environmental health. 
Unable to shed themselves of this irritating min- 
istry, the Liberal politburo has removed some of its 
vital organs and given it a frontal lobotomy. 
The way this was done is instructive. 
Newly installed in their first term with not a 
shred of opposition, the Libs proceeded to reward 
senior mandarins with raises then charged them 
with pointing a finger to where cuts in their minis- 
tries should be made. 
Offices were closed. Personnel were shifted from 
one department to another. Staff was cut. The muti- 
lated remains of what we used to call MOE was re- 
named Water, Land and Air Protection, though, in 
its emasculated form, the new and improved minis- 
try had been rendered all but incapable of doing an 
adequate job of protecting water, land or air. 
Just to make doubly sure that this would be the 
case, internal memos were circulated, making it 
clear to the remaining staff that their job was not 
to be an obstacle to industry. How a scientist was 
supposed to live up to the ethical demands of the 
profession and not flag the impacts of industrial de- 
velopment was not made clear. 
All of this cutting was made under the pretext 
of taking care of a deficit left by New Democrats, 
which we all now know didn’t exist. 
What’s left? The fisheries division of the Min- 
istry of Environment, for example, was always un- 
derstaffed and lacking resources. Now there’s just 
a skeleton crew overseeing the many concerns sur- 
rounding fish and fisheries. 
The offices of the conservation officers in Ha- 
zelton and Houston were closed. Where there were 
two officers riding shotgun over the massive, heav- 
ily hunted temtory around Dease Lake, there is 
now one. One officer is charged with all the bear 
problems from Haida Gwaii to Hazelton (while do- 
ing his other duties). And, there are three fisheries 
biologists in Skeena taking care of an area that en- 
;ompasses fully a third of the province. 
“Our objective,” trumpets Campbell, “is to lead 
the world in sustainable environmental manage- 
ment with the best air and water quality and the best 
fisheries management, bar none.” 
I wonder how he hopes to achieve this? 
- A victory fit for Kings 
_ _  
Our local boys beat the Demons on home ice in front of a packed arena 
BY 
MARGARET SPEIRS 
1T WAS a long time coming 
)ut the Terrace River Kings 
inally iced the Kitimat Ice 
Demons 3-1 in front of a 
iearly sold out crowd of 
:heering fans Nov. 17. 
The Thursday evening 
:pic saw the Ice Demons 
)lay more slowly than their 
isual ease-down-the-ice- 
md-score games against our 
ocal heroes. 
The game remained 
;coreless throughout the 
irst, with both teams only 
.eceiving a couple of hinor 
Ienalties. 
Both “squads came out 
*eady to score in the second 
Ieriod. 
River King Terry Zapor- 
!an opened the scoring at the 
1534 mark. 
Mario Desjardins added 
mother tally at 6:37. 
Kitimat finally broke their 
;ilence when Blaine Mark- 
wart  notched one in the dy- 
ng minutes of the second. 
Andy McCleary scored 
l i s  first goal in the last min- 
ite of the second, making 
he score 3-1 and closing the 
Ioor on Kitimat. 
He was “stoked,” saying 
le watched the soft passes 
(itimat kept moving ,,across 
he ice, preparing for his 
hance. 
“We’re sure flying. 
Ire’ve got to keep it going,” 
e said, outside the dressing 
)om during the second in- 
:mission. 
“Kitimat is a good team. 
‘ou can’t count them out 
ever. We’ve got to keep ’ 
iir wits about us.” 
He returned to the dress- 
ig room saying the River 
h g s  would have to come 
ut flying in the third to keep 
p with Kitimat. 
The third remained score- 
:ss, but not for a lack of try- 
%. 
The River Kings took 
everal penalties that placed 
iem on their heels, con- 
tantly defending the net 
rom the Ice Demons’ per- 
istent attemDts to score. 
some far-reaching saves 
- literally. 
A Kitimat shot to the 
top comer missed thanks 
to Carlsen’s acrobatic high 
stretch for it. 
The River Kings bent but 
did not break during a series 
of penalty kills. 
Carlsen made several 
spectacular saves, covering 
up and catching one in his 
glove. I, 
With 3:23 remaining in 
the game, Jaime Moran left 
the Kitimat net for the extra 
man. 
Two scoring attempts on 
shots halfway down the ice 
from Desjardins and Rich 
Claire narrowly missed the ’ 
posts. 
The River Kings cele- 
brated in the dressing room 
with a lot of high-fives and 
words of praise for Carlsen 
and McCleary. 
“Burny stood on his 
head,” said McCleary, add- 
ing Carlsen could be cred- 
ited with Terrace’s victory. 
He believes the team’s 
better conditioning this 
year helped them keep up 
throughout the game with- 
out tiring in the third period 
like last season. 
Carlsen rejoiced in the 
victory. 
“Hats off*to the fans,” he 
said. 
He credited the defensive 
players and forwards with 
playing solidly, noting Mc- 
Cleary as a little guy with a 
big heart. 
“He makes us proud for 
sure,” he said. 
Coach Trevor Hendry 
was caught smiling after the 
game, a definite first. 
“I’ll tell you the truth: the 
biggest goal of the game was 
Andy’s,’’ he said, adding 
that being up by two goals is 
a huge difference than lead- 
ing by only one goal. 
“Burny played a wonder- 
ful game,” he said. 
“Andy and Nate (McNa- 
mara) and Ryan (Muldoe) 
played great, so much en- 
ergy and young legs, fast 
on the puck. The rest of the 
1) 
Burny & - I s e n  made team fekds off it.” 
ENNA PAVAO, left, and Rayven Algor took top spol 
1 out-of-town skating competitions last month. Pavao 
ion gold in the Senior Bronze Dance event at Vander- 
oof’s Williston Skate. Algor swept the Junior Bronze 
adies Freeskate at the Northern B.C. Winter Games 
kate offs in Kitimat to secure herself a place on the 
:am. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Skaters snag 
many medals 
CONTRIBUTED 
’HE TERRACE Skating Club rocked the ice at the 
Villiston Skate in Vanderhoof Oct. 28 to 30. 
Nineteen Terrace Skating club athletes entered 74 
vents, winning medals in 42 events and taking home 
5 ribbons given for fourth to sixth place. 
Club coaches Jennifer Kuehne and Barb Kubik were 
leased with the results of the competition. 
“We have noticed some changes that need to be 
lade and where we need to focus most of our time 
efore the regional competition,” said Kuehne, adding 
iat most skaters are aiming toward qualifying so they 
an attend Pacific Skate, Star Skate Provincials, the 
3n-competitive championship. 
The club’s two competitive (stream skaters, Jacque- 
ne and Julianne Lenuik competed at the B.C. Sub- 
xtionals and Sectional Championships, in Prince 
eorge. Jacqueline placed tenth. 
Tun1 to the scoreboard to see the skating club s results 
om the Williston Skate. 
Ice Demons at the Terrace Arena Nov. 17. The victory marked the first time the 
team has beaten its Kitimat rivals. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
~~ 
The River Kings’ first of the guys,” Hendry said. spot in the league. 
win against Kitimat was a Next up, the River Kings 
fantastic way to start the sec- weight. Damn, I’m happy.” fish for Steelheads when 
ond half of the season. The win helped maintain Smithers visits for two 
the River Kings first place 
“Everybody pulled their 
“I couldn’t be more proud games Dec. 3 and 4. 
Rockin’ road trir> 
Two out of three ain’t bad for TGrace I 
By,MARGARET SPEIRS 
THE RIVER KINGS 
scored a near perfect road 
trip, winning two of three 
games. 
Our local boys hunted 
and killed the Moose in 
Mackenzie 5-2 and 6-4 over 
the Nov. 12 weekend. 
The previous week they 
angled for the Steelheads in 
Smithers and came up with a 
four-all tie. 
Team manager Kevin 
Fletcher said the Mackenzie 
trip rocked. 
“To go on the road to 
Mackenzie and steal four 
points is huge,” he said. 
“The guys played really 
hard.” 
So hard that Ivan 
Laschenko sustained a bro- 
ken collarbone, knocking 
him out of the lineup for a 
few games. 
Both meetings were short 
on penalties, leaving room 
for the players to do their 
job. 
“They were really good 
games to watch,” Fletcher 
said. 
Troy Kaye, Darcy Alli- 
son, Troy Farkvam, Mario 
Desjardins, Richie Rogers, 
Ivan Laschenko, Trevor 
Shannon, Howie O’Brien 
and Terry Zaponan scored 
for the Kings. 
Fletcher said netminders 
Burny Carlsen and Craig 
Walsh made some key 
saves. 
The team showed some 
great forechecking, shutting 
TERRY ZAPORZAN moves in to score during the River 
Kings game in Mackenzie Nov. 12. Terrace swept the 
double header against the Moose 5-2 and 6-4. 
RIVER KINGS WEBSITE PHOTO 
down Mackenzie’s number second to make it 3-2 River 
one goal getter, centre Jerry Kings. 
Bessette. Cody Brown evened the 
The previous weekend, score for the Steelheads to 
the River Kings alternated 
scoring with the Steelheads. 
Richie Rogers netted 
Terrace’s first goal at 7:40 
in the first. 
Steelhead Darryl Young 
tied the game at one in the 
waning seconds of the first. 
Ryan Muldoe banged 
in the River Kings’ second 
goal about five minutes into 
the second period. 
At the halfway point of 
the second, Steelhead Mitch 
Marshall tied the game at 2- 
2. 
Rogers netted his second 
in the last six minutes of the 
“To gs on the road 
to Mackenzie and 
steal four points is 
huge, ” 
-Kewin Fletcher 
end the second. 
Mario Desjardins gave 
the River Kings the lead for 
the third time with 13:35 re- 
maining. 
Dan Dykens ended Ter- 
race’s chance at victory to 
end it 4-4. 
. '  
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Family and friends are invited to join in the celebration of the 
50th 
Wedding Anniversdry 
John & Nonie Goridk 
of ' 
Saturday, December 3, from 200 - 6:30 p.m. 
at Herb and GdylOn GOridkS - 635-2264 - . -2 
Call ENERGUIDE for Houses 
Energy Assessments 
Energy Grants 
k Serving Northern British Columbia 
' I  I HOMES DnnUON I Quality Engineered.Trusses1 Dea Mstres Yoga Centre New miniset starting 
N E W  STUDENTS WELCOME 
NOV. 28th Relox, Energize, Relieve Tension 8 Slress 
1 ST CLASS FREE Trusses * I-Joists * Pre-Framed House Packages * Beams 
Quality lumber wax coated to 
inhibit the growth of mold 
Phone: (250) 635-3336 I #21,4506 Lakelse Ave., 2nd Floor, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 P4 
ONE PULL behind bike carrier 
to carry two children. 250-638- 
1641 evenings; 250-635-5446 
days. Ask for Ian. (47~3) 
STARCHOICE RECEIWER and ; 
double eye: Call 250-635-3148 
or 250-635-3191 (46~3) 
* 
" ^  MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
.:, I.- Serving Terrace, Kitimat, S ~ t h e 5 s  & frince Rupert 
e. , I .  . .  . ...,.., . :  
' NOTICE OF RQ@Q CLOSURE:.,,; 
Clore mainline 5 km will "Lbe closed Saturday, 
Yovember 26 and Sunday November 27, 2005 for 
Jpgrading and maintenance. 
For additional information, contact 
COAST TSlMSHlAN RESOURCES 
638-5700 
. .  
. .. 
I I .  I 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
W d  Smk8 Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
Arroddkrr 24 hour pager 
Bronze Plaques 
Flooring Wholesaler Needs 
Cash Flow - Buy direct 
Laminate ....... $.49 sqlft, 12 ml 
laminate ...... $1.99 sq/ft, Lami- 
nate tile (from) ...... $.99 sqlft, 1x6 
knotty fir or pine ...... $1.75 sqlft, 
3 1/4" oak, maple, bamboo 
pre fin ...... $3.99 sqlft, 3 114" ja- 
panese cherry pre fin ...... $4.75 
sqlft, Oak, maple, ash engi-, 
neered ...... $2.99 sq.ft. 
I TONSMORE! 
1-800-631 -3342 
INVACARE MKIV. A powered 
wheelchair. Heavy duty, charged 
only three times. Includes charg- 
er and a manual wheelchair in 
great condition. 250-635-9024 
HOT TUB (Spa) covers. Best 
Price, Best Quality., All shapes 
and colours available. Call 1- 
FOR SALE Older table 8, 6 
chairs, buffethutch $100, Sta- 
tionary Tunturi air excercise bike 
$50.250-635-5224 (after 5 p.m.) 
RSF WOOD burning stove $500 
OBO. Gently used, very clean. 
Must sell. 250-635-3644 (45~3) 
147p3) 
866-585-0056. 
#7 4616 Haugland) Avenue. 
Sat. Nov. 26/05 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. Good quality items: wom- 
en's clothing, casual apparel, 
shoes, baby & childrens clothes, 
children'ss toys, novels, knick 
knacks, lamp, collectible cas- 
settes and much much more! 
Be there! (47pl) 
USED CAMP TRAILERS 
Surplus Inventory, Priced to 
clear. Various 4 and 6 bed- 
room sleepers. One washcar 
clw showers and laundry. Lo- 
cations: Kamloops and Prince 
Georse. $5885.00 and UP while 
HRISTMAS GIFTS. 
&CRAFTIFAIR > . . I  ' 
' \ December 3rd 1Qam-4:30om 1 
Calm and peaceful he is sleeping, 
Sweetest rest that follows pain; ' 
P 2 
- 
SANRDAY NOV726M @ 10 AM 
TREVR& NO!. 25M - 1-7PM 
3031 KOFOEDJERRACE, B.C. 
CONSIGNMENIS WELCOME 
Truck Load Of Quality 
Antique Furniture & Antique 
Collectables, Limited Edition 
Prints, Original Paintings, 
Figurine, Books, Huge 
Selection Of Fishing Lures 
& Fly Rods, Modern Furniture, 
Appliancgs, Store Counter, 
Electronic Equipment, Tools, 
Snow Blower, Lawnmower, 
Leather Bound Mirrors, 
Children's T-shirts, 
Coids & Jewellery, 
U S  MUCH, MUCH MORE.., 
[Subject to additions and deletions) 
.......................... 
stoctlasts. Call Brent at Britco 
Structures 250-377-0765 Kam- 
loops. 
MOVING SALE 1 50 gallon fish 
tank, clw fluvial filtrations sys- 
tem, heaters, gravel etc $500; 
1 Weider Pro weight bench and 
weights $100; 1 computerlof- 
fice desk (2 years old) $300; 2 
4 drawer metal filing cabinets 1 
-$175& 1 -$loo; 1 antiquelight 
house lens, ideal for unique light 
fixture or home decoration; 1 an- 
tique oak dining room table and 
4 chairs $1,500; 1 antique metal 
bed frame $150; 1 6x8 ,HD utility 
trailer $500; Tundra canopy for a 
long box imPo? (ToYota) $450; 2 
Marinex boat, clw 100-hp marin- 
er jet & leg, new top, great con- 
dition. May consider trades for 
lake boat $10,000 OBO; 2 sec- 
tions of metal scaffolding and 
side braces: boat cover for 16 
ter 6:oo Pm. 
Market your business to near- 
ly half a million outdoor enthu- 
siasts! Advertise your business 
in BC's largest outdoor publica- 
tion, The BC Freshwater Fishing 
Regulations Synopsis 2006 Edi- 
tion. Call Annemarie at 1-800- 
SET OF 4 studded winter ti= 
whims. Used 1 season. 225- 
60R16. $500 OBO; 2004 single 
Chariot stroller clw strolVbiking 
package. $450 OB0 250-635- lovingly remembered, 
Elsie and famih 
YAMAHA 5'3" Polished Ebony 
GH1 series Baby Grand Pia- 
no. New condition. Sacrifice 
$1 1,000 firm. 250-672-571 7 af- 
Want to reach nearly half a mil- 
lion outdoor enthusiasts1 Ad- 
vertise your business in BC's 
largest outdoor publication, The 
BC Freshwater Fishing Regu- 
lations Synopsis 2006 Edition. 
.Call Annemarie at 1-800-661 - 
: @  0 -  
THANK YOU Happy Gang. It is 
a great honour that 1 was tho- nice girl. 20-25 for reiationship. 
sen to be "Senior of the Month". No one nighters please! Must 
The lunches are always great have healthy lifestyle. Reply 
and the many activities are invig- to File #225 Terrace Standard, 
orating. I recommend the Happy 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. 
Gang to one and all. Come join 
in the fun and games. - Betty 
Demmitt. 
6335, ext 3244. 
GIANT CHRISTMAS sale. 
Namebrand clothing, toys and 
collectibles like new1 Nothing 
over $20. Many items retail over 
$1 00. Great stocking stuffers for 
$1. Friday, Saturday 9-2 until De- 
cember 10. 2028 Queensway. 
250-638-8262 (47p3) 
WINTERCREST CRAp Fair. 
Friday, December 2nd,'6-9 p.m; 
Saturday December 3rd 10 a.m. 
- 5 p.m. Located at the Ocean 
Centre Mall in Prince Rupert. 
Table booking forms at Four 
Seasons Flowers or the Prince 
Rupert Special Events Society 
office 250-624-91 18 (47~3) 
V8G 5R2 (46~3) 
FOUND: GOLD eagle or raven 
design earring at Government 
office. To claim, come in to 3220 
Eby St or call 250-638-6515 
46p3) 
kOST MALE black lab. 2 1/2 
year old, Kalum Lk. Drive area. 
Missing since Nov. 4th. 6 yr. old 
misses him lots! Reward oof- 
fered or call 250-638-1418 for 
info. (46~3) 
STOLEN BIKE from 2109 
Pear Street, Terrace. GT POW- 
er Series (BMX) Bike - Special 
Edition Features: red and white 
seat, stickers on A frame and 
handlebars, sponsor logos on 
lower frame (Cherry, WD-40) 
Front tire is the original one (GT 
tire) Back tire is a secondary 
brand. Self-purchased by young 
boy. If someone in your house- 
hold has come home with a bike 
like this ... be alerted it may be 
this STOLEN item! Please, kindly 
return the item. 250-635-0697 
Ph. 6359452 Fax 635-4000 
www.marionauctions.com 
WE BEST PLACELV TOW TO SHOP IS AT THE 
AUCn0.V BECAUSE YOU SET THE PRICES' foot Lund type boat $100. 250- 
"GO BC LIONS GO" New 
slate pool tables $2,195 (retail 
$7,195). Delivery and Installa- 
tion Included! 1-604-522-2025. 
USED CAMP TRAILERS 
Surplus Inventory, Priced to 
clear. Various 4 and 6 bedroom 
sleepers. One washcar c/w 
showers and laundry. Locations: 
Kamloops and Prince George. 
$5885.00 and up while stock 
lasts. Call Brent at Britco Struc- 
tures 250-377-0765 Kamloops. 
loam to 4pm. 5499 Hwy. 24 
("Chopstick Factory") Lone 
Butte, B.C. Items for Sale: An- 
tique Glassware; Depreqion 
Glass; Furniture; and Horse 
Equipment, Email para40@ 
telus.net for list of 400+ items. 
Call 250-395-1260. Cash only. 
ICE Located in the Hampton 
Inn Hotel. Concerts and Sports. 
Seahawks, Bryan Adams, Hilary, 
Gwen Stefani, Andre Rieu, Chris 
Isaak, Rascal Flatts, Depeche. 
Lions, Grey Cup pkg still avail. 
Canucks. All games. Hotel ac- 
corn avail. 1-800-920-0887. 
635-2630 (45~3) 
ESTATE SALE - DEC. 4th - 
VANCOUVER TICKET SERV- 
661 -6335 Ext. 3244 - _  
INTIMATE AlTlTUDES 
VISIT WWW.GETAWAYBC. 
COM for your next adventure. 
www. bcandal bertabedand- 
breakfast.com has over 500 
B W s  online! Call Robyn at 1- 
800-661 -6335 for your free glos- 
sy magazine. 
SUN PEAKS RESORT, B.C. 
A three mountain, one village 
ski resort. Stay with us and 
pay no GST. Over 60 units to 
choose from. Top of the Moun- 
tain Accommodations. 
www.topofthemountain.ca 
e-mail: sunpeaks@direct.ca 
1-800-585-8834 
TOFINO - RETREAT 
RECHARGE - RENEW. 
Introducing Fabulous New 
View Rooms. 3 nights for $1 89 
per couple! Romantics, Pets, 
Welcome. Holidays: 
Dec 20lJan5, from 31$239. 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
AVAILABLE! 
www.C-orca.com 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED! 
Canada's Best Adult Home 
party Business. Earn an 
Amazing 40% immediately! 
No Risk! No Quotas! ALL FUN! 
www.intimateattitudes.ca Come o 
Consultant Omortunities. 
COMPUTERS & p a k  bought 
and sold. 60 day warranty on 
computers sold. After 5. David. 
250-61 5-041 4 (43p3) 
SEASONED FIREWOOD for 
sale. (you cut yourself) $25 pick 
up load. 250-635-7400 Leave 
messase. (45~3) 
Money and Fun! 
1 -888-886-4099.. 
TEST DRIVE I 
Uni ue opportunity to own and operate a 
2001 Pele wilh zero down. You must have 
a minimum ONE YEAR flat deck highway 
ex C ~ N A D A  erienceI able USA and and willing possess lo good run
references. 
FOR SALE Loveseat, 2 queen 
anne chairs, rocker swivel chair 
and wood framed futon. Call 
250-635-7455 after 4 pm. 
ONE OAK CD holder (holds 
200) $75; one end able $25; one 
completely wood desk $500 
original $1,000; one light wood 
futon couch with matching chair 
$500 original $1,000; one Wur- 
litzur Super Sprite organ with 
bench $150; one Palliser pow- 
er lift chair used 3 weeks $600 
original $1,254. All items in ex- 
cellent condition. 250-630-8674 
(47P3) 
Do% and 
Hank 
Malanfant 
65 
on surviving 
Oma@ Years 
Toaether! 
TERRACE RESTAURANT 
FOR SALE 
1 Thb Toasted Tomato 
Grsat clienteie, catering. 
PHONE 
258-61 5-21 58 or 
250-638-0980 
Leave a message. 
1 Serious enquiries only. 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddogs. Will 
pick up. Please call 250-635- 
3772 (37~6) 
GENTLEMAN IN his 60's is 
looking for a good honest wom- 
an that knows what she wants. 
250-635-001 6 (46~3) 
?\ 8! S C h d  h t f k t  No. 54 (BULKLEY VALLE~ % empower alllearners to live the challenges afa diverse and changing world’ 
JOB POSTING 
POSITION? COMPUTER TECHNICIAN 
LOCATION: TECH DEPARTMENT 
40 HOURS PER WEEK 
Starting Salary Range: $20.85-$22.59 
SUMMARR 
Reporting to the Secretary Treasurer, the Computer Technician 
provides technical advice, services, installs, alters, repairs and 
maintains District computer hardware and sohware. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Completion of Grade 12 (Dogwood Certificate) 
A degree or diploma in Information Technology, or a current 
Microsoft MCSE or an equivalent combination of training 
and work experience 
At least two ears of current relevant work experience 
Valid Class Y- BC Drivers’ licence and private vehicle 
A complete job description can be found on our website at 
http://.sd54. bc.ca/Administration/ 
Job-Description/Computer-Technician, pdf 
RTlNG DATE: As soon as possible 
LhOslNG DA T& November 25,2005 
Interested persons should submit the’ir applications to: 
Mrs. Elaine Sabo, Secretary Treasurer 
School District #54 Bulkley Valley) 
P.O. Box 758 Smit I, ers, BC VOJ 2N0 
Instrument ation Technician 
Reporting to  the Electrical Supervisor, the successful can- 
didate will be responsible for the installation, calibration, 
repair and maintenance o f  all electronic process control 
field instrumentation in a 19,000 tonne per day modern 
copper and molybdenum contentrator. You must be able 
to perform in a team-oriented environment o f  instrumen- 
tation and electrical peers. 
Candidates require an Instrumentation Technician diplo- 
ma, experience in ‘an industrial environment, and experi- 
ence with control systems particularly the Foxboro DCS, 
Modicon and Allen Bradley would be a definite asset. Good 
interpersonal and communication skil ls are required. 
Huckleberry Mines is  a remote mine where its employees 
live in a camp environment on their days o f  work. The 
work schedule for this position i s  4 days on followed by 3 
days off (4 X 3) or 4 days on followed by 4 days off (4 X 
4) or 7 days on followed by 7 days ofF (7 X 7). Transporta- 
tion to and frnm the.mine site-is-qrovided and while at the 
mine site all meals and sccommodations are provided free 
of charge to employees. More information on Huckleberry 
Mines can be found at www.infomine.com click on Careers 
and then on Employers o f  Choice. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers full relocation expenses, a 
competitive salary and ‘a full range o f  benefits including 
medical, life, disability income and RRSP savings plan. 
We thank all applicants for their interest in Huckleberry 
Mines Ltd., but only those in consideration will be con- 
tacted. Candidates must be eligible to work in Canada. 
Interested candidates can forward a completed resume to: 
0 .. ‘i‘ ,( , 
, I ,  1 .$ I \  - 1  ,- - Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
P.O. Box 3000, 
Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
Fax: (604) 517-4701 
Email: HR@Huckleberrymines.com 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society in Hazelton, B.C. is seeking to 
fill the positions of Social Worker and Auxiliary Social Worker immediately. 
The Social Workers will provide support to families in crisis or with high risk or 
special needs children. Using clinical and interpersonal skills as well as good case 
management systems, the social worker will provide a variety of services, including 
monitoring, preventative services and referrals to appropriate resources to assist 
with the preservation of the family unit. 
Qualifications: BSW or MSW, or BA Child and Youth’Care; or M.Ed. 
CounsellinglMA Clinical Psychology having completed a practicum in family and 
child welfare. Police record review required. Must have a valid BC driver’s license 
and may be required to use personal vehicle for business. Knowledge of Gitxsan 
systems would be an asset. 
Pursuant to Section 41 of the BC Human Rights Code, preference may be given to 
applicants of Aboriginal Ancestry. 0 
For complete details of the responsibilities and qualifications for this position; 
please contact the Gitxsan Child and Family Services Society at (250)842-2258 or 
fiIX (250)842-248 1 .  ” 
The deadline for receipt of applications is 400 p.m. on November 25.2005, 
- Okanagan Opportuni ty  - 
BOOKKEEPER mquid:  
2 years mlnlmum working 
experience with Quick Books 
and Excel. Strong “people” 
and some management skills 
a must. Send resume to: 
301 1 Gateby Place, Vernon, 
BC VlT9S4. 
Business i s  very 
good, we have 
room for2 d e t a i l e r s  
with valid d r i v e r s  
I icen se. Experience 
not necessary but 
preferred. Please 
a p p l y  in person to 
the Service M a n a g e r  
at Skaha Ford, 198 
Channel Parkway, 
Penticton, BC. 
I 
FORESTRY 
TRAINEES 
Osmose Utilities Services Inc. 
is seeking Crew Leaders to 
hire, train and supervise wood 
pole inspection field crews 
in the central United States. 
Applicants must be .a Canadian 
Citizen. and ’have a college/ 
university”d8dee or dfploma‘ 
in Forestry or a forestry-related 
field to qualm for a Visa for 
this position. Must have a good 
driving record, edoy physical 
outdoor work and be willing 
to travel in the United States. 
Competitive pay, bonuses, 
benefits, company truck and 
advancement opportunities. 
Osmose will arrange and pay for 
a working Visa into the United 
States. For information and 
application email resume to: 
Recruiter@osmose.com, www. 
osmose.com 
Seasonal Temporary 
Opportunities in Houston, BC 
Committed to the highest standards of environmental stewardship, safety and 
community service, Canfor is one of Canada’s largest integrated forest 
products companies. Our Houston operation is a dimension lumber mill 
producing 600,000 Mfbm per annum. 
The following positions call for individuals with sale work habits and excellent 
teamwork skills. 
Weighmaster 
1 1  Reporting to the Scaling Supervisor, you will conduct weighscale operations 
in accordance with all conditions of Canfor Houston’s Scale Site Authorization. 
You will ensure the proper weighing of trucks and accurate records 
management, including the production and maintenance of forms and reports 
such as weigh slips, daily load inventories and month-end returns. You will 
also administer ledger tracking samples, red tag loads and scale section tests. 
An active weighmaster ticket is required. Preference will be given to applicants 
with an active scaling licence. 
Scaler 
You will ensure timber hauled to our logyard is properly piece-scaled in a 
consistent, <complete, accurate and timely fashion as per Ministry of Forests 
and Canfor standards. You will also oversee the timely submission of scale 
returns as required by the BC Forest Service and will assist with non-scaling 
related functions as necessary. 
Your active BC Metric Scaling licence is, ideally, supplemented by 
3 years’ experience in production scaling. A valid Class 5 driver’s licence and 
the physical ability to work in all weather conditions are also musts. 
We thank everyone for their interest in Canfor; however, only those selected 
for an interview will be contacted. Please forward your resum6 and cover letter 
’ 
by November 25,2005 to: 
Canadian Forest Products Ltd. 
Houston 
Shannon Scott 
Scaling Supervisor 
Box 158 
Houston, BC VOJ 1ZO 
E-mail: shannon.scottQcanfor.com 
I 
Fax: (250) 845-5294 
w w w . c a n f o r . c o m  
b d 
\ f Junior Accountant 
McAlpine & Co., Chartered Accounting firm 
requires a junior accountant. The individual 
would currently b e  enrolled in a designated 
accounting program or intends to enter a program 
Excellent interpersonal skills and good analytic 
skills required. Must  have experience in an 
accounting position and public practice 
experience preferred. Excellent accounting 
knowledge and computer skills essential. 
, Reply wi th  resume. Confidentiality assured. 
Reply to file #226, 
Terrace Standard 
32 10 Clinton Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 5R2 4 
, 
i 
Job Description: 
The Coordinator will take direction from the General Manager 
and work closely with stakeholders in the 16/37 CFDC 
service area to provide support to community economic 
development proposals and business plans. 
Travel to northern communities is required. 
Provide reports to the General Manager, Board of Directors 
and appropriate funding agencies. 
Qualifications: 
Will be a highly motivated self-starter and be able to work 
well with all communities and organizations in the 16/37 
CFDC service area. 
Strong interpersonal skills are essential. 
Experience with proposal and business planning, financial 
statements, computer literacy and strong communication 
Familiar with the Fishing, Forestry, Tourism, and Service 
industry would be an asset. 
Facilitation skills required 
Community Economic Development experience essential 
Familiar with the communities in the 16/37 Community 
Futures Development Corporation service area. 
Preference will be given to a candidate with Post 
Secondary Education degree in Business Administration 
or Economic Development. 
A valid driver’s license and a reliable vehicle are required as 
travel is necessary. Must submit to a Criminal Record Check. 
Salary: Commensurate with experience . 
Submit resume to: 
skills, oral and written . . 1 . t ‘  I 
Attention: General Manager 
16/37 Community Futures 
Development Corporation 
Suite 204 - 4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace. B.C. V8G 1 S6 
Only successful short listed applicants will be notified. 
This position is a term position until October 31,2006, which 
may be extended at that time. 
Resumes must be received no later than 4pm on Friday 
December 9,2005 
The Government of Canada is a partner in this initiative 
GITXSAN CHILD & FAMILY 
SERVICES SOCIETY 
Contract Qpportunity 
Specialized Child. Yo-and Familv 
Services Contractor 
The Gitxsan Child and Family Scrviccs Society i s  sccking a 
Contractor to provide specialized scrviccs to Gitxsan children 
and families in six Gitxsan communities. on an a s  required ba- 
sis. 
Under the Supervision of thc GCFSS Team Lcadcr, the Con- 
tractor will work with GCFSS Social Workcrs to provide one- 
on-one specialized services to children andlor familics to mect 
thc objectives o f  plans that arc developed, based on the indi- 
vidual needs of the clients. 
Contractors with specialized skills and experience in the follow- 
ing areas are required: 
L i fe  Skills Coaching 
Parenting Support 
Grief and Loss Counselling 
Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
Suicide Prevention 
I 
I Sexual Abuse Counselling _ -  
(This i s  a sample l i s t  o f  specialized skill areas only and i s  not a 
complete listing. Other professional, human and social services, 
cultural and spiritual skill areas are required.) 
Qualification 
A minimzm Certification in a human and social services 
program. 
A minimum two years proven experience in a Human Ser- 
vices or related Social services field of  work. 
Must be knowledgeable of and have experience in aspects 
of community Development, Gitxsan social systems and 
Caregivers issues. 
Must meet strict Criminal Records and Review guidelines. 
Must have a valid B.C. Driver’s License and reliable vehicle. 
Must meet confidentiality requirements. 
Pursuant to section 41 of  the BC Human Rights Code, prefer- 
ence may be given to applicants of  Aboriginal Ancestry. 
Interested Contractors must submit a Resume, a current and 
clean Criminal Records Check and three references (one of 
which must be the last contract or employment position held) 
to: 
Executive Director, 
Gitxsan Child & Family Semces Socie 
p.0. Box 333, Hazelton B.c. VOJ 
Telephone No.: (25d) 842-2258 
BEFORE 4:OO Fridav. December 2.2005 
has an immediate opening for 
Apply in person 
Tues. - Sat. 0 400 p.m. to 9:OO p.m. 
Lucky $ Bingo Palace 
4410 Legion Ave., Terrace 
No phone calls please. 
CityWest (formerly CityTel) has served the 
community of Prince Rupert since 1910 with 
progressive communication services including 
telephone, cellular, Internet and long distance. 
Our recent purchase of Monarch Cablesystems 
will allow usa to become the premiere 
telecommunications and entertainment provider 
in the Northwest. 
A challenging, full-time opportunity is  available 
immediately for a Project Accountant at our head 
office in Prince Rupert. The preferred candidate 
should have an accounting designation. 
For further information please call 250-627-0925, 
or email commerce@citytel.net. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM 
und quoting the compffffon number from ubowe fo: 
Human Resources Department, Northwest Community 
Connell Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 4 
Email: soates@nwcc. bc.ca 
COUEGE FOUNDATION PWRAY 
Northwest Communi Collogo has ope 
& College Prep (CC$ fundamental instructors subject to 
enrolments) in a new pilot program entitled:Collogo undation 
R ram. A pointments will commence January 1,2006 and 
en?.June 9, h06. Instruction will be a combination of Instructor- 
Led and Self-Paced. Salary will be in accordance with the 
Collective Agreement between the College and ttie BCGEU 
Instructor Scale. 
w: To Instruct and facilitate a cohort of learners enga ed 
in an intensive 6 month program targeting literac learners. %e 
Colt e Foundation %ram is designed to esrablish a solid 
founedlcltion of educalonal competencies and life skills that will 
facilitate the learner‘s transition from unemployment to further 
study or employment. Instructors of this progrqn will work closely 
with Learning Assistant Specialists who will be an integral part of 
the rogram. Specific instructional activities will include literacy 
leverEnglish, Math and computers as well as Education & Career 
Planninp JEDCP) 020 and 030. Other central responsibilities 
weill inc,u e educational, planning, the facilitation of group 
discussion re arding barriers to learning and life planning, and 
the identificafon of strategies to address the same. 
fbClalMtatlonslSkllls: ‘!This pilot program calls for a unique 
individual who has experience in a variely of classroom delivery 
methods that are grounded in participatory learning and has a 
m e n  track record in working with students who have mulbple 
garriers. The candidate must have substantial experience 
(minimum of five years) working with marginalized, at risk, low 
lttemcy level students and have a thorough understanding 
achieved throu h a combination of experience and tminin of 
the barners andflissues impacting student success such as FfSD, 
poverty, discrimination and low self esteem. 
50 
qcroffng COmpeMfon W5.1738 (stating preferred location) to: 
Human Resources Department, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY 
CO\WE, 5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 4x2, FAX: 
250.638.5475 or email soates@nwcc.bc.ca 
Northwest Communlfy College is commMd to employment 
equity and encoumgos applicufions from Hrst ~af ions 
people, women, persons w/fh disablliffeo and members of 
visible mlraoriffes. 
We thank all amticants for their interest: 
however, only those selected for an 
interview will be contacted. 
Closlng Data  November 30,2005 
. 
NmmwEsr 
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Construction Materials 
4821 Keith Ave., Terrace, BC 
Inside Sales Person 
Duties include shipping, receiving, sales and deliveries. 
Applicant must be physically fit and be able to work 
independently. 
Benefit package - salary commensurate with experience. 
Apply with resume complete with drivers abstract. 
Applicants must submit resumes by Friday, 
January 6,2006. 
LOG TRUCK DRIVERS 
You will need previous six / sev- 
en axle log truck experience in 
winter conditions. Knowledge 
of Prince George and Vander- 
hoof areas is p:eferred. Refer- 
ences and Driving Record are 
required with your application. 
Jared Gulbranson 
Gulbranson Logging Ltd. 
1475 Hwy 16 East, PO Box 665 
Vanderhoof, BC VOJ 3A0 
Voice: 250-567-4505 
or 250-567-5446 
e-mail: gulbrans@telus.net 
installation Crew 
EAGLE HOMES, B.C.'s largest 
Moduline modular dealer is look- 
ing for installation personnel for 
our Salmon Arm, Cranbrook and 
Kamloops dealerships. Must 
have basic carpentry skills, be will: 
ing to travel, drywall experience 
preferable. This is an opportunity 
for the right person to gain long 
term employment with a success- 
ful company in a fast growing in- 
dustry. Remuneration based on 
experience. Send resume by fax 
to 250-833-4758 or by e-mall to: 
Experienced Service Manager 
required 'for Domestic Auto Deal- 
ership in the Cariboo Region. Ex- 
cellent Benefit package. Please 
2 BEDROOM apartment. Clo: forward resume to Box " W  c/o 
Quesnel Cariboo Observer, 188 Car- to town, no pets. Available now. 
son Ave., Quesnel. BC V2J 2A8. Coin laundry washer and dry- 
Experienced Class One Super er.4560 Lazelle Avenue. 250- 
"B" flat deck long haul drivers 
required. Min. 2 years experi- 2 BEDROOM furnished apart- 
ence, benefits available. Reve- ment on acreage. $575/mo in- 
nue pay converted to mileage cludes all utilities. W/D and sat- 
rate, usually in excess of .49 ellite TV. Available Immediately. 
314-9512 or 1-800-760-1420. 
Leave message. AVAILABLE DECEMBER 1 st. 
F/T OFFICE Assistant required Bright, spacious, 2 bedroom 
~ apartment, close to schools * INSTRUMEN- and hospital. Non-smoking, , immediately. Experience re- quired: Microsoft Word 8. Excel, 
tion duties. Must be able to work 'st* 2nd* 3rdg 4th yr appren- 145~3) 
ed independently.Resumesaccept- by mail onl  Brouw r Claims tlces Grand and Prairie, journeymen Alberta.needed A broad- in CENTRALLY LOCATED 6 p led 
Canada & co. Ltd., #200-4665 based Variety Of projects Ongo- apartments available' Spacious' clean and bright with, secured 
Lazetie Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G ing as well as troubleshooting entrance, paved parking, F/s, 
W/D and,bllnds. One bedroom, for on going maintenance. Top, 
$475/mo. Two bedrooms $575/ paying wages, benefit package, Wpar t  time drivers, dispatch- holdiay Pay, and other incen- mo (with gas fireplace) 
250-635-1 622 or 250-635-2250 ers. Drop off resume to 4449 tives included. At home every Lakelse Avenue., No phone calls night as well. Ph. 780-532-7173 to view. ,References a must 
i49CTFN) please. (46~3) or fx 780-532-6848 f44D41. 
CENTRALLY LOCATED 2 bed- LIFEGUARDS REQUIRED at sort. Mount Requirements Layton Hotsprings include Re- WORK WANTED Very inex- rOOm apartmen:; F/sI WIDv gas 
CPR Level C, Current NLS, and pensive rates. Reliable work. fireplace + blinds. Secured en- 
Standard First Aid. Must\ have Experienced painting, construc- trance w/ Parking. $575 month- 
reliable transportation. Please tion, yardwork, clean up, rnov- ' 
fax resusme to 250-632-591 1 ing, powersaw, most anything. 
or email minette2@telus.net. NO Good references. Please phone 
LOCAL MOTEL is looking for 
chambermaid/desk clerk. This 
person should be mature, BOOKKEEPING SERVICES ONE BEDROOM , apartment. 
able and hard working and ab'e 
to work unsupervised' Experi-' 
an asset' but not 
sary Apply in person with a re- 
to 3867 Highway 16 E, No 
Fax: 250-567-9232 
info@eaalehomas.ca 
635-2360 (45p3) 
cents a running mile. Call 250- 250-635-5061 (45p3) 
dictaphone and typing, recep- TATION. Required labourers, $550/month. Call 250-635-631 6 
calls please. (44~3) 250-798- 9508 (46~3) 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 years. Phone 250-635-9592. 
(CTFN) 250-61 5-0280 (40ctfn) 
Clean, quiet, new paint, lami- 
nate floors, laundry facilities, 
on site management. No pets 
please. Available immediately. 
ONE. TWO and three bedroom 
and Recreation Commission 
The Terrace Advisory Parks 
i s  seeking volunteers to sit on this Council appointed Board. 
The Commission meets monthly to discuss and recommend 
actions related to the City's Leisure Services. 
The City of Terrace is on the forefront of several dynamitic 
new developments including 2010 BC Winter Games, Active 
Community Initiatives, development of the Sportsplex, ,and 
future trail and park development. 
Volunteers are required from the City and from Electoral Areas 
C & E (Thornhill, North TerrdCe or Lakelse Lake). 
'The Future of Leisure Services in Terrace is very exciting. As a 
Commission member you will have an excellent oppcrtunity 
to contribute to the future of our community. 
Interested individuals are asked to gubmit a letter stating 
name, ad@ess, a brief description of their interests and 
previous volunteer experience. The deadline for submissions 
is December 2nd, 2005. 
Letters should be forwarded to: 
Ross Milntliorp 
Director of Leisure Services 
'Terrace Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission 
3215 Eby Street 
li.rrace. U.C. 
/ 
' 
You Can Make A Difference Counselling 
Adults/Cou ples/Families/Youth 
(Other Specialties Available) 
1 Year Diploma Program 
TUITION FREE INTRODUCTORY COURSE 
t a l l  For Next Start Date. 
Dr. Libby Stowers Ph.D - P r o p n i  Dirrctor 
www.counsel1ortraininn.com 
(250) 71 7-041 2 
Learn by 
doing. .. 
E2k, 
"KONDOLAS FURNITURE 
FER RACE) I has openings for permanent/part-time I D.BAUER MECHANICAL 
FORT ST. JOHN 
HIRING IMMEDIATELY full time 
ceptional wages and benefits. 
New Franchise Opportunity* Licensed Plumber/GasFitter 
Imagine Opening SERVICE TECHNICIANS. Ex- 
system for smoking cessation Fax: 250-785-9973 email: dbau- 
Bc' world's number ' 
& weight loss. Low investment - High returns. ImagineLaser- 
Works.com 1-866-538-21 06 
paid 80%, avg. $1.83/ml. with 
Orooming shop beside veteri- own trailer, or 73%, avg. $1.671 nary clinic. immediate clientele mi, without, Class-l longhaul tubs nears Kennels, available flatdeck from Bc or 
immediatsly. Fees split or rent. AB $3000 Hiring Bonus. Tom Own your business in beautiful 8oo~663-oo99, Okanagan Valley. 250-549- 
0402. 5 people needed to work from 
Home Workers Neededl!l home, for yourself, at YOU corn- 
$1500/wk assembling products ~ ' ~ ~ , $ ~ " ~ ~ .  7 ! , 8 - ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~  
1 stuffing envelopes. No www,sensationalsuccess, 
ence needed. Free information: 
ww.CanadianJobSource.com 
9070. 
NET up to $2800 per month 
- no selling. Secure, proven 
cash flow. Minimum investment 
$1 6,800, Free Info 1-800-321 - 
61 26. 
theonlinebusiness,com/n 
vator, Grader, Dozer, Full-size 
Equipment. Continuous intake. 
www iheschoo1.com Kelowna. 
250-21 5-6009. 
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum §Dis- 
order Services Coordinator for 
Ref #7-702 or cqll 1-705-726- OPERATOR TRAINING Exca- 
PRINCIPLE TRUCKING LTD. 
Do you like to drive, do you have 
your class one driver's license 
land are looking for more mon- 
ey? Then come and join our 
team at Principle Trucking Ltd, 
we have a job with your name 
on it. We will offer you competi- 
tive wages as well as benefits 
and lots of hours to keep you 
busy. Experience will be an as- 
set. Positions available are 
Winch Tractor Operator, Bed 
Truck Operator, Picker Opera- 
tor. Please fax your resumes 
with driver's abstract to 250- 
785-9438 or come in and see 
us, we are South on 100th St., 
Fort St. John. Our phone num- 
ber is 250-785-9434. We look 
I Must have valid Class 5 drivers license and ability to lift. Drop off resumes in person at: 
4525 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
No phone calls please 
KONDOLAS FURNITURE ' 
HIRING IMMEDIATELY 
er@loudpipe.ca 
OWNER I OPERATORS 
Munroe Manor 
is currently accepting applications for an has an immediate opening for the 
FULL TIME POSITION of 
COMMERCIAL 
TRANSPO#I: MECHANIC 
Please fax, mail or drop off resume ai 
Coastal Bus Lines, 780 Lahakas Blvd., 
Kitimat, BC V8C 1T9, Fax (250) 632-2154. 
No phone calls please. 
The successful individual wil l 
assume responsibility for the operations 
and general maintenance of the complex. 
Heuse send your resume f ~ :  
File #224 
c/o The Terrace Standard 
' 32 10 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
Smithers Community Services 
Association. Permanent full- 
time position. Full details can 
be viewed at wwwhterior-news. 
m under Job Opportunities. 
AVERAGE $1.83 MILE with 
own trailer, $1.67 without to run 
lonahaul flatdeck USNCAN out 
of 6C or Alberta. $3000 Hiring 
Bonus. Tom 1-800-663-0099. 
DBAUER MECHANICAL 
1 S8 (47~3) 
KALUM KABS LTD requires L 
Owner Operators 
Wanted 
Year Round Work 
Based out of Kamloops, 
canweus LP 
FORT ST. JOHN 
HIRING IMMEDIATELY full time 
LICENSED PLUM BERS/GASFIT- 
TERS FOR CONSTRUCTION. 
Exceptionhl wages and bene- 
fits. Fax: 250-785-9973 Email: 
dbauer@loudpipe.ca 
Class 1 Driver Required: 
$500.00 sign on bonus. Must 
have Super Train or Tridem 
flat deck experience. Service 
throughout BCandAlberta. Ben- 
efit package. Home weekends. 
Paid mileage plus extras. Fax 
Abstract and Resume to (250) 
374-1 677. 
EXPERIENCED TATTOO AR- 
TIST wanted for a new studio. 
Must have prior experience tat- 
tooing, with a strong emphasis 
on sterilization, and a clear un- 
derstanding of proper tattooing 
procedures. Leave a message 
at 604-858-5489. 
VANCOUVER ISLAND Expand- 
ina Nanaimo comDanv reauired 
hauling into AB and US 
Excellent Benefit Package 
Satellite Messaging System 
Competitive Rates 
Rewarded for Exc eilen ce- 
Fuel Supplement 
You Offer We Offer 
Valid Class 1 Licence 
Clean Driver Abstract 
(less than 30 days old) 
Professional, SafetyFirst Direct Pay Deposit, 
Attitude 
Late model Vehicle Safety Incentives 
(Less than 5 yrs old). 
Maximum Wheelbase 235 Company Fuel Cards 
Experienced in hauling 
pneumatics desired. 
forward to meeting you. 
GOLF CLUB MANAGER: The 
Nakusp Goif Course has an 
opening for a Club Manager. 
(The ability to teach would be 
beneficial). The position will be 
available from April 1st to Oc- 
tober 15th., All applicants must 
have club experience and knowl- 
edge of the game of golf. Dead- 
line for resumes: December 
15/05. Please submit resume 
to: Nakusp Centennial Golf, Box 
#148, Nakusp, BC, VOG 1 RO or 
dan Daul@ 
phone inquiries please. (44~3) 
TRAFFIC CONTROL personnel 
apartments for rent. $350, $450, 
$550 Heat and hot water includ- 
ed. Newly renovated. Security 
.on premises. Please, call., ,250- 
61 5-0345 or 250-635-6428 
(32C.TFN) 
wanted w/valid TCP ticket, driv- 
ers licencejabstract. First aid 
an asset. 250-635-7867 Fax re- 
Contact: Marshall Wourms 
I Edmonton,AB 
' ' I .  .' '1-8662422-7223 or (780) 41 8-31 52 
Fax: (780) 467-1735 
or email mwourms@cascadecarriers.com 
r 
.,popTalicom ' ~~ .:,., .- I 
EVALUATORS!! 
P6mbersandShebt tylgtal Work- 
ers with experience in Residen- 
tial & Commercial Construction. 
Wage + Benefits. Fax resume to 
Kemess Mine Employment 
Opportunities: 
1-250-758-5389. 
(1) Gasfitter/Plumber 
(1) Dam Engineer 
(1) Geologist 
(1) Mill Maintenance General 
Foreman 
(1) Instrumentation Mechanic 
Kerness Mine is a larae open Dit 
Sume 1 -250-635-7887(44~3) ,. . .. i v ,  . I  
Child Care? A Professional Mystery 
Shopping Company 
requires shoppers 
throughout B.C. to do 
shops. Apply online at: 
www.secretshopnet.com 
EVALUATORS! A Profession- 
al mystery shopping compnay 
requires shoppers throughout 
BC to do shops. Apply online 
at www.secretshopnet.com 
I.__,.,. 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child core options and on 
choosing child care. 
Dmp by ThC Family Place 
at 4553 Park h e .  
Mon-Fri 1 Oam4pm 
or call 638-1 1 13. 
is funded Skeena by the Province CCRR of B.C. 
NAZKO FIR NATION 
REQUIRES 
Community Health Nurseforper- 
manent, full-time/part-time. Sal- 
ary to be negotiated. 
Start date: As soon as possi- 
ble. 
Skill Requirements: 
Education: BScN registered in 
good standing with B.C. 
Credentials: 
Experience: with at least two 
years experience working with 
First nations Health Program. 
Languages: Speak, read and 
write English. 
Business Equipment and Com- 
puter Applications: Database 
software, keyboarding, basic 
computer skills (will train), Gen- 
eral office equipment. 
Specific ' Skills: Client service 
oriented, work with individuals, 
families, and community health 
teams to develop programs and 
services to address priority is- 
sues. 
Essential Skills: Oral commu- 
nication, team-player, problem 
solving, critical thinking, job 
task planning and organizing, 
knowledge of First Nation health 
issues. Must work with com- 
munity leaders and thecommun- 
ity health team to identify and 
address barriers to health in the 
community. 
Other information: Provide 
community health nursing sew- 
ice in accordance with policies, 
procedures, standards and clin- 
ical programs, maintain knowl- 
edge and skills requlred for 
community health nursing prac- 
tice, including communicable 
disease control (First Nations 
and Inuit Health Branchcertifica- 
tion process), pre and post natal 
care, infant assessment, infant 
and preschool health, school 
health, adult and Elder health, 
leadership, CPR recertification, 
communication, and among oth- 
er things. 
Must have: Valid BC Driver's li- 
cense, and own vehicle. 
Deadline for application: De- 
cember 2nd/2005. 
Only selected applicants will be 
contacted for interview. 
Please apply: By mail or in per- 
son, between 8:30 - 4:30, Tues- 
day to Thursday: 469 B Ander- 
son Drive, Quesnel, B.C. V2J 
5J4. By fax: 250-992-7982. 
CNC MACHINIST SALMON 
ARM looking for Journeyman 
Machinist with extensive CNC 
experience. Also looking for 
Shipper/Receiver/Sawyer. 
Great opportunity to relocate 
to the sunny BC Interior. Email 
Resume to: sales@accesspreci- 
b Tra n sit  i o n s 
C A R E E R  CONSULTANTS 
\ O  
is hiring qualif ied staff to deliver the 
Northern Skills Development 
initiative Prsgram 
to the Northwest labour market area 
I Free hot woter/recreotion * Close to schools ond Wolmorf Securihr enlronce No Pets 
'PARK & CLINTON 
MANOR APTS. 
Unfurnished and partially furnished 
ape. Bachelor units, one bedroom 
and two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One of the best 
mu'ntahed apts. in town. No pets. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED. 
Please phone cell: 
6157543 or 6353475 
mine, located in n6rth-central 
British Columbia. 
For a complete list of job qualifi- 
DAYCARE. MY warm loving cations and experience criteria 
home. Babies to latch keys. Ton please go to our website www. 
of good references, good rates. northgateminera1s.ca 
Horseshoe. 250-635-1150 All of the above positions ex- 
I4603) cept theLDam Engineer and the 
Mill Maintenance General Fore- 
man will work a two week in/ 
Excavator Operator, ~ ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~  two week out schedule. A char- 
programs. 4,5, and 6 week pro- tered flight is available for these 
grams. Advanced class one 2x2 positions from either Prince 
Driver Training. Jobs Waiting George Or Smithers* 
Now. Taylor Pro Training Ltd. The Dam Engineer and Mil1 
250-860-7624. ~ ~ 1 1  free 1 -877- Maintenance General Foreman 
positions will work a four day in 
and 3 day out schedule. A char- 860-7627. 
Advanced Class One Driver tered flight for the 4x3 positions 
Training Programs. Jobs wait- is availabl$ from Vancouver, 
ing. Taylor pro Training Ltd. Kamloops Kelowna Williams 
TO11 Free 1-877-860-7627. Ask Lake, printce G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '  or Smith- About our Heavy Equipment Op- 
erators Training classes. www. Qualified candidates are invited 
taylorprodriving.com 
ers. 
to send their resume to: 
Kemess Mine - Northgate Miner- 
als Corporation, H.R. ReCrUit~, 
' Experienced Fax: (604)639-8501. Email HY- 
LOG LOADER OPERATOR IL PERLINK "mailto:resumeQkem- 
DELIMBER OPERATOR ess.com" 
esume@kemes .com 
Job, Full-time. Must be experi- 'we sincerely appreciate the $1- 
enced with work references. terest of all applicants however: 
Qualified Applicants only - Fax only those candidates selected 
Resume to 250-503-1 148. for an interview ill be contact- 
Class 1 Drivers required with ed. 
(US) reefer experience. S.40 per 
mile. Safety Bonus & medical, positions, assembler / finisher 
dental benefits. Ph: 604-857- / cnc router operator. Full-time 
9709. Fax: 604-607-7474. positions, wages negotiable. 
Reply to Box #362, 2250 Cam- 
rose St., Penticton, BC. V2A 
8R1. 
Inland imme iate Kenworth opening Vernon for j urney- has 
man heavy duty parts person. 
Competitive wage and benefit 
package. Forward resume to 
1051 Middleton Way, Vernon, 
BC V1 B 2N3 Attention: Darcy. 
D. BAUER MECHANICAL 
FORT ST. JOHN 
Required immediately for Camp 
S1-E 
FABRlCATORS 
& WELQERS 
immediately- 
Experience and 
ability to interpret 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
IF YOU have equity in your 
home, We can help1 Can't prove 
income, slow credit, bank says 
NO1 Call Rick at Rick Graves & 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lendl! If you 
own your own home-you qual- 
' ify. 1-877-987-1 420. www.pi0 
neerwest.com Member of the 
Better Business Bureau. 
AUTO LOAN TODAY 
wrww.credRrebuilders.net 
Bad credit, slow credit, 
bankrupt, first time buyer, 
1-888-270-71 99 Get both the 
vehicles & credit you deserve. 
Selling to First Nations since 
1985. Professional Auto 
' 
1 Financial Negotiator 
POSlTlON TO BE FILLED 
Qualifications include: 
Diploma or de ree with experience in negotiation or an 
Proficient in Word, Excel, Access an asset 
Ability to negotiate courteously and effectively in various 
situations and circumstances in a way that recognizes 
sociocultural diversity 
Strong written and verbal skills 
Analytical skills to conduct thorough, objective research in 
order to make recommendations for financial assistance 
Knowledge of industry hiring standards, labour market 
Proven organizational skills with ability to balance multiple 
Strong client service orientation 
equivalent com 1 ination of education and experience 
priorities 
BjwdAmi'! 
2 Bcdroom Aporhnents 
Clean And Quiet 
Laundry Facility 
References Required. 
Avoiloble Immediately 
Small Pets Welcome 
Close To Swimming Pool 8 Town 
6395653 or 61riacir 
AFTER 5 P.M. 
I- 
. z  
I l l  
- Credit Rebuilders. 
INCOME TAX PROBLEMS? APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
for 1 & 2  
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Now ~ 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route 
On site management 
* No pets 
References required 
To view call I 
Email cover letter and resume to 
g kos@s hawca ble.com 
Deadline: December 10, 2005. 
Have you been audited, reas- 
sessed or disallowed certain 
claims by Canada Revenue 
Agency? Call R.G. Allen & Co. 
income tax experience: 8 1/2 
yrs with Rev. Canada. r.gal- 
len@shaw.ca 
Ltd. @ 1-250-542-0295; 28 yrs 
CALL HANDYMAN AI for almost 
anything around the home. Plus 
snow removal with 3 0  blower 
or AW with 5' angle blade. Call 
250-638-0052 (46~3) 
Leading Department store requires an associate to bean instore 
loss prevention associate in a busy retail environment. 
The Position - 
Your main iob function as a Loss Prevention Associate is the 
effective control of shoplifter activity within the specific facility 
or facilities to which you are assi ned. 
Identification and Observation of shoplifters 
Apprehension and detention of shoplifters 
Recovery of property 
Processing sus ects and corresponding paper work 
Work with management and associates to ensure security 
Qualifications - 
The successful candidate should posses the following: 
Stron analytical skills 
Ability to work under stressful and high pressure situations 
0 Team player 
Able to investigate, interpret, and identify integrity issues 
Ability to multi-task 
This isa full time position that offers a competitive compensation 
package with excellent company benefits. Compensation 
is  in accordance with experience and education. Qualified 
applications are asked to send their resume by November 
28, 2005 to: File #227, Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
You will be responsible for the fo a owing: 
0 Preservation o P evidence 
controls are in place. 
Goo 8 written communication skills 
638-1748 111 
N o  Guys With A Truck 
Moving, Storage & Deliveries 
1, 3. 5 Ton Trucks available. 
Regular runs Merritt. Kamloops, 
Kelowna, Prince George & rest 
Of B.C. 250-483-4237. 
wages &' benefits. 
Fax resum6 to 
HIRING IMMEDIATELY, full time 
LICENSED SHEETMETAL MAN. 
Exceptional wages and bene- 
1-256-546-9076 I fits. Fax: 250-785-9973 email: 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry, Facilities \ 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
I SENIOR CIT IZENS W E L C O M E  
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Fall and Winter interior, residen- 
tial and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
. sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl. Compasserst Lay0ui Techni- 
cians, Fisheries 'Technicians, 250-61 5-01 99 140~3) 
Silviculture Field Supervisor (4 
months) 2006 Field Season Op- 
portunities with Pope & Talbot 
Ltd. in Fort St. James. For re- 
quired qualifications and full job 
descriptions see www.fsjames. 
com/P&Ttempjobs 
sion.com 
TIMBER CRUISER (8 month) 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (ctfn) 
Call: 635-4478 I 
i 
t I .  f 
FURNISHED TWO bedroom 
basement suite. cable, all util- 
ities, A car a must. Five min- 2 BEDROOM Duplex, clean 
to Hv l6 w. $550/ quiet. F/D, W/D, References re- 
it. Available immediately. Call plex F/s, close to downtown. 
Phone 250-635-3796 (46~3) 
ONE BEDROOM, $450/month 
utilities included, outside entry, 
St., F/S included, N/P, $600/mo. 
UPPER LNEL one bedroom, 1189 ( 4 ~ ~ 3  
big basement suite for rent from ~ B E D ~ O ~ ~ D u p ~ e x , 5 a p p l i a n c -  
1/2005' Close to down- es, close to town & school. $850 
town* No pets' no smoking' Ref- per month, no pets. References 
erences required. Call 250-635- required, available Dee. 1/05 
4791 (46~3) 
3 BEDROOM duplex, fridge, 
stove, washer and dryer hook- 
ups. Located in Thornhill. $500/ 
month. Phone 250-65-9301 
(45p3) 
EXECUTIVE THREE bedroom 
duplex In town. Two fireplaces, 
2 1/2 baths, window cover- 
ings, five appliances, covered 
carport. Available immediately. 
250-638-1 885 for appointment 
to view. (47ctfn) 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom duplex, 
In upper Thornhill. Fridge, stove, 
waasher,dryer,dishwasher, hard- 
wood floors, non smoker. Pets ' 
negotiable.$800per month. Utll- 
ities included. Damage 'deposit 
and references required. 250- 
LARGE 3 bedroom duplex 
in Thornheights, huge deck, 
hardwood floors, fenced yard, 
carport, F/S, W/D. $700 + utili- 
ties.250-635-9157 (44~3) 
SPACIOUS2 bedroom unit avail- 
able December 1/05. Walking 
distance to downtown. Working 
couple preferred. 4 appliances, 
N/F? Rent $600/mo + security 
deposit. References required. 
THREE BEDROOM side by 
side duplex located In Horse- 
shoe area, close to schools, 
downtown and bus routes. F/s, 
w/d, n/g heat. No smoking, no 
parties, no pets, $70O/month. 
Call 250-635-1 971 (44P3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, w/d. 
Two bathrooms. No smoking. 
$600/mo.Available Jan 1ST. 
2295 Thornhill St. Call 250-638- 
7608 (46P3) 
-~ 
m' References* damage depos- 
250-635-3772 (42P3) 
quired. No pets. 1 bedroom &- 
duplex On 
f/s' w/d. 250-635-7937 (45p1) Available immediately. 250-639- 
250-635-3346 (46~3) 
635-1355 (46~3) 
250-635-6824 (47~3) 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
near college. No pets. Call 250- 
635-7602 for appointment to 
TWO AND a half bedroom apart- AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
ments. 4623 Haugland,full kitch- 2 bedroom basement suite or 
enand livingroom. Recentlyren- 3 bedroom upper level. New 
ovated, electric heat. $600/mo. W/ D , F/S, fireplaces, sepa- 
plus $300 deposit. Available rate entrance, nice neighbour- 
immediately. Call (250)638-1348 hood. Upper level has DMI and 
Maria or (250) 635-5800 Tony. Jetted Tub. Horseshoe Area. 
(SOCTFN) All utilities included in rent. Call 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom base- 
ment suite. Washer/dryer, gas 
ONE suite On the fire place. Utility included, and 
bench. Four appliances. Good cablevision. upper Thornhill. 
references required. Electric Available immediately 250-635- 
heat. $325 250-638-8639 
250-61 5-3263. (44~3) 
3756 or 250-61 5-2532 (4Jp3) 
view. (45~3) 
2 BEDROOM house ,in Horse- 
shoe, non-smoking premises, 
prefer no pets, newly renovated, 
F/S/DW, W/D in upstairs laun- 
dry room, one bathroom, new 
high efficiency furnace in partial 
basement, detached garage, 
large fenced yard. Available for 
Lease; $850/month. References 
required. Call after November 
2 BEDROOM older home 4735 
McConne11$400/month $200 de- 
posit required & references 250- 
635-081 1 or 250-635-7583 
3 BEDROOM F/S, W/D, avail- 
able Dec. 15th, 2005. Referenc- 
es required. $650/month plus 
security. 250-260-4034 (46~3) 
3 BEDROOM house on S. 
Sparks. Large kitchen/L. room, 
fenced back yard w/fruit trees, 
full basement. $650/month. 
Avallable Dec. 1/05 250-635- 
9th 250-798-2290 (44~3) 
WHISPER RIDGE 2 BEDROOM trailer. W/D, F/S. 
Availzble immediately. $4701 PHASE 11 NoW SELLING 
FINAL PHASE 
AVAILABLE 
mo. 250-635-1985 or 250-615- 
1831 (47~3) " 13 Okanagan-Thornpaon 
bath double- CHBA Gold & Silver Awards 
wide trailer on private lot, F/S, for this project. Beautfully 
W/D included. 3769 Muller treed and valley views, 1-3 
$600/rn0.c N/S, NIP. 250-638- acre homesites. All services un- 
1733 147c3) derground. Paved roads. 160 
I acre private park. (The Rannhlnndsl A miles to 
7,200 sq. ft. SalesflrVarehouse Kenney & Pohle Ave 
5008 Pohle Ave 
(or 4 modules of 1,800 s9. it.) 
998 sq. ft. Off ice/Sales 
4,735 sq. ft. SalesNVarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 4820 Hwy 16 West 
4818 Hwy. 16 West 5,000 sq. ft. Retail Space 
951 sq. ft. Warehouse 5002 Pohle Ave 
4624A Greig Ave 900 sq. ft. Office Sales 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
F 
Arclnfo Geographical 
Jnformation Systems FOR RENT: In Thorn~l!,.P bed- room units, 4 appJiances, elec- 
tric heat, 1 unit Gith wheelchair 
access. &300/mo. 250-6367 
1755,(47p3) ,./ 
This intensive, 20-week certificate program in Arclnfo 
GIS is designed to take people without previous GIS 
6 knowledge to an advanced level of competence usini 
the industry standard ESRI Arclnfo software suite. 
The program consists of 500 hours of lab instruction 
supplemented by supervised projects. 
Having the skills and knowledge to use GIS is rapidly 
becoming a require,ment in today's job market. 
HRDC forecasts increased need 
for $IS-Professionals 
Train for employment in Industry, 
Government and First Nations 
Student loan and E.I. eligible 
.'' 
.' 
4838 
3 BEDROOM newly renovated 
2OOO SQ.FT. OFFICE space. 
4391 Keith Avenue. Call 250- 
4,500 SQ. Ft. warehouse for 
rent. Reasonable rent. Phone 
635-71 71 
250-635-7602 (45~3) 
house, 5 appliances, walking 
distance to town. Available Dec. 
1 st $650/month 250-635-2965 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath house in 
Horseshoe Includes laundry. 
Available Dec. 1/05 $740/month. 
All utitlities included. 250-638- 
841 2 (47~3) 
4 BOA, 2 bath, Agar near Elk's 
Park, newly renovated, large ~ 
Stove,' dishwasher. N/S, NIP, December Ist, WID, dish- Homesites from washer, N/G fireplace, deck 
overlooking Skeena River, _ _ _  
workshop, sundeck, all applianc- 
es. &850/mo + damage deposit. 
Available immediately. 250-635- 
3911 (45~3) 
4 BEDROOMS, f/s,w/d, large 
fenced back yard, on Southside, 
nopetsorsmoking, available De- 
cember 1/05 $600.00. Call Kelly 
AVAILABLE DEC. 1st. 4 bed- 
room house on half acre lot, F/S 
included, N/G heat, $650 250- 
BEAUTIFUL EXECUTIVE style 
4 bedr. with office home in rural 
setting. Large deck, wood & gas 
heat. Dogs. With good ref. No 
smoking $1,000.250-638-8639 
FOR RENT in Thornhill 2 bed- 
room house Derfect for ? nan- 
l47p3) 
. .-. . -. . . -. , --, - . . . . . -- -- 
fenced lot, w/d, new fridge, 
$850-900.250-635-2839 (47p31 $1 26,500-$160,400- 
2 BEDROOM suite. Available "ernon and 40 minutes to 
Silver Star Mountain. 
BEDROOM house on 114 acre IMW whisnarririnn corn _ _ _  
250-635-0666 (46~1) 1 3  
635-21 59 
OFFICE 8 RE7All SPACE i 
4644 lazelle Avenue 
256 fi2 - one office 
956 h2- one bio office & 3 offices ' I 
250615=7& or 63534751 
NICE 3 bedroom Condo. 4 ap- 
pliances. no dogs. Good refer- 
ences required. $550/mo. 638- 
8639 (47P3) 
fenced vard. $550lmonth 250- .. .. ........ -.r-'. .---.--... 250-545-5472. 
1 -800493-61 33. 638-8063 (45~3) 
'ONE BEDROOM suite. Avail- www.gis.okanagan.bc.ca WHAT'S NEXT IS w A r s  HERE. able Nov. 1st  kitchen facilities, 
electric heat $200/month plus 
utilities 250-635-5800 or after 5 
p.m. 250-638-1348 (i- -I' 
SWAP REVELSTOKE NORTH OKANAGAN  Nice commercial nrooeltv with Wp5) ._.-- _ _  -_-_-. r.-r -.-, ._._.. 
restaurant and trailer selling for 
$300,000. Call Peter 495-4751. 
RENT: Newly MnTnRCVCL F REPAIR SHnP 3 bedroom tow ' In"ouse, l/.. ...-.-.------.--.- .. --.-. 
to down- FOR SALE To be sold as one 
king, no pets. unit. Everything must go. Ter- 
Jired. $550 per race location. Tools, diagnostic 
lities. Available equipment. Office & shop sup- -866-374- plies, Inventory/parts list upon 
request. *Location Lease avail- 
able' Call Lam 63250-635-5449 1989 (47p3) 
UNIVERSITY OF UNBC NORTHERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 0 
baths, F/S, WID. 
town. No smo 
References reqi 
month plus uti 
immediately. Ph, ~- 
2 AND 3 BEDROOM 
With 1 112 bathrooms I Accepting offirs for a Limited time onlv. (44123) - .  , 
FOR SALE Commercial Bldg 
3227 Kalum St. Consignment 
store could be purchased sepa- 
rately. Owner may assist in fi- 
nancing to qualified buyer. Call 
Check Out What We're Offering in Terrace This Winter ... 
Terrace Courses 
Winter~POO6 Sem 
International Studies 340-3, The Circumpolar 
North in Global Perspective. 
Nursing 703-3, Health Program Development 
and Evaluation. 
Political Science 31 5-3, contemporary Issues 
in the Circumpolar World 
Social WoMLaw and the Justice System 
, ' 
b 
Disability Management 712-3 , 
Disability Interventions 
Education 101-3 
Introduction to Education 
Education 714-3 Social Work 439-3 
Group Counselling Processes 
TOWNHOUSES 
3 LEVEL WnASEMENT 
laundry hook-ups, non-reno'd 
$99/M (you do the work!) 
WHITESAIL TOWNHOUSES 
FROM t425-5001M- - r-- 
ple. Stove, fridge, washer dryer, 
blinds, No pets or parties. 
$525.00 per month plus security 
deposit Call 250-635- 7467 
SEVEN BEDROOM house. 
$950/mo. N/S, pets negotiable. 
References required, W/D, F/ 
IALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin S, freezer, wood?electric heat. 
iut, Capacity 120-1 60, kltch- 250-638-0391 147D3) 
m and bar. Ideal for weddings, 
mniversaries, reunions. Day 
n d  evening rates. 250-635- 
'777 email kinsmen@osg.net. 
3artending Services available. 
CTFN) 
Attn: Landlords 
.lOOo/o free rental listings 
www.renta1sbc.com 
WHITESAIL I 
250-862-0638 (44~3) - 
From $99/ m (non-renovated)  ' 0 -  ' 
All units are 3 levels w h t .  I VERNON: FLAT Acre w/Shor, 
3-bedroom home, new flooi- 
ings. $379,900. Photos, info: &- 
ing/paint. Shop has 1600 sq.ft., 
w/220&110.2carports,outbuild- 
vannahross@hotmail.com 250- 
260-3589. 
Education 795-3 
Research Seminar 
Social Work 456-3, Family Caring Systems 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent in 
a 5 bedroom house. Share rest 
of home. On bus route. $270 per, 
month includesyutilities.-.Phone 
250-635-3126 f44D3) 
I BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
iill. Close to Schools, stores, 
. ; , > , ,  ..,. ' , \ . '  Social Mlork 605-3 
Comm WoMPolitics of Change English 170-3 ~ r i ~ . ~ g ~ & ~ C o m m u - n ~ ~ t i o ~ r i s ~ l . s .  , ' :' "-  . . .n \.. . . I  
MODERN CLEAN, newlv rann- 
English 385-3 Continuing Studies; 
Modem,& Contemporary Literature 
English 3843 
Victorian Literature 
English 420/620-3, 
Advanced First Nations Literature. 
A Positive Approach to Managing Stress, 
1 day, January 27. 
The Art of Negotiation, 
1 day, March 13. 
3 BEDROOM house complete- 
' ly renovated with new roof and 
deck, backyard fenced. Sepa- 
rate garage. 4637 Goulet. Ask- 
ing $1 02,000 250-638-8436 
3 BEDROOM, 1 bathroom, sun- 
ken livina room fwith firedace) 
, -. .- 
vated two and three bedroom 
mobile homes. Will furnish if 
needed. Close to schools and 
bus routes. Includes fridge, 
stove, blinds and storage shed. 
,tc. $375/mo. Economical heat 
md lights. Cool in the summer 
! BEDROOM in Thornhill. Avail- 
ible Dec. 1, F/S, W/D hookup, 
!50-638-6052 (44P3) 
188 acre remote getaway prop- 
erty with creek and ponds. 
No power. Only 30 minutes 
from 100 Mile House $98,500 
L#2212 Maria Walker. Roval 'Course First Nations Studies 220-3, introduction to 
Linguistics. sufficien 
E 
History 302-2 3 
Nestem Canada 
For mom inforination on these courses a5 well a5 applicatio 
and rag~stdon details, contact: 
JNBC's Northwest Regional Campus, . '  
iw-inWunbc.ca 
fammy Lmid gmdwhd with a Bk in Psychology & History in 2605. 
I ;'x 
Since its invention in the 1920s, the pickup 
has Rad major shortcomings. S~lutioa: Ridgeline, 
" I with I AVON 
- 
A stable, responsive ride like no other. Never-before-seen lockable storage ingenuity. 
Unparalleled safety. Just a few of the innovations that make Ridgeline the pickup solution. 
Unique unibody construction for solid strength. 
20 times the torsional rigidity of other trucks, provided by seven high-strength 
steel braces. Plus, no other consumer pickup offers 4-wheel independent 
suspension. The result: unparalleled stabilitv and car-like handlins. 
Learn How To Make Hand 
Made Cards For Christmas... 
Call Me Today! 
%?lL Jfiic4dr?&&9!{$) 4 
To sell or buy call the 
District Manager 250-638-7363 
1uluIu.~vo?l.ca 
' I . .  .Honda has succeeded at no less than reinventin6 
the notion ofwhat it means to be a pickup truck ... 
Autoweek- January 2005 
4 
Built-in, lockable trunk: An industry first. 
The In-BedTrunkTMoffers241 litres of lockable storage underthetrick bed, and 
it's only on Ridgeline. Plus, no other pickup features a dual-action tailgatethatfolds 
down and swings out  b 
,I . -....innovation and enginem'ng wizardry-in spades." 
jamie Kitman/Automoblle - May 2005 
RIDGELINE-The Fuel Economizer .' *lO.lUIWkmHighway *Il.4UlWkmCirys Best-ever NHTSA rollover resistance rating of any vehicle in its class. 
Never before has a four-door pickup had an NHTSAfive-star rating for front and 
side impact Vehicle Stability AssistTM sensors prevent crashes. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
"Ridgeline rocks 'cause it doesnt roll? 
Calgary Herald - February 2005 
AND MUCH MORE... 
Phone: 6351 1 1 3211 
I I I  I 
HO- 
4534 Kelth Ave. -7 (250)638-8171 
DL# 9662 1-BOO-665-1990 w ww.  b c  h o n d a . c o m  
3 reported by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). August 2005. Visit safercar.gov for details. tPurchase Price based on Ridgeline LX. model yK1641ji 
fstirnated by Honda Canada. See dealer for latest 2006 EnerGuide when available. 
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1 2004 Arct ic  C a t  
660 4 Stroke 
Touring 
$7,995 
2080 Arct ic  C a t  
2440 
$2,650 
Electric Start 
2002 Arct ic Ca9 
SALMON ARM: 3 Bedroom, 2 
bath, 1500 sqft, double garage, 
covered deck w/lakeview, backs 
onto green space, 10 year home 
warranty. www.propertyguys. 
com ID#64411 250-308-7201. 
HORSESHOE AREA 5 bed- 
rooms, 2 bathrooms, big garden, 
greenhouse, shed, large deck, 
close to schools. $1 37,900. Call 
250-635-9659 to view, leave 
message. (45~30 
Meuntain C a t  
570, 136" Track 
$4,850 
~ 2002 Skidoo 
800 Summit 
$6,200 
144" Track 
2005 P o l a r i s  
RMK 900 
$8,795 
15 1 " Track, Like New 
2001 Arct ic C a t  
Mountain C a t  
$4,850 
600, EFI, 136" Track 
homebuvownerca 1 
Check out our website for more photos and details, I 
FORESTER XS I 
AWD Climate Control 0 Heated Seats 0 6 Stacker CD I 2004 Polaris I 
I RMK 700 LongTrack I 
I $7,500.00 I 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. I 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 2 17, Stewart, B.C. 
4>  Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
-_I_ _ 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
FAMILY PLAN PRICE 4 unit Townhouse 10-1 6 Little Wedeene $79,800 
4 unit Townhouse 40-46 Little Wedeene $57,100 
4 unit Townhouse 10-16 Wedeene St. $76,100 
4 unit Townhouse 30-36 Wedeene St. $67i'b00 
4 unit Townhouse 51-57 Wedeene St. $56,800 
4 unit Townhouse 60-66 Wedeene St. $56,900 
30 Suite ~ORE!Ehl~~BPCtPTB$60,000 
Contact - lrvin Leroux - Manager (250) 279-0444 
"All Sales Subiect To Court Approval" 
"32.995 I 2003 RMK 800 I 
1; Vertical Escape I I $7,800.00 I 
OQ Ford F350 4x4 Dies 
Lariat w/Moonroof, Crew Cab, 45k 
OQ Chev 2500 4x4 Crew Ca 
20 k, LS Edition 
0s Ford F350 4x4 Diesel 
XiT Trim Long Bos, Crew Cab, 55 km 
LARIAT; ULTIMATE LOAD, 43 k 
43,495 
39,495 
os ~ ~ r d  ~ 1 5 0  'SUPER CREW" $29,995 
34,995 
63VolvoS60 gp!e5 Leather, Beaut! . $26,Q?5 
99 Chev Cavadi e $7,495 
The qualityshows in every move we make! 
0 J. 
MOVING TO N.S. Must Sell ! I6 FT. Welded aluminum (Mari-, 
house. Best offer. 5 appliances, nex) boat, c/w 100 HP mariner 
3 bedrooms, 2 skylights, large jet, leg & prop, new top, trailer, 
sunroom, large family room, etc. $10,000 080; 6x8 heavy 
woodstove. large recreational duty trailer c/w sides $500. Will 
rnnm Anwmetoive fa dl h-cnmnnt *--A- I-- 1-b -  L--& ocn CQC 
,"V,l, " V I I I I a L a I I ~ ,  lull U a a ~ l l l r l l L ,  
large .outside shed, calport. 
Be~utifOlly-~-~~~landscaped.l,800 1 
- 2,OOO'sq.- f t '  Call Connie 250- 
638-1 253 
LAKELSE LAKE log cabin West 
side on 1.8 acres, 200 ft. lake 
frontage, $249,900 250-798- 
9503 photosatwww.patentpen- 
dingideas.com/lakelse/ (44pl) 
FOR SALE. Like new, 3 bed- 
room mobile home. New floor- 
ing throughout,fresh modern co- 
lours, F/S, W/D, NG heat, space 
for built in dishwasher. Peaked 
roof covers addition as well as 
mobile and deck. Chimney for 
wood stove. In quiet park which 
allows pets. $24,000. 250-65- 
2946 (44~3) 
CHRISTMAS HORSE & Tack 
auction: Saddle pads, bridles, 
halters, saddles, winter blan- 
kets, ropes, cinches, buckets. 
Everything goes. Please con- 
sign early. Sunday Dec. 11/05 
11:30 a.m. Phone B.C. Auctions 
250-992-2459 (47~3) 
BULLS FOR sale. 50 "quality 
vearlins bulls. Hereford Red & 
iiaue iui ianc uuai. LJU-UOJ- 
2630 (45P3) . ' ~  r n ' .  *IC. L I 635-2728 yyil (mlm 
Q;$ Container or van service! 
1985 38' Skylark 5th wheel trail- 
er. Everything works. Great for 
family camping or bush crews. 
OLDER TENT trailer, needs re- 
pairs to roof and canvas. Could 
be converted to a utility trailer. 
Asking $250. 250-638-8605 
$4,800 250-61 5-3533 (47~1) 
5 Spd, AC, CD 
Q Door, Auto, AC, 86k 
4 Door, 5 Spd. 
98 Ford Escort e $7,495 
96 Toyota Corolla sr@,WB 
96 Ford Taurus Wagon $4,995 IKE TYLER ROBINSON, this i s  your official notice 
that at 930am on November 24, 2005, at 
Prince Rupert Family Court at 100 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia, the Director of 
Child, Family and Community Services will make 
an application for a three month Temporary 
Custody Order, pursuant to Section 41 (l)(c) 
of the Child, Family and Community Service Act 
in connection with your child DJR, born July 15, 
2004. 
You have the right to be present and to be represented 
by legal counsel. IKE TYLER ROBINSON, or 
anyone knowing his present whereabouts, please 
contact Valerie Cahoose, Social Worker, Ministry 
of Children and Family Development, 580-309 2nd 
Avenue West, Prince Rupert, British Columbia, V8J 
3T1. Telephone: (250) 624-7594. 
1999 CHEV Malibu 4dr. Fully 
loaded, great condition, tinted 
windows. $8,500 OB0 250- 
61 5-6966 or call Ed at 250-635- 
auto 
05 Subaru Outback $29",95 
auto, 15k, Loaded 
W Ford Explorer XLT 4 
V6, 34k, 7Pass. 
63 Subaru Outback 
5 Spd, Fully Loaded 
bf Subaru Forester AW 
SC, Auto, P/W/L, 66k 
P f  Mazda MPV DX 
7 Pass., 6 Cyl., A/C, Cruise, 75k 
bl Mazda Tt'ibute LX AWD $1 8,995 
16, AC, CD, Cruise 
b l  Subaru Forester L el 8,995 
4uto. AC, Cruise, 86k 
4uto. W i n  Moonroof, Leather 
P l  Mazda M.P.V. DX $1 5,495 
7 Passenger, AC, Cruise. 51k 
97 GMC Safari $6,995 
7 Passenger 
96 Ford Explorer 
CLT 
P I  Subaru Outback LTD $21,495 
~ 
01 RMK 800. 151 track, twin 
slp pipes. Only 850 miles. 
$6500 OB0 call 250- 635-2269 
for more info (44031 
2001 CHEW Venture. Dark 
blue, 5 door, P/W,P/L, power 
mirrors, heated mirrors, NC, tilt, 
cake, CD, grey Interior, tinted 
windows. Excellent condition, 
must sell. $9,000 250-624-1431 
WWW.CARCREDITBC.COM 
Automobile Loans. Trucks / 
Vans / Cars / SUVs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Rates starting from 0%. 
Complimentary delivery. No 
down payment. Apply online, 
call anytime 1-877-513-9564. 
95 FORD Escort. 5 speed, pow- 
er windows/doors, 1 OS ,000 
kms. CD player, 4 cylinder, eco- 
nomical. $5,500 OB0.250-635- 
4384 (46~3) 
LIKE NEW Good Year ultra grip 
tires, P185 65 R15 $300. 250- 
I47p3) 
635-371 8 (46~3) 
1998 POLARIS 700 RMK, stock 
machine $3,200; 1995 Yamaha 
Phaser 11. Min. 1.600 km $3.200 
250-635-1 684 (47~3) 
2001-2 YAMAHA 700cc Moun- 
tain Max. Reverse gear, hand 
and thumb warmers, 1,500 km, 
like new. 250-635-7869 (47~3) 
2004 POLARIS Sleds. 600 
RMK 144", stinger, custom wind- 
shield & bag. 550-2-Up 136. 
Four place drive-on, drive-off 
trailer. have been garaged. Cov- 
ers & wheeled dollies included. 
250-846-5042 (45~3) 
POLARIS SNOWMOBILE/ 
M m i y d  BC TIMBER SALES 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A66905 
'NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR z w  
GE& TRAILER Package: 2000 RMK 
700 Xtra Light with 136&#8221; 
track. 2001 RMK 700 with 
144&#8221; track 2005 Yacht 
Club trailer, 14&#8221: wheels, 
custom aluminum mudguard. 
Very low mileage, covers, 4 new 
helmets, other extras. $12,500. 
250-635-1 767 (43p3) 
$7,995 
.ake notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act. timber sale licence A66995 
E being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Buslness Area, Hazelton Field 
'earn. 
:losing Date: 
leographic Location: 1 km Kuldo 2000 FSR 
lstimated Volume: 
'his timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a ground based system. 
h e  use of olher systems may be subject to the Forest and Range Practices Act and 
s regulation3 
he upset stumpage rate %11.05/m3 for the compelilive volume, approximately 1.518 
n3. was determined by the variable cost mothod and is applicable only to coniferous 
irean sawlog grades (except Interior Grade 3). This timber sale licence Is fully 
leveloped. 
ipecies percent: 
his licence requlres the building of appmxlmately 0.45 kilometres of on-block roads. 
enders will be accepted from Individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
ales enterprise In Category 1. 2 or 3. Applications will be accepted by the Timber 
ales Manager, Terrace limber Sales Office, Skeena Business Area, 200 - 5220 Keith 
venue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1. Tenders will be opened in publlc at 230 
.m. on December 8.2005. 
here is additional matenai that the applicant must consider in their application. mis 
iatenal which includes application forrns and other information about the TSL ce'n be 
btalned from the above BC limber Sales OMce by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
38-5100. Contact Julie Maitland at (250) 842-7664 for Field enquiries only. 
lectronic version of this notice 8 tender pkg is available at: 
ttpJ//www5.for.gov.bc.ca/notices/init.do/notlce ld=2180 
December 8,2005 PB 1:30 p.m. 
5,060 cubic metres, more or less Term: 18 months 
Balsam 7%. Hemlock 90%. Pine 1 %, Spruce 2% 
I 
Mwsvfyd 
BC TIMBER SALES 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A66991 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale licence A66991 
Is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, Hazelton Field 
Team. 
Closing Date: 
Geographic Location: Helen 2000 FSR 
Estimated Volume: 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a ground based system. 
The use of other systems may be subject to the Forest and Range Practices Act and 
its regulations. 
The upset stumpage rate $1 1.73/m3 for the competitive volume, approximately 8,039 m3, 
was determined by the vanabie cost method and is applicable only to coniferous green 
sawlog grades (except Interior Grade 3). This timber sale licence is fully developed. 
Species percent: 
This licence requires the building of approximately 0 6 kilometres of on-block roads. 
renders will be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a BC timber 
ales enterpnse in Category 1,2 or 3. Applications wli be accepted by the Timber Sales 
Manager. Terrace limber Sales Office. Skeena Business Area. 200 - 5220 Ketth Avenue, 
rerrace, Bnttsh Columbia V8G 1L1. Tenders will be opened In public at 11:OO am. on 
3ecember 8.2005. 
mere is additional material that the applicant must consider in their application. m i s  
naterial which includes application forms and other information about the TSL a be 
,btained from the above BC Timber Sales Office by contacting the receptionist at (250) 
336-5100. Contact Steve St. John at (250) 842-7665 for Field enquiries only. 
Electronic version of this notice & tender pkg is available at. 
ittpJ/www5.for.gov.bc.ca/notlcesnn8.do/notice 16.21 77 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR zd 
&WR 
December 8.2005 8 10.00 a.m. 
14,617 cubic metres. more or less Term: 18 months 
I 
Balsam 36%. Hemlock 57%, Spruce 7% 
Black Angus, Gellivlehs, Ghar- 
ois, Limousine and Simmental 
on test at Lazy B Ranch. Please 
call Charlie at 250-690-7226 
Fort Fraser. (47~3) 
MAULTIPOO/POMX PUPPIES. 
3 females. White/blonde in co- I 1999 500 EFI Aretic Cat  Motor  1 
I lour. Small and fluffy. Ready to go Nov. 17 $450. Call 250-635- 'LEAM AUTO FlNANClNQ TEAM
* Bank says NO! * We say YES! * Bankrupt? * No Credit? * Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
You Work, You Driwe! 
"0" D O W ~  0.a.c. 
2003 600 EFI Arctic Cat  Motor 
Was $3500 NOW $woo 
Wayside Service 
(1968) Ltd. I 930 CAT Loader. New tires, 
battery, sawdust bucket, gravel 
bucket, grapples, 1972 $28,000 
delivered. 867-668-2206 (46~3) 
www.thornhilImotors.com 
847-3784 
4320 Highway 16 west 
Hiahwav 16E. Terrace DL#7041 
1989 FINNING M32 tank drill 
w/pr66hammer, excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $55,000. 1998 25' 
steel triple axle trailer w/tool 
boxes, Excellent condition. Ask- 
ing $6,500. Call 604-869-9968 
or email: dancon@uniserve.com 
(47P2) 
1987 MAZDA 626, 4 cylinder, 5 
speed, $1,000 OB0 250-615- 
9033 (45~3) 
1992 CHEV Cavalier V6, auto, 
loaded, low mileage. $1,500 
060. Call 250-61 5-01 58 (47~3) 
1997 FORD Diesel, 250, 4x4, 
118,000 kms, excellent condi- 
tion, single cab, $16,000 250- 
1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager. 7 
seater, runs well, no rust, repair 
history available. Asking $1,500 www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1 -800-961 -7022 638-01 61 (44~2) 250-638-8605 (45~3) - 
89 JEEP Cherokee Laredo. 4 FOR SALE 1998 Ford Tarus. 
Good condition, Low Kms, 
great for families, seats 6 peo- 
ple Asking $6500.00 call 250- 
635- 7548 or email donnaschul- 
meister@hotmail.com (44~3) 
dr., 6 cyl., 4x4. Power windows, 
locks. In great condition. Miche- 
tin All Terrain tires. Asking $4500 
OB0 250-635-1 624 (46~3) 
1985 BRONCO II 4x4, Needs 
some work. $1.500 OB0 250- 
635-7880 (45p3j 
1993 NISSAN Kinacab 4x4 V6 
1. Fire killed Hemlock Gan some pine /spruce, 
2. 1 load of utility Cedar $10.00 per meter. Call Larry 615-9779 
3. Large grade 4 Hendock/ High clear content. Call 6380092 
4. Oversize 3 foot Spruce 20 -50 feet approx 70 meters. 
5. Cedar Gang and Merch, up to four loads. C;tU 635-7448 
6. 200 meters soruce gang & standard possible house logs. 
1-10 loads. Call 849-52& 
call 638-0092 
243k. Very good condition. Re- 
cent body mechanical work, win- 
ter tires, boxliner. $7,900 OB0 
1995 GMC Sierra SLE 1500 4x4, 
5.71, ext. cab, canopy, auto, air, 
extras, 79,800 km. Like new. 
2003 F350 XLT diesel clubcab 
pickup 4x4,62,000 km, camper, 
brackets, electric brake hookup, 
2 sets of wheels etc. $37,000 
$1 4,500 250-635-9525 (45p3) 
250-635-1 684 (47p3) 
250-635-9250 (45p3) 
'99 EXPLORER XLT. Well main- 
tained, excellent condition, 
126,000 km. All options includ- 
ed, sunroof, leather interior, 
Michellin tires, 12 disc CD, auto, 
4 wheel. 250-635-6062 $13,500 
OB0 (46p3) 
Call Don 6387707 - I 7. For Sale As Is: 47' Red Cedar Log, 4')" Butt. Take offers. I 
I 
'Y  
I 
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Sports Scope Score Board - _ _  - -  ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEmNG Challenge yourself 
THE SNOW may be starting to fly but plans for the 2006 
Terrace Standard and Hawkair Adventure Challenge are 
already underway. 
The Adventure Challenge is looking for enthusiastic indi- 
viduals to volunteer for a variety of duties leading UP to next 
wi 1.I i sto n S kate res u Its I I Vanderhoof Oct. 28 to 30 , 4445 lazelle Avenue Thursday, Dec.1 st at 8:OO p.m. A// Volunteers Welcome! For details, call Sarah at 638-7283 01 638-8899 
Bre-Prelim Skills: 
Lateesha Wriglesworth- 
Prelim Skills: Alex Lis- 
Jorden Hendry-Bronze 
Hailey Hendry-4th 
Junior Bronze Skills: 
Senior Bronze Skills: 
Junior Silver Skills: 
Ashley Thandi-Silver 
Samantha Nyce-Bronze 
Senior Silver Skills: 
Hay ley Lessard-Gold 
Emily McIntyre-Silver 
Silver 
simore-Silver ' i 
Desirae Desjardins-7th 
Kelsey Owen-Gold 
Julianne Lenuikqth 
0 Gold Skills: 
Kelsey Minhinnick-Gold 
JoannenHomenuikllth 
Prelim Dance ,Pair: 
Alex Lissimore & Lateesha 
Wriglesworth-Silver 
Jorden Hendry & Desirae 
DesJardins-Bronze 
Senior Bronze Solo 
Dance: Jenna Pavao-Gold 
Ashley ' Thandillth 
Kelsey Owen-6th 
Junior Silver Solo Dance: 
Samantha Nyce-Bronze 
Senior Silver Solo 
Dance: Hayley Lessard- 
Jamie Penner-Silver 
Cateesha Wriglesworth- 
4th 
Preliminary Creative: 
Hailey Hendry-Gold 
Alex Lissimore-Bronze 
Jenna(Pavac4th 
Bronze Creative: Juli- 
anne Lenuik-Silver 
Taylor Braidllth 
Silver Creative:) Ashley 
Gold Creative: Jacque- 
Kelsey Minhinnick-Sil- 
Thandi-Gold 
line Lenuik-Gold 
ver , 
Team Maneuvers: 
Beginner - 
L. Wriglesworth, K. 
Colongard, J.. Hendry," D. 
DesJardins-GOLD 
Level 2- 
K. Owen, T. Braid, J. 
Pavao, Ju. Lenuik-5th 
Level 3 Team A- 
J. Homeniuk, A. Thandi, 
J. Penner, Ja. Lenuik-Gold 
Combined- 
J. Lewis, H. Lessard, S. 
Combined- 
J. Penner, T. Braid, A. 
Lissimore (J. Penner substi- 
tuting for injured K. Minhin- 
nick)-Silver 
Nyce, H. Hendry-Gold 
Full Service Rack Solutions Council wants 'public active 
THE CITY of Terrace has developed an action plan to 
increase physical activity among youth and is committed to 
making its employees more active. 
At its Nov. 14 meeting, Terrace City Council adopted,a 
resolution to join the 20 per cent Physical Activity Challenge 
and work with the provincial government and 20 IO Legacies 
Now to meet the target of increasing physical activity among 
citizens and employees 6y 20 pcr cent by 2010. 
The City has already initiated some programs such as 
the Canadian Tire Jump Start program, Smoke Free Sport 
Zones, and the Safe Communities program, sponsored by 
the RCMP. 
The provincial government has committed to increasing 
physical activity among its citizens through its ActNow ini- 
tiative and is encouraging all municipalities to aceept the 
challenge. Increased activity can,significantly reduce the risk 
of breast cancer, heart disease, stroke and Type 2 Diabetes. 
Sports Menu 
6 Days A Week 635-5225 Lezelle Mlnl Mall 
Mon.-Frl.Moon-5:3Opm c, Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm 
, 
November 25 to 27 
The Terrace Totem Mixed Bonspiel curls at the Terrace 
Curling Club. The entry fee, which includes dinner, is $180 
per team. To register, call Shaunce at 635-5583, fax entries 
to 635-4360 or email the rink at curling@terrace.net. , 
December 3 and 4 
The River Kings angle for Steelheads as they host the 
Smithers squad at the Terrace Arena. Saturday's game takes 
to the ice at 8 p.m. and Sunday's match starts at 11 :45 a.m. 
9 
Your T m e  Standard/Weekend Advertiser 
NEWSPAPER CARRIERS are out there 
PlJiWELlGWUPTHEPA~VAY TO 
YOURWRIW~~IN -. - , 
i- 
RING~I~!WIN \ CH€VROLm 
Y 
EVERYONE'S A; WINNER! push the BnStar button and you 
could win your new Chevy truck or get between Si0 and $10,000 off 
* * - =  * your purchase or lease of most 2005 and 2006 models.+ @St& 
Y 
'BEST IN CLASS V8 FUEL ECONOMY AND MORE STANDARQ 
2006 CHEWROLET SIWERADO CREW CAB 4x4 
* 
#- 
iency of a 4 cylinder I 
ORTEC ENGINE Automatic Transmission with Overdrive I 
ise Control Air Conditioning Power Windows, Locks 
s Entry 6-Speaker CD/MP3 Stereo 60/40 Split 
lass Tilt Steering 
I 
onvert-A-CabTM System with Folding Midgate" 
Differential Electronic Traction Control Dual- 
cks and Heated Mirrors * Remote Keyless Entry ' CD Stereo Deep Tinted Glass 
Stainless Steel Tubular Side Steps 
ON NOW ON AT YOUR BC CHEVROLET DEALERS. 
Bringing you more this holiday season. 
We've redesigned or added features to over 40 models and continue to put quality 
every vehicle. It's al l  part of our assurance that you'll get more in our 2006s. gmcanada.com 
